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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The widespread application of computer technology in education 

once seemed to be only a dream of technological visionaries. However, 

as a result of sweeping advances in micro-electronic technology during 

the late 1970s and early 1980s, computers have moved into classrooms 

and administrative offices in ways that few persons could have 

predicted a decade ago. Today, computing machinery that would have 

occupied an entire room during the 1960s (Marbach, 1982) is concen

trated into a desktop package only slightly larger than a standard 

office typewriter. Moreover, the price of all this computing power 

has dropped from hundreds of thousands of dollars to the $1,000 to 

$2,000 range—well within the budgets of even the smallest school 

systems. Despite the widespread availability of computers in schools 

at all levels now, educators are still in the exploratory stages of 

discovering the best ways to harness the power of the computer for 

administrative and instructional uses. However, statistics and 

projections leave little doubt that computers are in America's schools 

to stay. 

The Future of Computer Technology 
in the Schools 

Hardware 

Thomas Whitney of Hewlett Packard predicted in 1977 that 

microcomputers would be in every school in the 1980s (Marbach, 1962). 



This prediction seems to be well on the way to being realized. 

Results from a National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) survey 

showed that for the 1981-82 school year (the most recent year for 

which federal statistics are available) a total of 29,027 or 35 

percent of the 81,970 public schools in the U.S. had computers 

available for instruction. Of this number, 27,501 schools (or 

approximately 95 percent) had microcomputers. A breakdown by grade 

level showed that microcomputers were found in 34 percent of all U.S. 

public schools—22 percent of elementary schools, 52 percent of junior 

high schools, 67 percent of senior high schools, and 20 percent of 

combined and "other" public schools (National Center for Education 

Statistics, 1983). 

The rapidity of the increase in the spread of microcomputer 

technology in America's schools is shown by more recent statistics. A 

report by Market Data Retrieval of Westport, Connecticut ("Technology 

News," 1983) showed that during the 1982-83 calendar year, the number 

of microcomputers in use in elementary schools alone tripled to 

31,991. Furthermore, during the same period, 31,069 schools began 

using computers for the first time—more than during all previous 

years combined. 

The Market Data Retrieval report showed that during the 1982-83 

school year, 68 percent of all U.S. schools had computers—almost 

twice the number reported by NCES for the preceding year. A breakdown 

by grade level showed that microcomputers were found in 62 percent of 

elementary schools, 81 percent of junior high schools, and 86 percent 



of high schools. These figures far exceeded earlier estimates, such 

as the one in Electronic Education's May/June 1983 issue, which 

projected that 42 percent of all public elementary and secondary 

schools would have microcomputers at the end of the 1982-83 school 

year (Gangel, 1983). The April 1984 issue of this same publication 

(Lobello & Blair, 1984) predicted that the number of microcomputers in 

schools by the end of 1984 would be between 476,000 and 500,000. The 

article also cited a study by Mazer Corporation estimating that by 

1985, the number of microcomputers in schools would reach 704,000. 

Even this optimistic estimate seems to have fallen short of reality. 

The April 1986 issue of Electronic Education ("Computer Use," 

1986) cites statistics from Talmis Inc., a market research group, 

showing that by early 1986, 1.3 million microcomputers were being used 

in schools, with a possible increase of 400,000 during 1986. The 

figures from Talmis show that at least one computer is available now 

in 86 percent of all high schools, 77 percent of all junior highs, and 

61 percent of all grade schools. The average cost of these computers 

was about $1,000 per unit. 

The growth in numbers of computers in schools shows no sign of 

abating. Talmis' figures ("Computer Use," 1986) indicate a 75 percent 

increase in the number of computers in schools between 1983 and 1984. 

This increase breaks down to an increase of 88 percent at the 

elementary level and 75 percent at the secondary level. Some experts 

say that the number of instructional computers in U.S. schools could 



double annually throughout the remainder of the decade of the 1980s 

(Reynolds, 1985). 

A further indication of the extent of U.S. schools' commitment to 

microcomputer technology is reflected in monetary figures. Lobello 

and Blair (1984) reported that between April and October of 1984, $300 

million would be spent by public schools for educational computing. 

Accompanying the increase in school hardware acquisitions was a simi

lar increase—perhaps even more dramatic—in software acquisitions. 

Lobello and Blair believed that the boom in educational software was 

only beginning. They noted that during 1983, educational software 

sales totaled $43 million; however, this amount represented only 15 

percent of total district budgets for educational computing. Lobello 

and Blair predicted that as the rush diminished for districts to 

acquire hardware before available funding dried up, the percentage of 

total computing budgets devoted to software would grow to 85 percent 

by 1988. 

Although the full implications of the current interest in and 

availability of computers in schools probably will not be apparent for 

many years, one thing is very clear: an abundance of hardware 

resources is available for use in a variety of ways. The challenge 

for educators is to find creative and cost-effective ways of using the 

new technology to its best advantage. That the challenge will be met 

is by no means certain. 

In their book. Technology in Mental Health Care Delivery Systems, 

J. B. Sidowski, J. H. Johnson, and T. A. Williams (1980, p. 1) warn: 



Those positively inclined toward technology too often 
become enamored with a new tool and attempt to force an 
arbitrary union between work process and technique. 
The result is often a rather cumbersome "demonstration 
project" showing that the tool can be used in a given 
situation. 

Conversely, Sidowski et al. (p. 2) warn, "In other situations, the 

appropriate introduction of technological innovation into a work 

process is vehemently opposed by anti-technologists." Although 

Sidowski et al. were speaking primarily of applications of technology 

in mental health care settings, both of the dangers they warn of are 

readily apparent in school settings. 

On the one hand, anti-technological bias among educators has been 

well documented (Ahl, 1977; Luehrmann, 1980; "Many Teachers," 1984; 

Ryan, Drummond & Bilodeau, 1981). Ahl (1977) reports that two studies 

of education and technology conducted by AT&T, one among higher educa

tion faculty in Minnesota and one among public school faculty in New 

York, revealed considerable faculty resistance to technology. He 

observes that "in the no-growth period which education is entering, 

faculty do not want anything that will usurp even a portion of their 

job" (p. 163). Likewise, fear of a loss of autonomy, if not actual 

loss of jobs, was cited by Luehrmann (1980, p. 2) as a reason for 

teachers' resistance to computers. Similarly, a 1972 study by 

Anastasio and Morgan (Ryan et al., 1981) showed that fear of the 

"dehumanizing" encroachment of computers into "uniquely human" 

functions was a major factor behind resistance to computers among 

educators and human service professionals. 



Software 

On the other hand, fascination with technology among some educa

tors has led to some dubious applications of computer technology— 

particularly in the area of computer software. With inexpensive, 

versatile, and convenient computer hardware abundantly available, the 

major obstacle to increasing the use of computers in education has 

come from a lack of suitable, high-quality software. Currently 

available software for CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) and CMI 

(Computer Managed Instruction) has been widely criticized for its poor 

quality (Reynolds, 1985; Wiederanders & Schwandt, 1981). W. J. 

Reynolds (1985, p. 25) cites a 1984 Minnesota Department of Education 

report which concluded that "probably two-thirds of the courseware 

especially for microcomputers is of such poor quality that it should 

not be purchased." Likewise, Kenneth Komoski, executive director of 

the Educational Products Information Exchange Institute, which reviews 

educational software, says, "About 5 percent of what we examined is 

first-rate, and about a quarter of what we have found meets minimal 

standards. The rest is pretty depressing" ("Many Teachers," 1984, p. 

8 AA). Currently available programs, critics charge, fail to take 

advantage of the unique capabilities of the computer and amount to 

little more than workbooks displayed on a video screen (Fiske, 1984b). 

Although software development is likely to lag in sophistication 

behind hardware development for some time, the situation is beginning 

to change. Experts predict that future developments in computer 

technology will center on software (Richardson et al., 1980, p. 14). 



Lawrence J. Fedewa, Executive Director of the National Education 

Association Educational Computer Service says that "the industry is 

just beginning to produce materials that are usable, that are designed 

principally for a school setting." He believes that the number of 

computers in schools is finally approaching a "critical mass" that 

will make the production of software specifically for schools profit

able for publishers (Reynolds, 1985, p. 25). The March/April 1985 

issue of Electronic Education ("Buyer's Guide," 1985), for example, 

listed 197 different vendors of educational software of all types, and 

that number will doubtlessly increase. 

Currently, however, the "software gap" still poses significant 

problems for educators. Critics have charged that programmers and 

educators alike too often become enamored with technology for its own 

sake and write or purchase "gimmicky" courseware containing, for 

example, clever graphics, but with little demonstrable pedagogical 

value. As more and more school systems, educators, and parents "jump 

on the computer bandwagon," this problem is likely to escalate. 

The magnitude of the problem of quality assurance in software 

development and evaluation is reflected in the increasing attention 

this issue seems to be receiving among educators, publishers, and 

computer systems professionals. With regard to software development, 

recent articles in professional journals have contained numerous 

caveats regarding the effort and skills required for quality software 

development. Part of the problem seems to be that educators have been 

led to believe that software development is much simpler than it 
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actually is. In an article entitled "Software Development: A 

Publisher's Perspective" (1983, p. 11) in the AEDS Monitor, Christine 

Johnston, Director of Software Development for Milliken Publishing 

Company, comments, "Many educators tend to discount the effort which 

goes into producing quality educational courseware." She attributes 

this misapprehension primarily to manufacturers who have told educa

tors that "anyone can learn to program." By contrast, Johnston 

believes that "few teachers have the resources, expertise, or time 

required to do the job properly." She states flatly that "developing 

quality educational materials is a time-consuming, expensive process 

which is best done by those with the necessary resources at their 

disposal." 

Johnston's warnings are echoed almost verbatim in a critical 

article in Educational Technology by M. D. Roblyer, Director of ICON 

Enterprises, Instructional Computing Consulting. Roblyer (1983, p. 

16) notes that educators have "bought the idea wholesale" that "pro

gramming is an easily-acquired part of computer literacy." As a 

result, he says, "It is now very difficult for them to accept that 

courseware development is usually a laborious activity, requiring a 

fairly high level of programming ability and several other kinds of 

expertise as well." Some indication of the resource and skill commit

ment required for quality software development is indicated by Gerald 

T. Gleason, Professor of Educational Psychology at the University of 

Wisconsin, Milwaukee. He observes (1981, p. 12) that "$10,000 per 

instructional hour is not excessive" for the production of a high 



quality CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) program. Cynthia Johnson 

in Microcomputers and the School Counselor (1983) emphasizes the fact 

that many of the school guidance programs described in the book took 8 

to 10 years to develop and cost millions of dollars. She observes (p. 

125) that "one rule of software development is that it is always more 

costly and time-consuming than originally intended." 

The preceding warnings refer primarily to the development of 

educational courseware. However, many of the same warnings apply 

equally, if not more so, to the development of administrative 

software. Administrative software is acknowledged to be generally 

"more complex relative to much instructional courseware" (Talley, 

1983, p. 69). Therefore, even higher levels of programming expertise 

are likely to be required for the development of this type of software 

than for the development of courseware. In fact, John E. Haugo (1981, 

p. 131), President of EduSystems, Inc., warned in an award-winning 

paper at the annual meeting of the Association for Educational Data 

Systems in 1981 that "complex programs, in particular those that make 

extensive use of files and require extensive data manipulation and 

updating" (as is the case with much administrative software), "are 

difficult to develop on a microcomputer." 

Educators who do, despite these warnings, attempt to develop 

software for microcomputers should be acutely aware of the need for 

adequate "formative evaluation" and field-testing of their products. 

Formative evaluation is generally understood to mean "the process of 

collecting empirical data during the development of instructional 
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materials to ascertain if they need revision" (Golas, 1983, p. 26). 

Evaluation of software after it has been placed in use is called 

"summative" in contrast to "formative" evaluation. "Field-testing," 

as the term is generally used in the literature, may refer to testing 

with actual users either before or after development is complete. 

The extent to which either formative or summative evaluation is 

performed on currently available educational software is very unclear. 

Carol Truett (1984, p. 11), who conducted a study of field-testing of 

educational software by publishers, speculates that the extremely low 

response rate for her survey (13.8 percent of 408 questionnaires sent 

to publishers and producers of educational software) probably indi

cates "the generally low esteem in which most producers hold field 

studies, with the possible result that the majority do not perform 

them." She adds that "the likelihood that most producers do not 

conduct field studies is so strong that the author is applying for a 

grant to conduct further study in this area." Meanwhile, she cautions 

readers that they are likely, in some cases, to receive software that 

is still in "developmental stages," but which has been marketed none

theless. Talley (1983, p. 71) likewise warns that "nowhere in the 

field of consumer purchases is the phrase caveat emptor more appro

priate than for computer software." 

The issue of software evaluation is so crucial that almost every 

discussion of educational software now calls attention to it. 

Teachers have complained that a lack of any means for their reviewing 

software themselves results in "buying in the dark" (Fiske, 1984a; 
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"Many Teachers," 1984, p. 8 AA). Not surprisingly, "Research on 

systems for field-testing and evaluating all courseware, not just 

prototypes" was identified as one of four key research priorities by 

the Panel on Reading and Writing Research at a major federally-

sponsored conference on computers in education held in Pittsburgh in 

late 1982 ("A Research Agenda," 1982, p. 255). Gleason (1981, p. 13) 

cites a "desperate need" for independent software evaluations of CAI 

programs. Holznagel (1983) points out the increasing need for evalua

tion of administrative software for microcomputers, and he sets forth 

a possible framework for such evaluation (described in detail in 

Chapter II of this study). 

One reason for the lack of software evaluation is the time and 

expense involved. Gleason (1981, p. 13) cites the estimate of Dr. Hal 

Peters of CONDUIT, an organization that reviews and evaluates pro

grams, that "the review and evaluation of a typical program requires 

approximately 40 hours of the time of content and programming 

specialists." Golas (1983) adds that evaluation of CAI software can 

become "quite expensive" because computer systems go "down" while 

programs are being tested, because testing procedures are complicated, 

and because revisions require reprogramming. 

Educators, both those who are contemplating developing educa

tional software and those who are contemplating purchasing software 

from vendors or having it custom designed, need to be aware of some of 

the challenges and pitfalls involved in the development and testing of 

such software. As noted previously, the evaluation of educational 
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software is likely to represent a new type of educational research. 

In all probability, because of the expense involved, this research may 

take a different form from other educational research. For example, 

Truett's (1984) survey of field-testing by producers of educational 

software revealed that among publishers who field-tested their educa

tional software, the majority used six or fewer teachers in local 

schools with 50 or fewer students. Moreover, the measure of effec

tiveness in these tests was mainly teachers' opinions, rather than 

student performance. As Truett points out, the results of such tests 

are not scientifically defensible. In light of the uncertainty about 

the correct approach to software evaluation, a description of the 

results of various efforts at software evaluation has merit in 

pointing the way toward more effective software evaluation 

methodology. 

The present study is a description of the initial field-testing 

of a new type of educational software. Like the majority of field-

testing described by Truett (1984), it involved a small number of 

subjects, but it should provide future reseachers with some clues 

about ways in which software evaluation may be made more rigorous and 

scientific, and it should provide software developers and purchasers 

with some idea of the challenges involved in being sure that a soft

ware package is both effective and ready for marketing. 

Ideally, an evaluation of computer technology, whether of hard

ware or software, should help to resolve the uncertainties which have, 

in the past, limited the adoption of new technology. Five such 
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uncertainties were listed in a 1977 article in Science magazine by 

Baer, Johnson, and Merrow, and they are reiterated by Sidowski et al. 

(1980, p. 4) in the introduction to their book about technology in 

mental health care delivery: 

1. Technological uncertainty: uncertainty about the 
feasibility of technology for a particular use. 

2. Cost uncertainty: uncertainty about the monetary 
cost of operating under a new technology. 

3. Demand uncertainty: uncertainty about the benefits 
of a new technology. 

4. Institutional uncertainty: uncertainty about the 
effects of a new technology on institutional 
structure and functioning. 

5. Externality uncertainty: uncertainty about the 
impact of a new technology on external factors such 
as health, safety, the environment, and other 
areas. 

All of these uncertainties except the last one are of concern 

to educators who are considering the incorporation of computer 

technology into their work. The present study focused primarily on 

resolving the technological uncertainty and the demand uncertainty 

about a new type of software. The cost uncertainty and institutional 

uncertainty would have to be resolved through further research with a 

fully operational system. 

Computer Technology and School Support Personnel 

The type of computer software involved in the present study falls 

into the category of the "tool" mode, as described by Robert B. 

Taylor. Taylor (1980, p. 2), Director of the Program in Computing in 
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Education of Teachers' College, Columbia University, has set forth a 

framework for understanding computers in education, which he calls 

"Tutor, Tool, Tutee." Until recently, most of the attention of educa

tors to computer software has focused on the "Tutor" mode—the 

"courseware" or programs designed for classroom instruction and 

management. However, two fairly recent developments have served to 

focus greater attention on the "Tutee" mode—the mode in which stu

dents "teach" the computer through programming. The first of these 

developments has been the increasing availability of microcomputers 

and courses in computer programming in the schools. The second has 

been the publicity given to Seymour Papert and his "LOGO" programming 

language for children. Papert (1980) contends that children learn 

best from and about computers by "teaching" the computer, for example, 

to draw geometric figures through moving a "turtle" commanded by the 

computer. 

To date, the least attention to computers in education, both 

among educators and in the popular press, has been given to the "tool" 

mode. Taylor (1980, p. 8) observes that 

most people in computing and education frequently and 
creatively use the computer in a tool mode, because of 
their everyday familiarity with computing capabili
ties. However, possibly because they are familiar with 
such use, possibly for other reasons, most computing-
and-education people do not see this mode as something 
they want to focus primary energy upon. 

Yet, this mode is of enormous potential value to administrators and 

school support personnel such as counselors and psychologists. 
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The "tool" mode has thus far been of greatest interest to educa

tors for its administrative recordkeeping and "database management" 

capabilities. There are, however, less widely publicized software 

developments which may be of great potential value to almost all 

school systems and which deserve close attention and careful evalua

tion. These are programs that aid school support personnel like 

counselors, psychologists, and diagnosticians in their tasks. Almost 

all of the persons who fill such positions complain that they are 

overworked and that far too much of their time is taken up with 

routine "clerical" tasks, to the detriment of the more crucial human 

services they have been trained to provide. Computer technology can 

be, in large measure, the answer to their problems. 

Proponents of computer technology in schools believe that rather 

than dehumanizing the educational process and displacing human beings, 

computers will free educators from routine, time-consuming tasks to do 

the tasks which can best or only be done by trained professionals. 

Once a computer is properly programmed, it is endlessly patient and 

unerringly accurate in performing the very tasks which are most sus

ceptible to error caused by human fatigue or frustration. A case in 

point, and the object of this study, is the work of school diagnosti

cians and psychologists. These highly trained professionals are 

skilled in administering, scoring, and interpreting psychological 

tests; in making clinical observations of students' behavior; and in 

making referrals to appropriate educational programs. Almost all of 

these functions require the intervention of a skilled human being; 
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yet, some of the most time-consuming aspects of many of these 

functions could easily be taken over by a computer, with a resultant 

increase in efficiency and quality of work for the diagnostic 

personnel. 

The reasons for using computer technology to aid in the work of 

school diagnosticians are compelling. They are, by and large, the 

same as those cited by L. G. Space (1981) for use of the computer in 

mental health care settings: 

1. The ever-increasing demand for services results in 
a long delay between referral, testing, and the 
issuance of a report. A computerized test battery, 
coupled with automated scoring, interpretation, and 
report writing could drastically reduce such 
delays. 

2. Computerized administration of tests is cost-
effective, in terms of both time and resources. 
Computerized test administration could be super
vised by a trained clerk, thus freeing professional 
staff for more complex diagnoses, research, preven
tive work and the like. 

3. Computerization provides a data base which is 
ideally suited for research. 

4. Computerized reports are more reliable than manual 
reports. Space (p. 598) points out that entering 
the same data into the computer always results in 
the same report, noting that computers "do not get 
involved in family disagreements prior to coming to 
work." 

Of even more direct relevance to school diagnosticians are the 

reasons cited by Whitney and Hofmeister (1981) for the application of 

computer technology in the work of diagnostic personnel in the 

schools. These authors state that because of the Education for All 

Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94-142), administrators, teachers, and 
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support personnel must spend a great deal of time planning and 

documenting services to handicapped children. Specifically, the 

requirements for which schools must document compliance include 1) 

nondiscriminatory assessment of each child's educational needs, 2) 

development of an Individual Education Program (lEP) describing the 

services to be provided, and 3) periodic review of the lEP to deter

mine its appropriateness. These requirements caused D. P. Morgan to 

observe that "the benefits associated with the increase in services to 

handicapped children may be offset to some degree by the considerable 

increase in recordkeeping by the schools" (Whitney & Hofmeister, 1981, 

p. 279). 

Whitney and Hofmeister (1981, p. 279) observe that special educa

tors have much less time to devote to direct teaching activities 

because of a "preoccupation" with recordkeeping tasks. These authors 

believe that computer technology is the solution to the problem. In 

fact, the MONITOR system (described in detail in Chapter II of this 

study) which Whitney and Hofmeister helped to implement at the Inter-

Mountain Inter-Tribal School in Logan, Utah, is an excellent example 

of the application of computer technology in alleviating some of the 

recordkeeping burden of school diagnosticians. 

An added benefit of computerized recordkeeping is that it can 

easily be integrated with other activities. As Gianetti and Klingler 

(1980) observe in relation to mental health agencies, data collected 

in the process of an agency's carrying out its primary function can 

very easily be adapted for internal use and for research, as well as 
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for producing statistical reports required by governmental agencies. 

As a matter of fact, Gianetti and Klingler believe that to regard 

computer applications for research, for clinical care, and for 

management information as mutually exclusive is a common fallacy, 

detrimental to the best use of the computer. 

Still, recordkeeping is only one of many tedious and repetitive 

tasks required of school diagnosticians and psychologists. Most of 

the activity of these school staff members centers around the adminis

tration, scoring, and interpretation of standardized tests. Most of 

the tests used by school diagnosticians and psychologists are 

individually administered and scored, and thus far, progress in devel

oping computer-administered and scored versions of these instruments 

has been limited. (A discussion of research on computerized adminis

tration and scoring of diagnostic tests is included in Chapter II of 

this study.) Nonetheless, Vinsonhaler (1973, p, 287) observed in 1973 

that test scoring was the largest and "perhaps most important" CAT 

(Computer Assisted Testing) application. Even so, computer scoring is 

often limited to a raw score reported from an optically scanned re

sponse sheet, and interpretation of that score can be terribly time-

consuming. 

Moreover, as Fowler (1980) points out, even computer scoring 

often gives the test interpreter no relief, and sometimes test scores 

are not used because no one is available to interpret them. The 

answer, of course, is the development of programs for computerized 

test interpretation. As Lanyon and Johnson (1980, p. 20) observe. 
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"computerized test interpretation is potentially particularly useful 

where large volumes of work are being performed or where a complex 

written report is needed quickly." In school settings, for example, 

rapid evaluation and placement of a child in an appropriate educa

tional environment improves the efficiency of the entire educational 

enterprise. 

Computerized interpretation of some psychological tests—most 

notably the MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory), for 

which at least seven interpretation systems were available in 1980— 

has been possible for some years now (Fowler, 1980). However, the 

MMPI is rarely administered in school settings. (See Chapter II for a 

discussion of computer interpretation of other psychological tests.) 

For most of the individualized assessment instruments used by school 

diagnosticians, test interpretation currently—and probably for many 

years to come—must be done by trained professionals by hand. 

Thus far, no method at all has been devised to permit comput

erized observation of student clients' behavior. However, as shown in 

the present study, computers may offer relief for one of school 

diagnosticians' most time-consuming and error-prone tasks—the prepa

ration of psycho-educational reports. 

Manual Preparation of Diagnostic Reports 

Most of the tasks involved in the preparation of diagnostic 

reports are purely clerical: making simple mathematical calculations 

and looking up scores in complex tables in test manuals. This is the 
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type of task for which computers are ideally suited. They rarely make 

errors in calculation, and they never, because of fatigue or inatten

tion, fail to "look" at the correct "table" or "column" in memory. 

By contrast, human beings are especially prone to making simple 

but very serious errors in these mundane, tedious tasks. For example, 

a simple mathematical error in the calculation of a child's exact 

chronological age (a calculation for which an ordinary calculator is 

of little help, since "borrowing" is in terms of 12 and 30 rather than 

10) can lead a diagnostician to an entirely incorrect set of scores 

for one or more tests. 

Furthermore, the design of some test protocols (the sheets on 

which test data are recorded) and test manuals makes these tests 

particularly susceptible to errors in interpretation. For example, 

the Wide Range Achievement Test is administered and scored at one of 

two "levels." In scoring the test, a diagnostician must determine a 

child's "Grade Rating" by consulting, on the protocol, the table 

corresponding to the level of the test administered to the child. 

Failure to consult the correct table for any one of the three sections 

of the test can result in grossly distorted scores. This type of 

error is particularly likely to occur because the same protocol is 

used for both levels of the test; and for each part of the test, both 

tables are printed side-by-side, with many of the same raw scores 

appearing in both tables. 

Similarly, in scoring the Wide Range Achievement Test, once the 

diagnostician obtains a "Grade Rating," he or she must then consult 
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the test manual to obtain standard scores and percentile rankings 

corresponding to that grade rating for the age of the child. Here 

again, the designs of the test manual and test protocol virtually 

invite another serious error. In the test protocol, the order of 

sections of the test is Spelling, Arithmetic, and Reading—moving from 

the front of the protocol to the back. In the manual, however, grade 

ratings for the sections of the test are listed in adjacent columns 

arranged, from left to right, in the order, Reading, Spelling, and 

Arithmetic. With this discrepancy in the order of subtests and 

scores, an inexperienced or momentarily distracted diagnostician could 

easily consult the wrong columns and arrive at incorrect scores for 

all parts of the test. 

In addition, scoring for some tests is so complex that the possi

bility for error is extremely high. For example, scoring the Woodcock 

Language Proficiency Battery or the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-

Educational Battery requires a series of mathematical calculations 

involving both positive and negative numbers—as well as consultation 

of tables in manuals. For the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational 

Battery, two separate manuals and 13 different tables must be con

sulted, each yielding as many as three values to be used in further 

computation. 

That such mechanical errors are made, even by experienced psy

chologists, has been well documented in two separate studies. Miller 

and Chansky (1972) submitted identical WISC-R protocols for scoring to 

experienced psychologists who were randomly selected from among the 
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members and fellows of the School or Clinical Psychology divisions of 

the American Psychological Association. Although this study dealt 

with errors in interpretation of specific responses, in addition to 

derivation of scaled scores and IQ scores, findings concerning mechan

ical and clerical errors were striking enough to warrant serious 

concern. The investigators found that for this one test, raters 

averaged two mechanical errors each. This finding exactly duplicated 

the findings in an earlier study in which the raters were psycholo

gists in training. 

The types of errors made by the experienced psychologists in

cluded the following: adding raw scores together to obtain scale 

scores, adding scale scores to obtain IQ scores, locating incorrect 

scale scores in the manual, and deriving the IQ score inaccurately. 

Miller and Chansky (1972) report that in several instances, it ap

peared that scores had been located in the wrong table or in a column 

adjacent to the correct one in the table. They note that locating a 

score in the wrong table appeared to be a particular problem for the 

Vocabulary subtest: Raters frequently incorrectly used the Digit Span 

scale score, which is located in the column to the left of the Vocabu

lary column. 

The results of the Miller and Chansky (1972) study showed that 

among experienced psychologists, the same WISC-R protocol could result 

in a reported full-scale IQ as low as 78 by one rater and as high as 

95 by another. The investigators point out that, in practical terms, 

the results of their study show that based on the derived WISC-R 
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scores, the hypothetical child depicted in the sample protocol would 

have been placed in classes ranging from retarded educable through 

various degrees of slow learner to regular class placement. Although 

much of this discrepancy may be attributable to differences in 

interpretation of individual responses, the frequency and seriousness 

of the mechanical errors which were found warrant genuine concern. In 

comparison to scoring for the WRAT, the Woodcock Language Proficiency 

Battery, and the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery (Tests of 

Achievement), scoring for the WISC-R is relatively simple and 

straightforward. If such serious errors occur so frequently in the 

scoring of the WISC-R, the probability for errors in the more complex 

scoring of other tests would seem to be alarmingly high. 

Autorighter: A Computerized 
Diagnostic Report Writer 

The software that was evaluated in this study offered promise of 

a solution to the human factors problem in psycho-educational test 

interpretation. For school diagnosticians and psychologists, until 

now, no alternative to manually making calculations and looking up 

scores for standardized tests has seemed possible. However, the 

computer program evaluated in this study was designed to permit diag

nosticians to enter a child's date of birth, grade placement, date of 

testing, and ethnic origin, along with his or her raw scores on 14 

psycho-educational tests, and have the computer perform all calcula

tions and "looking up" of scores. 
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The same program that would perform these calculations also, at 

specified points in its operation, was designed to function as a word 

processor, permitting diagnosticians to enter clinical observations 

and subjective interpretations of data. This feature was one of the 

important advantages of the program. Mezzich, Dow, and Coffman (1981) 

believe that one reason for the poor acceptance of clinical informa

tion systems thus far has been that report forms have been almost 

fully structured, permitting little or no narrative comment or de

scription of a patient's condition. Other systems, Mezzich et al. 

note, use two separate forms—one completely standardized and one 

completely narrative. Such a system, they believe, results in a great 

deal of duplication between the two forms and may result in incomplete 

reporting on one of them. The program which was the focus of the 

present study was the type of computerized report-generating system 

that Mezzich et al. appear to consider ideal. Within a single report, 

both standardized information and narrative comments were combined in 

a coherent, logical format. 

In the program used for this study, when all entries, both stan

dardized and narrative, for a specific page of the final report had 

been made, the computer automatically printed out the results in a 

complete, polished, attractively formatted report. With this compu

terized report-writing program, clerical personnel, working from 

diagnosticians' notes about their subjective observations and from a 

set of test protocols containing raw scores, could produce complete 

diagnostic reports. Then, rather than spending their time on tasks 
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n-j amounting to little more than meticulous, tedious, and time-consuming 

--. ~- drudgery, diagnosticians could use their time for tasks more appro

priate to their level of expertise. 

The computer program which held promise for making these changes 

- V possible was named Autorighter. It was developed by Dr. Lament 

Johnson, Professor of Special Education at Texas Tech University, and 

Mr. Abram Silva, of Texas Instruments, Inc., in consultation with Dr. 

.Jerry Willis, Professor of Educational Psychology at Texas Tech. The 

- ..-I following is a description of Autorighter, based on a draft of program 

vardocumentation-by Professors Johnson and Willis, and on this writer's 

.:.;5 ;S rexperience-̂ î ^̂ ^ the program. 

According: to the program description, Autorighter was to be an 

ec"electronic rpBycho-educational report writer." The program was writ-

.' ^ ten in Microsoft BASIC to run on a Radio Shack TRS-80 Model III 

microcomputer:' equipped with 48K of memory and two disk drives. Auto

righter eliciaiJed information from the user in a structured, easy-to-

follow format̂ D̂y means of a series of fixed displays or "masks" on the 

computer's video screen, along with a "cursor" (a "marker" indicating 

where typing will appear) which moved automatically to the next loca

tion where in&)rmation was to be typed in the report. In addition, 

the program included numerous "friendly" messages or "prompts" in

structing the' user about steps to be taken, or offering reassurance 

that all was well when the computer was making calculations rather 

than receiving data. 
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Information was stored, and calculations were made for the fin

ished report one page at a time, and each page of the report was 

printed out as soon as calculations for that page were completed. The 

program automatically calculated a child's exact chronological age, 

based on the child's birth date and test date. It then converted raw 

scores into scale scores. The raw data entered by the user did not 

appear in the printout, except in the case of "comments" entered in 

sections of the program in which it functioned as a word processor. 

In its final form, Autorighter was intended to provide derived 

scores for the following 14 psycho-educational tests: 

1. The Token Test for Children 

2. Woodcock Language Proficiency Battery 
3. SOMPA Visual Acuity Scales 
4. SOMPA Auditory Acuity Scales 
5. SOMPA Health History Inventories 
6. SOMPA Physical Dexterity Tests 
7. Bender-Gestalt—using the Koppitz scoring system 

and the SOMPA scaled scores 
8. Behavior Rating Profiles 
9. SOMPA Sociocultural Scales 
10. Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children—Revised 
11. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 
12. Columbia Mental Maturity Scale 
13. Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery— 

Tests of Achievement 

14. Wide Range Achievement Test 

The prototype version of the program included all of the preceding 

tests, except the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale, the Woodcock 

Language Proficiency Battery, and the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-

Educational Battery, for which programming had not been completed at 

the time of the study. 
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The developers of Autorighter intended that the the user of the 

program would need no prior knowledge of computers. A brief (15 

minutes or less) orientation to the keyboard, disk drives, and printer 

would enable almost anyone to use Autorighter successfully. The user 

would simply turn on the computer and the printer, insert a diskette 

containing the main operating program into the computer's primary disk 

drive, and then insert additional diskettes, at specified times, as 

instructed by "friendly" prompts on the screen. 

Rationale and Purpose of this Study 

This study compared the efficacy and efficiency of the prototype 

version of Autorighter with traditional manual methods of derivation 

and interpretation of diagnostic test information. Specifically, it 

compared the accuracy and speed of these two methods. It also 

examined the problems inherent in the development and initial testing 

of psychometric software. Because the developers of Autorighter hoped 

that the program would enable even persons with little psychometric 

training to produce diagnostic reports, evaluation of the software was 

carried out with a group of inexperienced diagnosticians-in-training. 

Reports prepared by these subjects with the aid of the computer were 

compared with reports produced manually both by the inexperienced 

trainees and by experienced diagnosticians. 

Erdman, Greist, Klein, Jefferson, and Getto (1981, p. 395) 

suggest with regard to the use of computers in psychiatry that 

providing patients with the highest quality care requires the use of 
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"the most up-to-date diagnostic and treatment methods by suitably 

trained practitioners at a fair cost." Most educators would agree 

that the same types of guidelines govern educational programs. If so, 

then the following observation of Erdman et al. about computer-

assisted psychiatric diagnosis would seem to apply equally to 

education: 

Given equal performance . . ., the choice between a 
human or a computer program would logically be left to 
the patients and the marketplace. When computer 
programs surpass humans in these areas, the ethics of 
the profession would dictate the use of computers, 
(p. 395) 

Discussion 

The present study focused on a determination of the relative 

merits of a piece of psychometric software versus traditional manual 

calculations and on the methods used to evaluate such software. The 

results of this study should be useful both to educators considering 

producing administrative software of the type found in Autorighter and 

to educators in evaluating similar software prior to purchasing it. 

It should enable diagnosticians and school districts to make informed 

choices about whether to adopt computer technology for the preparation 

of diagnostic reports. It should also enable potential developers of 

psychometric software to recognize some of the rewards and problems in 

custom software design. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The literature relating to evaluation of psychometric software 

for school diagnosticians falls into two general categories: 1) 

literature pertaining to applications of computers in psychological 

assessment and reporting and 2) literature pertaining to evaluation of 

software, particularly administrative and psychometric software. In 

contrast to computer-based assessment in other settings, computer 

applications in psychological assessment in schools are still in the 

developmental stage. However, awareness of the variety and success of 

computer-assisted assessment in other settings may stimulate further 

acceptance and exploration of similar applications in schools. 

Therefore, the literature relating to computerized assessment is sum

marized in considerable detail. Then, the literature pertaining to 

software evaluation is summarized. However, the evaluation litera

ture, relating to school applications is extremely scanty, since most 

of what has been written relates to evaluation of courseware and deals 

with topics such as readability, specification of objectives, and 

design and sequence of "frames" for programmed learning. 

Computer-Assisted Psychometrics 

The work of school diagnosticians and psychologists falls into 

the general category "psychometrics." In this work, school diagnosti

cians have much in common with psychiatrists, psychologists, and other 

29 
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mental health professionals. However, for some time now, persons in 

these other professions have had far greater access to computing 

resources than have diagnosticians. Therefore, much of the research 

on the use of computers in psychometrics has been conducted in non-

school settings. However, the increasing availability of inexpensive 

microcomputers in schools has recently focused attention on the pos

sible use of computers in the work of school diagnosticians and 

psychologists (Bennett, 1982; Hayden, Vance & Irwin, 1982; Hoyle, 

1983; Microcomputers and the School Counselor, 1983; Vance & Hayden, 

1982). 

A review of the literature shows that computers have been used by 

psychometricians in primarily three ways: 1) for interviewing 

clients, 2) for administering tests, and 3) for generating and writing 

reports (including managing the data bases from which reports are 

generated). In some advanced applications, computers are used in all 

three modes. The first section of the following review describes the 

advantages and disadvantages of computer-assisted psychometrics and 

the various ways in which computers have been used in this field. 

Advantages of Computer-Assisted Psychometrics 

The most important advantages of computer-assisted psychometrics 

have been aptly summarized by L. G. Space (1981). They include the 

following: 1) Computerized test administration might increase the 

reliability of tests by reducing variability in the "testee/tester 

encounter" (p. 598). 2) The amount of material in computer-generated 
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reports would be consistent. 3) Computer-generated reports would 

always be legible and would contain standardized material in a 

standard format. 4) Computer-assisted psychometrics would facilitate 

the updating of interpretive rules and the use of local norms in 

interpretations of test data. 5) Computerization of tests would 

permit the use of tests that are difficult to administer or score 

manually. 6) Reliance on computerized psychometric reports provides 

"an impetus for using the best clinical decision making rules 

available in the profession" (p. 599), and "it encourages mental 

health professionals to be clearer in the articulation of their 

decision making rules" (p. 599). As a result. Space notes, computer

ization increases the range of knowledge available in a clinical 

setting: If a clinician does not have experience with a particular 

problem, the computer, when properly programmed, probably does have 

this experience. 

Comparable advantages are cited for interviews conducted by 

"computer. Space (1981) notes that structured interviews have been 

shown to be more reliable than unstructured ones and that more infor-

ma tion is collected by automated procedures than by face-to-face 

interviews. Another advantage he cites is that automated interviews 

may be conducted by the computer with a patient who sets his or her 

own pace or by a secretary who enters responses into the computer. 

Furthermore, automated interviews generally include provisions for 

"branching" (different "paths" in a program determined by different 

-esponses by the interviewee), thereby eliminating irrelevant or 
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unnecessary questions. Finally, Space points out, data base storage 

of interview data facilitates research because it permits ready 

analysis of clinical profiles for demographic, historical, and 

clinical variables. 

Many of these advantages of computer-assisted psychometrics are 

particularly relevant in school settings in which federal or state 

guidelines must be followed in the classification of learning dis

abilities or the assignment of students to specific programs. 

Although hardly anyone who works with students would advocate a purely 

"mechanical" means for classifying special education students or 

assigning them to programs, most would admit that considerable and 

often unnecessary variation exists in the ways in which these guide

lines are applied. A computerized "baseline" evaluation might help to 

eliminate some of the spurious variability in the application of these 

guidelines. 

Disadvantages of Computer-Assisted Psychometrics 

In comparison to the arguments in favor of computer-assisted 

psychometrics, the arguments against such applications are few. The 

following are the most common of these arguments as summarized by 

Space (1981, p. 599): 1) The use of computers in psychometrics may 

tend to "depersonalize" the individual being tested. 2) Computerized 

approaches do not give enough emphasis to individual differences. 3) 

The "richness and complexity" of behavior is not accounted for in 

computerized procedures. 4) Neither the "patient" nor the clinician 
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feels "in control" of the situation. 5) The computer cannot make 

behavioral observations. 

Many of these objections are rendered moot by the fact that the 

computer is rarely used alone in psychometrics, but in conjunction 

with a clinician who personalizes the encounter. In fact, in the 

research studies described later in this chapter, most of the fears 

about depersonalization have proved groundless. Probably the most 

substantive of the objections to computer-assisted psychometrics is 

that the computer cannot make behavioral observations. In reply to 

this objection. Space (1981) points out that behavioral observations 

by trained clerks can easily be incorporated into psychological 

reports as narrative comments. He also cites research by Cromwell 

showing that ward attendants did better than psychotherapists in 

making behavior ratings. Moreover, he suggests that the computer may 

more reliably and sensitively pick up on anomalous behavior reported 

by such methods. By far the most compelling answers to critics' 

objections to computer-assisted psychometrics, however, come from the 

experience of researchers who have used the computer in various 

psychometric applications. 

Historical Background of Computer-Assisted 

Psychometrics 

The groundwork for computer-assisted psychometrics is almost 

universally acknowledged to have been laid in Meehl's (1954) studies 

of "actuarial prediction" in psychological diagnosis (Tallent, 1976). 

Meehl (pp. 90-91), in turn, cites work done in 1942 by T. R. Sarbin at 
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the University of Minnesota as the first important study of actuarial 

prediction. 

Sarbin's study compared statistical prediction of "honor point 

ratios" of freshmen at the University of Minnesota in 1939 with 

clinical predictions made by staff members in the University 

Counseling Bureau. Results at the end of the fall quarter revealed no 

significant differences between the results obtained by a clerk using 

only two predictor variables (high school percentile rank and score on 

the college aptitude test) in a regression equation and the results 

obtained by the experienced counselors who had available not only the 

same two predictor variables as the clerk, but interview data, an 8-

page record form filled out by each student, and numerous other test 

scores. Clinical predictions correlated with obtained honor-point 

ratios 0.69, and statistical predictions correlated 0.70. Moreover, 

multiple analyses of the data, through dichotomizing the continuum at 

the "C" level and adding the clinicians' judgmental ratings revealed 

no significant differences (Meehl, 1954, p. 91). 

On the basis of a meticulous examination of Sarbin's study and 

numerous others conducted thereafter, Meehl (1954) wholeheartedly 

endorses the concept of actuarial prediction. He states his conclu

sion as follows: 

Once some sort of statistical backlog has been 
collected (and this takes no more time than is needed 
for the clinician to get experience), the actuarial 
method almost invariably takes less time, effort, 
3^(1—no minor point—can be entrusted to lower paid 
personnel possessing much less skill. (p. 127) 
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Meehl (1954, p. 127) further calls attention to the "humanistic" 

benefits of actuarial prediction. He says. 

The several hours of highly skilled work sometimes 
expended in arriving at a dynamic formulation of the 
patient by an ingenious extrapolation of test results 
could very possibly be spent much better in added hours 
of psychotherapy. 

Although the computations involved in the predictions Meehl 

studied were performed by hand rather than by computer, his conclu

sions are widely cited as justification for use of computers in 

psychometrics. The arguments in favor of computerized actuarial pre

diction would seem to be even stronger than Meehl's original ones 

because computers eliminate the human error involved in hand calcula

tions. Sines (1980, p. 8), in a collection of reports on the use of 

computers in mental health care, cites Meehl's work in justifying the 

use of computer-assisted psychometrics, stating that Meehl 

unequivocally demonstrated that, given a specific pool 
of patient-descriptive data, the diagnostic signifi
cance of those data can be sensed, extracted, and then 
applied more reliably, more rapidly, and at least as, 
if not more accurately by applying a set of empirically 
determined rules than it can by clinicians who examine, 
weight, and integrate those same patient data. 

Even stronger evidence of the superiority of actuarial prediction 

than Meehl's was provided by Sawyer in 1966 (Hedlund, Evenson, Sletten 

6f Cho, 1980). Using a total of 45 studies of actuarial prediction, 

including the same ones used by Meehl, Sawyer concluded that whether 

data were collected clinically or mechanically, the mechanical mode of 

interpretation was always superior. 
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Other pioneering uses of the computer in psychological diagnosis 

are cited by Space (1981, p. 596): These include work by Adams in 

1974 on the automation of neurophysiological test data interpretation; 

work by Spitzer, Endicott, Cohen, and Fleiss in 1974 to develop 

programs to determine DSM II diagnostic categories; work by Griest, 

Klein, and Erdman in 1976 in which a computer produced diagnoses 

"according to research diagnostic criteria" by asking questions of the 

clinician; work by Lefkowitz in 1973 that used multivariate procedures 

that predicted marriage adjustment as well as clinicians did; and work 

by Duckworth and Kedward in 1978 that "used standard interview 

techniques to give reliable symptom ratings and precise diagnoses." 

Research has clearly demonstrated that computer technology can be 

used successfully in a variety of psychometric applications. More

over, the increasing numbers of experiments with various applications 

in recent years reflect growing enthusiasm among clinicians for such 

applications. However, educators and clinicians alike must carefully 

weigh the advantages offered by the technology and likewise weigh 

their own motivations for adopting the technology. In the midst of 

the current fascination with and enthusiasm for computer technology, 

there is some danger that the technology might be adopted simply 

because it is possible and popular. Both monetary and psychological 

costs should be considered in relation to the benefits derived from 

the technology. If the technology genuinely improves the quality of 

decisions made on behalf of clients or students and if expenditures 
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for hardware and software result in significant savings over time, 

then the technology probably justifies itself. 

Current Applications of Computers 
in Psychometrics 

As noted previously, computers are used primarily for the 

following three psychometric applications: 1) interviewing clients, 

2) administering tests, and 3) generating reports. In some applica

tions, a computer is used in all three modes. 

Computer-Assisted Interviewing 

Computers have been used for conducting automated interviews 

relating to a wide range of problems. Among those cited by Erdman et 

al. (1981) are interviews with epileptic patients, potentially 

suicidal patients, drug abusers, emergency room patients, alcoholics, 

cancer patients, patients with functional headache, preanesthesia 

patients, and general psychiatric patients. Although a computer 

interview obviously cannot make the same types of observations of 

nonverbal behavior as can a human interviewer, results from studies of 

computer interviews show that, particularly for some sensitive topics 

such as alcohol abuse and sexual functioning, the computer may surpass 

human interviewers in the quality of information gathered and in the 

attitudes of interviewees toward the interview (Greist & Klein, 1980). 

For example. Space (1981) describes a 1975 study by Strauss, Rowse, 

Langren, and Chiles in which a computerized interview was used to 

evaluate and predict suicide potential. Results of this study showed 
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that the computer was 70 percent accurate in predicting attempts, 

whereas clinicians were only 40 percent accurate. 

With regard to quality of information gathered. Space (1981) 

describes a study by Slack and Slack in 1977 that showed that what 

physicians were told in structured interviews was affected by the time 

of day and the sequence of interviews, but that information gathered 

by computer was not similarly affected. Space also describes a study 

by Lucas, Mullin, Luna, and Mclnroy in 1977 which showed that inter

viewees told a computer that they consumed 30 percent more alcohol 

than they told a human interviewer they did. Favorable client reac

tion to computer interviews was likewise shown in a 1977 study by 

Angle, Hay, Jay, and Ellinwood who have computerized a comprehensive 

behavioral assessment that requires between 4 and 10 hours to admin

ister. Nonetheless, clients reportedly prefer the computer to human 

interviewers (Space, 1981). 

Moreover, the computer is not incapable of making observations of 

non-verbal behavior. With appropriate programming and hardware, a 

computer is capable of recording such nonverbal behavioral observa

tions as response time required for a specific query (Katz 6e Dalby, 

1981; Sawyer & Castellan, 1985) and, conceivably, the average force 

with which a keyboard or similar response device is struck by an 

interviewee. 
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Computer-Assisted Testing 

In many ways, use of a computer to administer standardized tests 

is simply an extension of the use of a computer for structured inter

views. Theoretically, at least, most paper-and-pencil tests ought to 

be adaptable for computer administration. However, among other fac

tors, the lack of sophisticated graphics capabilities has heretofore 

limited the numbers of tests that have been adapted for computer 

administration. Furthermore, until recently, the lack of readily 

available computer hardware made such adaptation seem somewhat imprac

tical. Still, the computer's record-keeping capabilities have 

tantalized test developers with the possibility of simultaneous test 

administration and scoring. 

Some of the early work with automated psychological testing is 

summarized by Space (1981). These pioneering efforts included an 

automated version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) 

developed by Elwood in 1960 and an automated version of the Peabody 

Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) by Overton and Scott in 1972. Neither 

of these tests was genuinely computerized, since items were not pre

sented and responses were not recorded via CRT (Cathode Ray Terminal). 

Nonetheless, Space (1981) reports that the automated WAIS was shown by 

Elwood and Griffin in 1972 to be as reliable as the traditional WAIS, 

and correlations between the automated and manual versions of the PPVT 

were between 0.91 and 0.94. 

Among early efforts at truly computerized test administration at 

a CRT, Space (1981) lists an automated Slosson Intelligence Test by 
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Hedl, O'Neil, and Hansen in 1973; a computerized version of the 16 

Personality Factor Questionnaire (16 PF) by Karson and O'Dell in 1975; 

and, more recently, a microcomputer version of the PPVT reported in 

Space and Huntzinger in 1979. Sidowski et al. (1980) report that by 

1980, in addition to the tests already mentioned, there were true 

computerized versions of the MMPI, the Rorschach, the California 

Personality Inventory, the Sentence Completion Test, the Holtzman Ink 

Blot Test, the Kelly Role Construct Test, and the WAIS. 

Examples of some of the research studies with computerized ver

sions of common tests show both the somewhat crude "state of the art" 

of computerized testing and the tremendous potential it has for 

psychometric applications. Tests described in the following section 

vary in the extent to which they are automated. Other tests are 

described in the sections on report writing and fully automated 

assessment. In general, if the printout from a test is brief and 

simple, the test is described in the following section. If the 

printout is long or complex, it is described in either the report-

writing section or the section on fully automated assessment. 

Computerized Versions of the PPVT 

Both Klinge and Rodziewicz (1976) and Elwood and Clark (1978) 

developed computerized versions of the PPVT. For both tests, stimuli 

were presented via 35 mm slides. In the Klinge and Rodziewicz study, 

responses were transmitted automatically to a "mainframe" IBM 1800 

computer, and in the Elwood and Clark study, a DEC PDP-12 minicomputer 
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was used for recording and processing data. Klinge and Rodziewicz 

report that immediately upon completion of testing, a report was 

printed out, including identifying data about the subject and date and 

time of testing, plus the subject's chronological age, basal and 

ceiling slide numbers, raw score, IQ, percentile ranking, and mental 

age. The printout of Elwood and Clark's version was available 5 to 10 

minutes after completion of testing and included, in addition to 

identifying data, an item-by-item tabulation of results containing 

item number, latency, response choice, and the score for each item. 

In addition, the printout included summary data regarding total 

latency, total raw score, and mean response time on correct and 

incorrect items. Results from both studies showed no significant 

differences between computerized and manual administrations of the 

test. 

Both Klinge and Rodziewicz (1976) and Elwood and Clark (1978) 

observed some "collateral" benefits from computerized testing. Klinge 

and Rodziewicz noted that their psychiatrically disturbed subjects 

were more cooperative during computer testing than during manual 

testing, probably because of fascination with the computer. Similar

ly, an attitude questionnaire administered by Elwood and Clark to 

their young (4 to 13 years old) volunteer subjects showed that this 

group perceived computer testing to be significantly "more easy than 

hard" and "more like play than like work." In addition to demonstrat

ing the computer's capacity for providing a tremendous amount of 

detailed information derived from testing, both of these PPVT studies 
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illustrate the limitations imposed on computerized testing by the 

hardware available at the time. The sophisticated graphics capabili

ties of today's microcomputers will doubtlessly facilitate the total 

automation of tests like the PPVT. 

Computerized FIRO-BC with Children 

In more recent work with computerized testing of children, Katz 

and Dalby (1981) studied computerized versus manual testing with the 

State Anxiety and Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation 

(FIRO-BC) personality inventories, using both gifted and behavior-

problem elementary-school-aged children. This test was fully compu

terized using a time-shared PDP-11/70—a large minicomputer accessed 

via remote terminal. The test was self-paced with instructions and 

questions presented on the CRT screen. Results showed that adminis

tration and scoring time was significantly faster (14.7 min. vs. 17.14 

min.) for the computerized testing than for the manual testing. In 

addition, for three of the six FIRO-BC scales, test-retest reliability 

was significantly higher for the computerized version. Furthermore, 

despite initially high positive attitudes toward computers among all 

of the subjects, the attitudes of children tested by computer improved 

significantly from one testing session to the next. Moreover, state 

anxiety decreased for both groups, regardless of testing method, even 

when previous experience with computers was taken into account. 
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Computerized California Psychological Inventory 

Yet another example of computerization of a single psychological 

test illustrates some of the problems in ensuring comparability of 

scores when a paper-and-pencil test is adapted for computer adminis

tration. In 1976, Scissons reported results from a comparison of 

manual versus computer administration of the California Psychological 

Inventory (CPI), a widely-used test developed in 1948 by Harrison 

Gough. For the computerized version of this test, Scissons used a 

large mainframe computer with a remote terminal on which all instruc

tions and questions were presented, with responses recorded via light 

pen on the screen. A detailed analysis of results was available 

immediately following the test. 

In a comparison of results from manual versus computer adminis

tration of the CPI, Scissons (1976) found significant differences 

between results for males on a number of dimensions, but significant 

differences for females on only the "femininity" dimension, with 

females who completed the computer-administered version scoring lower. 

However, Scissons notes that subjects in the computer-administered 

group omitted significantly more responses than did subjects in the 

manually administered group, perhaps because the "omit" option 

displayed on the CRT screen made subjects more aware of and more 

likely to select this option than subjects in the manually-tested 

group. Therefore, the CPI profiles may have been invalidated, and the 

differences not as large as they seemed. 
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The "TAPAC" Battery 

Difficulties with automating commonly used psychological tests 

led to the development by Gilberstadt, Lushene, and Buegel (1976) of 

the Totally Automated Psychological Assessment Console (TAPAC). These 

researchers stated as their goal "to produce an automated intelligence 

test battery which, in part would predict WAIS IQ parameters but 

circumvent WAIS scoring and administration problems by using more 

readily automated WAIS equivalents" (p. 627). The practical purpose 

of the study was to develop a regression equation for predicting WAIS 

scores from the instruments in the TAPAC battery. The initial TAPAC 

battery included the Shipley-Hartford Vocabulary subtest, the Raven 

Progressive Matrices Standard 1983 edition, the WAIS Digit Span, the 

WAIS Digit Symbol, the Halstead Category Test, a manually-administered 

Bender-Gestalt, and the Memory-for-Designs Test. The final TAPAC 

battery eliminated the Memory-for-Designs test, the Bender Gestalt, 

and the Halstead Category Test, either because these tests were diffi

cult to automate or because they made little unique contribution to 

the regression equation for predicting WAIS scores. 

The TAPAC battery is a perfect example of the cumbersome nature 

of pioneering efforts at computer-administered tests. Auditory 

instructions for the battery were given by tape recorder, and stimuli 

were presented via a slide projector. Subjects responded by pressing 

keys on a computer console, and their reaction time was measured and 

recorded automatically when needed. The results were recorded on 

paper tape and then transferred to IBM cards for computer processing 
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(Gilberstadt et al., 1976). The authors do not report the accuracy 

with which the TAPAC battery predicted WAIS equivalent scores, but 

they do report favorable practitioner evaluations of the computer-

generated report of the results of the various TAPAC battery tests and 

the relationships among them. (This computerized report-writing 

program is described in more detail in the section of this chapter 

dealing with computer-assisted report-writing.) 

Microcomputer Test Development 

Most of the tests described so far have been administered either 

through "mainframe" computers or large minicomputers, to which most 

school personnel—and most psychologists—have little access. Wide

spread availability of microcomputers, however, is likely to lead to 

the development of software for greater numbers of truly computer-

administered tests. Beaumont (1981, 1982) at the University of 

Leicester has been involved in a project to adapt standard psycho

metric tests for microcomputer administration. For his development 

work, he has been using an Apple microcomputer programmed in the 

PASCAL language. In 1981, he had completed adaptation of only one 

test, the Mill-Hill Vocabulary Test (Set B), for microcomputer 

administration. 

By April of 1982 when Thompson and Wilson reported on automated 

psychological testing in the International Journal of Man-Machine 

Studies, Beaumont had completed adaptation of several more tests for 

microcomputer administration, and other researchers had also adapted 
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several tests for microcomputer administration. Among the tests adap

ted by Beaumont were the Eysenck Personality Inventory, the Mill Hill 

Vocabulary Scale, the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, the Money Road Map 

Test, and language usage and spelling tests (Thompson & Wilson, 1982). 

Beaumont (1985) has also been working with a microcomputer ver

sion of the digit span portion of the WAIS using various response 

media such as a standard keyboard, a special keypad, and a light pen. 

This research has been directed toward learning about equivalency of 

computer-assisted testing and traditional testing and learning whether 

response medium affects test results. He has discovered significant 

differences between scores on microcomputer administration and tradi

tional administration and between scores from various response media. 

This research, although it does not add greatly to the availability of 

new computer-assisted tests, is of great importance to those who plan 

to use computer-assisted tests. It shows that scores from such tests 

cannot be taken at face value and that equivalency of those scores 

with scores from traditional testing cannot be assumed. 

Also, according to Thompson and Wilson (1982), Elithorn and asso

ciates have adapted the following tests for microcomputer adminis

tration: the Digit Span Test, the Perceptual Maze Test, Tracking, 

"Sword," and "analog mood and attitude scales" (p. 284). William 

Acker (1983) reports the development of the Bexley-Maudsley Automated 

Psychological Screening (BMAPS) and the Bexley-Maudsley Category Sort

ing Test (BMCST) for use with alcoholics. The components of the test 

battery include the Mill Hill Vocabulary Test-Synonyms, the Maudsley 
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Category Sorting Test, a visuo-spatial ability test, a Symbol Digit 

9-choice reaction task, a visual discrimination test, and a test of 

verbal memory (Thompson & Wilson, 1982). Finally, Thompson and Wilson 

report that Carr has developed a set of 20 questions for use with 

psycho-geriatric patients. 

Since the Thompson and Wilson (1982) survey, Jones and Grygar 

(1982) have completed adaptation of the Screening Tests portion of the 

Test of Syntactic Abilities (TSA) for administration on an Apple II 

Plus microcomputer. The authors note that this test, which is used 

with older deaf children, is extremely time-consuming to interpret by 

hand. The computer performs the calculations and provides interpreta

tions instantaneously. Furthermore, the program is designed so that a 

student must correctly answer sample questions before test items are 

presented. The authors are currently in the process of computerizing 

the diagnostic battery of the TSA. 

The more recent work with computer-assisted testing has begun to 

tap some of the unique capabilities of computers. For example, 

Richard L. Sanders (1985) has demonstrated the feasibility of individ

ualizing psychological tests like the MMPI. "Individualized testing" 

refers to the use of the computer's simultaneous test administration 

and record-keeping capabilities to determine a cut-off point beyond 

which a particular test has no further predictive potential. Such 

procedures, Sanders points out, have been available for some time for 

educational and achievement tests. His work demonstrates the feasi

bility of such procedures with the MMPI and other tests with 
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dichotomized response formats. His work holds promise of the develop

ment of genuinely individualized psychological tests which, he points 

out, will represent savings in time for clients and not just 

clinicians. 

In similar research which likewise uses the unique capabilities 

of the computer, Robert M. Rippey (1986) has developed a computer 

program for the development, administration, and scoring of "confi

dence tests," a complex type of test in which a student responds to 

all options of multiple-choice items. The student then assigns 

"weights" to the options to indicate the level of confidence he or she 

had in a particular answer. By analyzing the answers and the weights 

assigned, the tester can determine whether a student is appropriately 

realistic or cautious. However, administering and scoring this type 

of test has heretofore been almost nightmarishly complicated. 

Rippey's program is "a complete system for preparing tests and scoring 

keys, and for administering and scoring the tests either individually 

or in batch mode" (p. 59). He says that the system is "user friendly" 

and "menu-driven," utilizing "either two- or three-option test items" 

(p. 59). 

A different and yet very important development in tapping the 

computer's unique potential is work done by Teresa Sawyer and John 

Castellan, Jr. (1985) on the measurement of response times in written 

protocols. These researchers have devised a method for using a 

graphics tablet (in this case from Apple, along with an Apple 11+ 

computer) to precisely measure response time for particular items. 
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The program records the location of a subject's pen once every second, 

and the authors say that it is "applicable to any task in which 

written protocols are used" (p. 504). The program itself is written 

in BASIC and is only 110 lines long, as used with Apple equipment. 

Other tests that have been adapted for microcomputer administra

tion, scoring, and report writing are listed in an article by Bartram 

and Bayliss (1984). These authors point out that more personality 

questionnaires than other types of tests have been automated, simply 

because of the ease with which such tests may be automated. Some of 

the tests listed by Bartram and Bayliss (in addition to those already 

discussed) include the following: 1) the WAIS, which was automated by 

Vincent in 1980; 2) Raven's Progressive Matrices, which was automated 

by Waterfall in 1979 and revised by Calvert and Waterfall in 1982; and 

3) the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, which was automated by Cook 

in 1984. 

Obviously, development of psychometric tests for microcomputer 

administration is in its infancy. However, Beaumont (1982) is ex

tremely optimistic about the feasibility of microcomputer applications 

for psychological testing. 

WISC-R Training Program 

In an application closely related to automated administration of 

standard psychometric instruments, Johnson and Willis (1981), have 

devised a computer-administered simulation program for training stu

dents to administer the WISC-R. The program involves two subtests of 
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the WISC-R—Block Design and Similarities. Essentially, the computer 

takes the role of the child being assessed. For the Block Design 

Subtest, for example, the computer's graphics capabilities are used 

for displaying a pattern of blocks on the video screen. The program 

can be used in either a training or a testing mode, and in the testing 

mode the computer records every error made and prints out a list of 

errors at the end of the session. This type of use of the computer 

points toward the possibility of fully automated administration of 

tests such as the WISC-R—particularly for persons with normal reading 

ability. 

Computer-Assisted Report Writing 

Perhaps because the use of computers to generate psychometric 

reports so nearly resembles the data-base management and word-

processing uses of computers in business, this type of application 

seems to be more prevalent than other psychometric uses of the com

puter. Tallent (1976, pp. 225-226) in his book on psychological 

report writing observes. 

In the area of psychological assessment, with the need 
to quickly produce quantities of data at minimal cost, 
it was inevitable that the computer would be con
sidered, and in the 1960's computer printouts of 
psychological conclusions became a reality. 

Computers are now used routinely to produce a variety of psycho

logical reports. However, these reports vary tremendously in form and 

complexity. For example, some reports are based on the results of a 

single test, whereas others are based on the results from a "battery" 
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of tests. In general, in the simplest types of computer-generated 

reports, the user simply selects from a "menu" of comments available 

in a word-processing system. In more complex systems, the computer 

searches through its data base to select specific types of information 

and then integrates the information into a coherent report. In yet 

more complicated systems, the computer produces a report almost en

tirely automatically from "raw" data such as test and interview 

responses which have been entered into its memory by the individuals 

being evaluated. Regardless of the complexity of the computer-

generated reports, results of evaluative studies of them have been 

almost universally favorable. 

Early Studies of Computer-Generated Reports 

Space (1981) describes several early studies of computer-

generated reports: One of the earliest was a study by Kleinmuntz in 

1967 in which five MMPI profiles analyzed by computer and by clini

cians were evaluated. According to Space, the results showed that 

"the computer surpassed the average clinician and did as well as the 

best of the eight clinician test interpreters" (p. 597). Similarly, 

Space reports that in 1972, Bringman, Balance, and Giesbrecht compared 

computer-generated reports with reports written by graduate students 

and found no significant differences in content or style. Further

more, Space observes that MMPI reports have taken information from 

only a single psychological test and yet "have been judged clinically 

useful." He notes that "results from a series of psychological tests 
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integrated into a report should be of even greater usefulness" (p. 

598). 

Among the earliest reports based on a battery of tests was the 

one devised by Paitich in 1973. Space (1981) describes the report as 

follows: The instruments in the battery included the Raven Matrices, 

the MMPI, the 16 PF Form C, the Clarke-WAIS Vocabulary Test, the 

Clarke Parent-Child Relations Questionnaire, and a sexual history 

questionnaire. These tests were administered by a clinician, and the 

results punched on computer cards. The report derived from these data 

included a score and percentile ranking and several sentences briefly 

describing the results of each test. Paitich reported that after only 

one year, this procedure had been "well-accepted as the only psycho

logical assessment for the bulk of inpatients and outpatients" (p. 

598). 

Reports Generated from a "Menu" 

Among the reports generated from a "menu" of statements in a 

word-processing program is the type of report which emerges from the 

TAPAC battery described earlier. According to Gilberstadt et al. 

(1976), "clinical judgment" was used for selection of a menu of state

ments for interpreting basic subtest scores and relationships among 

the subtests in the battery. These menu items, apparently, had to be 

selected by hand and were not automatically generated by the computer. 

The reports were evaluated by a panel of clinical judges who rated 

them on a five-point scale from l=poor to 5=excellent. Mean ratings 
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for various subgroups of patients ranged from 3.88 for alcoholic 

patients to 4.50 for schizophrenics. A sample of the type of state

ment in these reports is the following: "The patient's predicted WAIS 

IQ is which falls in the range of intellectual 

functioning." 

A similar approach is followed in Vincent's (1980) "Semi-

Automated Full Battery." The reports based on this battery are 

generated from a menu of statements which are then incorporated into 

narrative summary paragraphs. In this system, as in that of 

Gilberstadt et al. (1976), administration and scoring up to the point 

of interpretation are still done by hand. Vincent reports that none 

of the patients who received these reports perceived any difference 

between the computer-generated reports and manually produced reports. 

He notes that manual administration and scoring of the tests were 

necessary because many of the tests could not be readily scored by 

computer and that turn-around time at the central data bank where the 

information was processed would have made computer scoring 

impractical. 

According to Vincent (1980), the major advantage of the computer-

generated reports is the improved turnaround time for finished 

reports. He points out that computer-generated reports free psycholo

gists from a great deal of repetitive work, and he observes that such 

reports might be especially helpful to novices or to psychologists who 

infrequently administer tests as part of their work. He also notes an 
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interesting use for the system—as a teaching aid for psychological 

report writing. 

Piotrowski's Computerized Rorschach 

Yet another type of a computer-generated report based on a menu 

is Piotrowski's (1980) Computerized Perceptanalytic Rorschach (CPR). 

In this test, the computer is not used to present the stimuli but only 

to interpret and process coded responses into a report. Piotrowski 

has developed an extremely complex system which employs over 330 

parameters for scoring in contrast to the approximately 25 original 

parameters specified by Rorschach and his followers. However, he 

explains that the computer can easily handle the complex combinations 

of codes and that a conscientious high school graduate can, with 

adequate training (about two months), accurately code Rorschach 

responses for the system. Piotrowski says that independent evaluation 

of CPR printouts by practitioners fell in the "agree" or "mildly 

agree" range 86-87 percent of the time. 

A Computerized Self-Directed Search Report 

An altogether different approach to a "menu" type of report was 

the one developed by Price, Michal, and O'Neil (1978) for interpreting 

results from Holland's 1976 Self-Directed Search (SDS). The SDS is a 

self-administered and self-scored career guidance instrument used in 

many high schools and colleges. Price et al. note that the motivation 

for developing a computer-generated report was the evidence that 

students frequently make errors in scoring which might lead them to 
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incorrect interpretations about career choices. Furthermore, the 

authors note that the SDS does not provide information about the 

degree of differentiation or the level of consistency of a person's 

scores—both of which the computerized summary provided. 

The computer-generated SDS report was not a "menu" type of report 

in the sense of being a set of descriptors selected by an operator 

from a list displayed by a word-processing program. Rather, based on 

the column totals entered from a student's test form, the report items 

were automatically selected from a "menu" in the computer program. 

Included in the one-page final report were bar graphs of results in 

the following areas: Activities, Competencies, Occupation, Self-

Estimate 1, and Self-Estimate 2. Other parts of the report included a 

bar graph for summary scores, a hexagon with scores indicated for each 

of the six Holland orientations, a differentiation score, a consisten

cy score, and a daydream code. 

The system for generating this report was somewhat crude, in that 

column totals from the student's paper-and-pencil test had to be key

punched on cards—requiring entry of a total of 30 one- or two-digit 

numbers. Furthermore, the system presupposed that the student had 

correctly counted column totals—an assumption which seems somewhat 

incongruous, given the authors' concern with accuracy in other aspects 

of scoring of this test. Certainly, results would have been much 

better if the test had been administered at a CRT and scored entirely 

by computer. Nonetheless, even with the existing somewhat cumbersome 

data-entry procedure, the authors point out numerous advantages of the 
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computerized reports—including availability of information for re

search, convenience and speed when large numbers of students were 

taking the test, and greater accuracy of interpretation of results. 

WISC-R Interpretive Reports 

In applications somewhat similar to Autorighter, but much less 

complex because of their limitation to one test, at least three dif

ferent programs have been developed for interpretation of WISC-R 

results. These programs are reviewed by Fisher and Jenkins (1986) who 

find them useful but of varying quality. Furthermore, these authors 

issue numerous caveats to potential users regarding healthy skepticism 

in acceptance of results. The three programs include "The WISC-R 

Computer Report" developed by Nicholson in 1982, "The WISC-R Monitor" 

developed by Mercadal in 1982, and "The WISC-R Analysis" developed by 

Lichtenwald in 1982. All three of the programs require the entry of 

scaled scores; none converts raw scores to scaled scores. However, 

unlike Autorighter, all include statistical interpretations of the 

meaning of the scaled scores. The WISC-R Analysis includes graphic 

profile plotting and some other features not found in the other pro

grams. However, the other two programs provide for additional data 

through entry of achievement test scores (such as the WRAT). 

Fisher and Jenkins (1986) caution that the results from any of 

these programs must be very critically examined by practitioners who 

use them. They note that such programs offer practitioners "an oppor

tunity to check on and add to their interpretative [sic] skills in a 
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cost-effective manner" (p. 58). They also point out that the programs 

can serve "a useful training and clinical function" provided that 

interpretations from the program are "viewed as tentative hypotheses" 

and "considered in the context of clinical impressions, behavioral 

observations and other assessment information" (p. 58). 

Reports Generated from a Data Base 

The second, and by far the largest, classification of computer-

generated reports is made up of essentially administrative reports 

generated from a data base of information entered into the computer by 

administrative and clerical personnel. Like other computer-generated 

report-writing systems, these data-base systems vary in complexity. 

However, unlike the computerized assessment reports examined thus far, 

the administrative data base reports are found not only in mental 

health and medical settings but also in schools. 

Mental Health Settings 

For economic reasons, management information systems in mental 

health care settings have been in existence longer and are better 

developed than are comparable systems in school settings. Two types 

of database-generated reporting systems in mental health care settings 

are described here because each illustrates some desirable design 

features that are transferable to educational environments. 

The CMHC System. Typical of the administrative management infor

mation systems in mental health settings is the Community Mental 
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Health Center (CMHC) system described by Sherman (1981). The system 

operates via a mini-computer with communication links to a mainframe 

computer. The data base includes preliminary intake information, 

clinical intake information, treatment information, and outcome and 

final disposition information. Both clinical and administrative data 

are included in the data base so that precise information is available 

about service and billing, as well as medical treatment, for each 

patient. 

Reports generated by the CMHC system include not only complete 

reports for individual patients but also a number of other administra

tively useful reports. For example, a report is available which lists 

all open cases at the beginning of each month, along with the number 

of contact hours with staff members, current level-of-functioning 

ratings for each patient, and other clinical information. This infor

mation, according to Sherman (1981), helps clinicians to manage their 

time and distribute case loads equitably. The report also gives a 

clear picture of resources consumed and gives "global measures of 

client change" (p. 450) to show the cost-effectiveness of the clinic's 

resource allocation. In addition to the routine programmed reports 

like the one just described, the system includes an interactive report 

generator which may be used to produce specialized reports. A statis

tical package is also available for use with the data in the system. 

Sherman (1981) notes that computerization in the CMHC was a 

response to pressure from "third-party payers" for documentation 

of charges. Much the same motivation is present in almost all 
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administrative management information systems for psychometricians, 

whether these systems are in use in mental health clinics or in 

schools. Sherman believes that "the computer's greatest future 

application will be in the area of quality assurance" (p. 446), which 

he says will be defined as "the procedures used to determine whether 

the appropriate decisions are being made on behalf of clients." 

The Clinical Information System. A similar system to the CMHC is 

the Clinical Information System (CIS) developed at Western Psychiatric 

Institute and Clinic of the University of Pittsburgh Medical School. 

This system is somewhat less flexible than the CMHC system. It in

cludes five different types of reports: an Initial Evaluation Form, a 

Modular Evaluation Form (for different types of treatment modules), a 

Treatment Plan Form, a Progress Report Form, and a Discharge Summary 

Form (Mezzich, 1981). According to Mezzich, the "semistandarized" 

format of the Treatment Plan Form and the Progress Report Form repre

sent an important advantage of Western's CIS over other CIS systems. 

In explaining the superiority of Western's CIS, Mezzich (1981) 

notes that "CISs are not well accepted by their intended clinician 

users" (p. 459). One reason for this poor acceptance, he believes, is 

the use of forms almost fully structured, allowing no 
or little space for narrative and flexible description 
of the patient's condition . . . or use of two separate 
forms—one narrative, and one standardized, which re
quire much duplication of effort, or incomplete docu
mentation on one form. (p. 459) 

The semi-standardized format of the Treatment Plan Form and the 

Progress Report Form at Western, Mezzich contends, largely overcome 
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this difficulty and assure a "mutually complementary arrangement of 

the narrative and standardized" (p. 462) portions of the forms. 

School Settings 

In the past five years, school uses of computers have increas

ingly come to resemble the uses just described for computers in mental 

health and medical settings, particularly at the district level where 

resources are available for the purchase of hardware and software. 

However, even at the local level, computers are increasingly being put 

to good use for the record-keeping and data analysis tasks for which 

they are ideally suited. Frequently, computers had been originally 

purchased for instructional uses, but administrators—seeing the suc

cessful applications of computers in the classroom and being aware of 

the ready availability of hardware—became intrigued with the idea of 

using the computers for non-instructional purposes. Still, the most 

recent federal statistics reveal that of the microcomputers in use in 

public schools at the end of the 1982-83 school year, 95 percent were 

dedicated to instructional use, with only about 5 percent used for 

administration (Gangel, 1983). Research studies of administrative use 

of computers in schools suggest a vast untapped potential—especially 

in areas such as special education management and school support 

services. 

The Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium. Typical of 

grass-roots efforts to implement administrative use of microcomputers 

is the experience of schools within the Minnesota Educational 
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Computing Consortium (MECC). In 1978, MECC placed microcomputers in 

virtually every school in the state (Haugo, 1981; LaChance & Stokka, 

1981; Marbach, 1982). The original MECC microcomputer contract was 

for instructional use of the machines, but with a large number of 

Apple II microcomputers in school buildings, interest in administra

tive use of the machines grew rapidly. 

In 1979, a feasibility study was conducted of potential 

administrative use of microcomputers. The pilot study made use of the 

Apple II as an "intelligent terminal"—that is as a data-entry and 

communications device capable of some data analysis as well (LaChance 

& Stokka, 1981). According to Haugo (1981), the Apple II serves as a 

remote data collection device on which information is collected, 

edited, and stored for later transmission to a mainframe computer. 

LaChance and Stokka report that the advantage of this use of the 

microcomputer is that the time required for entry of transactions into 

the Apple for transmission to a mainframe computer is "a lot less" (p. 

171) than the time required by the previous system of handwriting data 

on input forms to be mailed to a central data-processing center. And, 

of course, the microcomputer system eliminates mailing time, since 

information is now transmitted over telephone lines. Haugo adds that 

another advantage is that use of the Apple reduces the load on the 

mainframe computer and on phone lines. 

MECC later began working with school districts on "stand-alone" 

management applications of microcomputers (Haugo, 1981). Haugo sug

gests some of the possible "stand-alone" uses to which microcomputers 
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might be put, as indicated by surveys of educational administrators 

conducted by Education Turnkey Systems, Inc. of Washington D.C. at 

several national conventions. The top three applications listed by 

the administrators were for monitoring of Individualized Special 

Education Programs, test scoring and analysis, and Title I report 

generation. 

Intermountain Inter-Tribal School Special Education Monitoring 

System. One of the earliest and most successful systems for monitor

ing of a special education program was initiated at the Intermountain 

Inter-Tribal School in Logan, Utah in 1980 (Whitney & Hofmeister, 

1981, 1983). According to Whitney and Hofmeister (1981), the 

motivating force behind the development of the MONITOR data management 

program for the school was twofold: 30 percent of the students at the 

school are referred for special education, and the school has a very 

small special education staff. The program was designed to track 

compliance activities and generate reports. According to the authors, 

it permits complex tracking of compliance activities for each student 

on a time line and refuses to accept further data until the preceding 

compliance activity is completed. 

The MONITOR program operates on a Horizon Northstar DOS 5.0 

microcomputer with 64 kilobytes of Random Access Memory (RAM), two 

double-density 5-1/4-inch disk drives, a SOROC IQ 120 Video Terminal, 

and a Texas Instruments 810 bi-directional dot matrix printer. The 

total cost of the system at the time of purchase was approximately 
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$5,900 (Whitney & Hofmeister, 1981). According to the authors (1983), 

in 1983 the system was still operating well with the original hardware 

and with ongoing minor modifications to the software. The system is 

interactive, employing a "menu" approach to data input and output. 

Additional plans for the system included development of a similar 

program to run on the less expensive and more widely available Apple 

II microcomputer (1983) as well as use of the microcomputer to develop 

lEPs and computer-based curriculum-management systems at the classroom 

level (1981). 

According to Whitney and Hofmeister (1983) the current program, 

which has been thoroughly tested and modified, is very successful. 

They describe it as a "friendly" system with a "menu" format and 

numerous "prompts" in the program. Reports available from the origi

nal system included reports for individual students, reports for 

"responsible persons," and summary reports on many students. Since 

implementation of the system, the program has been modified to provide 

for greatly increased reporting capabilities. The menu option "System 

Status Reports" permits selection from among three different report 

options: Student Status Report, Assessment Team Leader Report, and 

CST Chairperson Report. Similar flexibility is available under the 

"Student Accounting Reports" option. Under this option, cumulative 

reports are available for age of student by the following: 1) handi

capping condition, 2) assessment team leader, 3) CST Chairperson, and 

4) tribe. An option is also available for tribe-by-handicapping 
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condition data. Such options permit school staff to generate informa

tion needed for regulatory and funding agencies. 

Whitney and Hofmeister (1983) note that a suggestion has been 

made that MONITOR be implemented on an integrated data base management 

system. They observe that such systems are widely available and offer 

"significant advantages over more traditional programming language 

based applications" (p. 18). This observation is more important than 

it may appear on the surface because educators who are not familiar 

with the capabilities of such commonly available software as elec

tronic spreadsheet programs and data base management programs may 

quite needlessly and cumbersomely "reinvent the wheel" in having 

custom programming done for specialized applications. In fact, R. 

Keith Hoyle (1983) reports that his South Carolina school district has 

successfully adapted a commercially available microcomputer data base 

management program for special education management. The system is 

highly flexible in both data input and data output. In addition, he 

reports that one of the district psychologists has written a psycho

logical report generator which can be tailored for individual 

psychologists in the district. Future plans include merging the 

psychological report generator with the data base management system 

and writing a program to generate lEPs. 

Other Special Education Management Systems. Special education 

management systems are proliferating throughout the country (Brudner, 

1982), and it would be impractical to describe all of them. However, 
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special features of two such systems deserve mention here: the data 

base program developed by the DuPage/West Cook Regional Special 

Education Association in Lombard, Illinois (Killen & Myklebust, 1980) 

and the Special Education Management System (SEMS) developed jointly 

by the State of Maryland and the University of Maryland (Hayden et 

al., 1982; Vance & Hayden, 1982). The DuPage West Cook system serves 

25,000 children in western Chicago suburbs. This system uses a 

network of microcomputers at local special education centers linked to 

a mid-sized minicomputer at the district offices. Each center 

maintains its own student, program, and staff reference files, but 

data can be easily transmitted via computer to the district office 

where administrative reports and evaluation studies are produced. 

The DuPage West Cook system includes two types of "modules." The 

"Referral and Placement" module, according to Killen and Myklebust 

(1981) contains all diagnostic data, such as clinical test results, 

developmental and family histories, and behavioral symptoms, which are 

used in determining a child's initial placement in special education. 

This module also contains data from annual reviews of each case and 

from other evaluations. The "Educational Program" module includes 

information about current instructional programs and other direct or 

indirect services, along with assessment data. 

Killen and Myklebust (1980) believe that the DuPage West/Cook 

networked system offers both research and administrative advantages. 

They observe that the system provides a large data base for analysis 

of significant relationships through factor analysis, multiple 
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regression and correlation, and discriminant analysis. They also note 

that the large data base permits valid assessment of the effectiveness 

of program activities and program continuity. 

Other unique advantages are incorporated into the Special 

Education Management System (SEMS) in Maryland (Hayden et al., 1982). 

It is designed to run on any of a variety of microcomputers, as well 

as mainframe systems. The most distinctive feature of this system is 

its innovative use of the computer's graphics capabilities to generate 

visual representations of students' performance in the various modules 

available in the program. In addition, the program includes a complex 

WISC-R interpretation package. 

Computer-Assisted lEPs. Perhaps the greatest impetus to the 

widespread application of computers in special education is the legis

lated requirement for accountability in all phases of these programs. 

Jones and Seeman-Jones (1980) cite a prediction by Mathews and 

Sullivan that "as the data requirements for the substantiation of 

program accountability increase, educators in exceptional education 

not able to incorporate computers into management technology will be 

left with an overwhelming task" (p. 89). The Individualized Educa

tional Program (lEP), of varying complexity in different systems, is 

precisely the type of accountability-oriented task to which Mathews 

and Sullivan were referring. Stapleton (1983, p. 321) describes the 

preparation of an lEP as "a burdensome task, complicated by the re

quirement of multiple personnel involvement in the lEP staffing 
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process." Brudner (1982, p. 26) points out that "five years ago an 

lEP might take a full day to write." Now, with computer technology, 

he says that the same task could be done in less than one hour. 

Researchers and administrators who have worked with computer-

assisted lEPs are highly enthusiastic about this application of 

computer technology. Jones and Seeman-Jones (1980) describe a 

computer-assisted lEP program in use in Onandaga-Madison, New York. 

Essentially, this system relies on a computer data base for generating 

lEPs which are used to monitor the progress of students and to deter

mine educational strategy at both the classroom and district levels. 

According to the authors, the lEP in this system is a "longitudinal 

record of student performance and instruction provided on an unlimited 

number of behaviorally stated objectives" (p. 90). Jones and Seeman-

Jones cite the time- and money-saving advantages of the system, which 

in 1980 was in its second year of operation. They report that the 

estimated cost of the system for a "relatively small" number of 

moderately to severely handicapped students was expected to be less 

than $7.00 per year per student. Other advantages cited include a 

savings in clerical time and more complete and valid information on 

which to base decisions. 

Like Killen and Myklebust (1980), Jones and Seeman-Jones (1980) 

stress the research advantages of a computer-based information system. 

They note that with such a system, questions about the effectiveness 

of particular programs with specific categories of students are rela

tively easy to answer, and they offer suggestions for others planning 
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computer database-management systems for special education. Among the 

most important of these is the suggestion that the clerical manipula

tion should be strictly limited to "the smallest possible number of 

editing, verifying, and transcribing operations" (Jones & Seeman-

Jones, p. 93) in order to cut down on the errors which become 

inevitable when complex and numerous "transactions" with a system 

occur. 

The desirability of decreasing the number of system transactions 

is, in itself, an argument for computer-based assessment, since diag

nosticians commonly transfer test scores from a test protocol to a 

handwritten draft of an lEP which is later transcribed by a secretary 

into final typewritten form. If the diagnostician could enter data 

directly into the computer from the test protocols, two possible 

sources of transcription error could be eliminated. Jones and Seeman-

Jones (1980, p. 93) also suggest that since lEPs are "the most costly 

and widely referred to reports developed in exceptional education," 

the data management system should be designed to generate all of the 

major lEP components required by law. 

Recognition of the costliness and importance of lEPs apparently 

was also the reason for the development of a similar database-

management system in Montgomery County, Maryland (Koehler, Ossler & 

Raucher, 1981). Koehler et al. cite the difficulty of formulating 

precise objectives and other lEP content and the great amount of time 

required for preparation and typing of lEPs as reasons for application 

of computer technology in their preparation. 
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Consequently, in 1980, Montgomery County began using the computer 

to generate lEPs. The Montgomery County system is called ORBIT 

(Organized Resource Bank of lEP Text). It began as essentially a 

menu-selection data bank of behavioral objectives. However, in the 

spring of 1980, the Maryland state department of education expressed 

interest in an expanded ORBIT system which would match objectives with 

instructional materials, competency based tests, and instructional 

strategies (Koehler et al. 1981). 

According to Koehler et al. (1981), in the revised ORBIT system, 

the number of objectives was increased from 250 to over 2,000, and 

work began on the matching of objectives with other components of 

lEPs. The system is "user-driven," with data entry accomplished "on 

site" by users (presumably diagnosticians). The lEP is then printed 

"on-site" on a letter-quality printer. Between September 1, 1980 and 

December 12, 1980, computer-assisted lEPs were completed for 800 

students in the ORBIT system. Koehler et al. believe that the State 

Department of Education and the Montgomery County schools are well 

pleased with the system. 

Both the ORBIT system and the Onandaga-Madison systems for gener

ating lEPs rely on mainframe computers. In Rochester, Minnesota, 

however, a pilot study using Apple microcomputers with locally 

developed software was implemented at the beginning of the 1981-82 

school year (Stapleton, 1983). According to Stapleton, teachers are 

free to use or not use lEP-generating software. Apple II micro

computers, diskettes containing the software, and Epson printers were 
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installed in individual schools specifically for use in the prepara

tion of lEPs. Teachers are heavily involved in suggesting system 

improvements and providing evaluations. The voluntary nature of the 

project has paid off, with increasing numbers of special education 

teachers using the lEP software each year. 

Fully Automated Assessment 

Although the applications of computer technology in psychometrics 

thus far described may appear to be highly complex, in many ways, they 

just skim the surface of the computer's capabilities. By contemporary 

standards, many of these applications are, in fact, quite crude. In 

the most complex systems currently in use, the computer both conducts 

interviews or tests subjects and writes reports. Obviously, develop

ment of such a system for complex psychological assessment requires a 

tremendous expenditure of time, money, and effort. The On-Line 

Computerized Career Guidance system developed by Hogan (1982) and the 

Computerized Diagnostic Spelling Test developed by Hasselbring and 

Crossland (1981) are two relatively simple fully automated systems. 

However, by far the bulk of the work on fully automated psychological 

assessment has been done by James H. Johnson and others who have 

developed the very complex system at the Veterans Hospital in Salt 

Lake City, Utah (Gianetti & Klingler, 1980; Johnson, 1980; Johnson, 

Klingler, Gianetti & Williams, 1980; Johnson & Williams, 1978; Johnson 

& Williams, 1980; Johnson, Williams, Gianetti, Klingler & Nakashima, 
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1978) . Their work is a forecast of the future in psychological 

assessment. 

On-Line Computerized Career Guidance 

Hogan's (1982) "on-line computerized career guidance" system is a 

simple but fully automated assessment tool. The package consists of 

an intelligence test, a personality inventory, and a vocational 

interest measure, all of which are administered "on-line" by a DEC 

PDP-11 microcomputer. The full battery requires less than two hours 

to administer—in contrast to the four hours required for paper-and-

pencil administration of a comparable career guidance package which 

Hogan developed earlier. Hogan attributes this reduction in time to 

the use of "selective scales" rather than complete tests and to 

"briefer intelligence and vocational tests," along with the fact that 

on-line testing is "significantly faster" than paper-and-pencil 

testing (p. 614). However, he does not address the issue of the time-

saving attributable to computerization as opposed to the time-saving 

attributable to the use of abbreviated scales. 

The output from Hogan's (1982) on-line testing is a printed 

report which averages several pages long and which is available two to 

three minutes after completion of testing. The report includes both 

narrative information and scaled scores, along with specific recommen

dations for career choices. In addition to speed, advantages cited by 

Hogan for the system are that 1) it makes a comprehensive career 

guidance package accessible to counselors who might lack the expertise 
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to assemble, administer, score, and interpret such a battery, and 2) 

interpretation of results is statistical and therefore more accurate 

than "idiosyncratic and extemporaneous" interpretation. 

The Computerized Diagnostic Spelling Test 

A somewhat more complex fully automated assessment instrument is 

the Computerized Diagnostic Spelling Test (CDST) developed by 

Hasselbring and Crossland (1981) for use in diagnosing spelling 

problems in learning-handicapped children. The program is an inter

active BASIC program which the authors say is designed to emulate the 

administration and scoring of Kottmeyer's Diagnostic Spelling Test. 

The prograp includes four components: 1) a segment calling for input 

of demographic data about the student and the circumstances of the 

testing, 2) a segment which provides instructions to the student, 

3) a segment which presents the spelling words, and 4) a segment which 

scores the test and provides a diagnostic summary of results. 

The CDST is somewhat different from earlier testing systems, and 

it reflects the increased sophistication in computerized testing since 

the early automated PPVTs. After demographic data have been entered, 

the student receives written instructions on the video monitor about 

how to take the test. Simultaneously, the student receives audio 

instructions via a cassette tape recorder driven by the microcomputer. 

The student activates the presentation of the spelling words by pres

sing the "Enter" key on the computer keyboard. When testing begins, 

the computer again drives the cassette recorder which presents the 
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words 1) in isolation, 2) in a sentence, and 3) again in isolation. 

The computer then flashes the "prompt," "TYPE THE WORD," on the 

monitor and waits for the student's response. The next word is not 

presented until the student types a response. As each response is 

entered, the computer scores the word as correct or incorrect and 

classifies the error by type if the word is incorrect (Hasselbring & 

Crossland, 1981). 

When testing has been completed, the computer immediately pro

vides the examiner with a diagnostic summary. The summary includes: 

1) the demographic data entered by the user, along with the student's 

calculated chronological age; 2) a test summary listing the number of 

words correct and incorrect and the student's estimated grade level; 

3) an error list showing the student's misspelled version of the word 

alongside the correct spelling, as in "NOTE FOR NOT"; and 4) a diag

nostic error analysis, which the authors believe to be the most 

informative part of the summary. This diagnostic error analysis 

provides the teacher with an analysis of exactly what types of spel

ling problems a child has demonstrated—for example "short vowels" or 

"doubled final consonants." 

Hasselbring and Crossland (1981) cite numerous advantages for the 

CDST, most of which are unique to computer-assisted assessment: 1) It 

can be used with learning-handicapped children as young as nine years. 

2) A teacher is not required to administer and score the test. At 

most students may require the help of an aide, but most should be 
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able to complete the test independently. 3) The test successfully 

identifies spelling problems of learning-handicapped children. 

Hasselbring and Crossland (1981) also stress numerous unique 

benefits of computerized testing for the learning-handicapped students 

themselves. One of these is that the test is self-paced, providing 

learning-handicapped students the extra response time they sometimes 

need and freeing them from the pressure induced by the presence of an 

examiner. A second advantage for both students and teachers is that 

responses are displayed on the screen in print rather than on paper in 

manuscript. This characteristic removes any ambiguity which might 

result from the poor handwriting that is often characteristic of 

learning-handicapped children. The printed representation of the word 

on the screen also permits the child to see the word in the same form 

in which he or she studied it on a word list. Furthermore, typing the 

word into the computer prevents a child from intentionally distorting 

his or her handwriting to disguise uncertainty about spelling. By 

far, the greatest advantage cited by Hasselbring and Crossland, 

though, is speed, which permits special educators to make better use 

of their tightly budgeted time. 

Although Hogan's and Hasselbring and Crossland's programs seem to 

make full use of the computer's capabilities, they are quite simple in 

comparison to the systems which have been used by Johnson, Williams, 

and others at the Salt Lake City Veterans' Administration Hospital for 

several years. 
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The Patient Assessment Unit (PAU) 

The Patient Assessment Unit (PAU) at the Salt Lake City Veterans 

Hospital is probably the most highly developed and thoroughly tested 

computerized psychological assessment system currently in use. It was 

first put into service in 1976 and since then has gone through exten

sive testing and revision (Gianetti & Klingler, 1980; Johnson, 1980; 

Johnson, Klingler, Gianetti & Williams, 1980; Johnson & Williams, 

1978; Johnson & Williams, 1980; Johnson, Williams, Gianetti, Klingler 

& Nakashima, 1978). 

The current microcomputer-based PAU in Salt Lake City works in 

the following way: When a patient enters the PAU, a technician acti

vates the assessment program through a CRT. The program first calls 

for a patient identification number. If the number entered is already 

registered through the system terminal, then a "main choice" menu is 

presented. The options presented include "Questionnaire," "Status," 

and "Next Patient." Normally, with a new patient, the "Questionnaire" 

option is selected, and a questionnaire, along with operator instruc

tions, is presented. At this point, the patient is seated at the CRT 

and completes a screening questionnaire (Johnson & Williams, 1980). 

If a patient satisfactorily completes the screening questionnaire, he 

or she proceeds to more complex assessment instruments. While any 

questionnaire is being administered, the computer records and scores 

the responses, stores the scores on a patient disk file, prints an 

interpretive narrative report of the results of the interview or test 
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for the use of the staff, and then returns to the main menu (Johnson & 

Williams, 1980). 

Assessment is centered around a battery of tests completed by a 

patient at a CRT. This battery includes the following tests: 1) the 

MMPI, 2) a test of intellectual performance and a screening test for 

"organicity" (the WAIS arithmetic subtest and the Shipley-Hartford 

test of episodic long-term memory), 3) the Briggs Social History 

Questionnaire, and 4) the Beck Depression Inventory. As each test is 

completed, the computer analyzes the patient's responses and prints a 

narrative report which is simultaneously stored on the patient's disk 

file. Then, a technician administers the CAPPS structured mental 

status exam to the patient, recording responses on a CRT (Johnson & 

Williams, 1980). 

When the CAPPS inventory has been completed, the computer prints 

a complete narrative report and a psychiatric diagnosis for use by the 

staff. Another technician then reviews all test reports and completes 

a structured problem list on the CRT. After reviewing all of the data 

gathered from or about a particular patient, this technician, in 

consultation with a senior clinician, determines the best disposition 

of the case for the individual patient (Johnson & Williams, 1978). 

The current PAU intake evaluation requires five to seven hours— 

too long in the opinion of Johnson, Gianetti and Williams (1979). 

Because of dissatisfaction with the time required for assessment and a 

belief that "the ultimate potential of on-line assessment systems 

cannot be realized using instruments originally designed for paper and 
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pencil administration" (Johnson et al., 1979, p. 257), Johnson and his 

associates in 1976 began work on the Psychological Systems Question

naire (PSQ), which they describe as "the first questionnaire designed 

specifically for on-line administration that also takes into account 

contemporary psychometric theory and practice" (1979, pp. 259-60). 

Design of this instrument began with categorization and distillation 

of the 2,500 questions in the PAU data base. By 1979, the pilot 

version of the PSQ included 758 questions—some of which were added to 

fill in "gaps" from the original PAU, others of which were selected 

from the original PAU pool by complex statistical and clinician 

analyses. 

One of the unique features of the PSQ is that the first items 

presented are designed to check the validity of a patient's responses. 

If a patient's responses to these "dissimulation" and "social desir

ability" items are unsatisfactory, the testing is discontinued at the 

end of this section. However, even before a patient has completed all 

of the validation items, if responses seem to indicate that scores 

might result in the test's being invalidated, the program reminds the 

subject to consider his or her answers more carefully. The inter

pretive report based on the PSQ includes scale scores, a scale 

profile, a narrative interpretation that incorporates item data, scale 

data and free-form comments from the subject in response to open-

ended questions. 

Even without the PSQ, the computerized PAU has been shown to be 

highly effective in numerous ways. Johnson et al. (1980) believe that 
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its primary advantage is that it uses computers and technicians rather 

than clinicians, and thus it improves mental health care productivity. 

Studies of the PAU (Johnson & Williams, 1978) have shown that the 

computerized assessment can be completed at approximately half the 

cost ($242.04 vs. $466.72) and in approximately half the time of a 

traditional assessment. The cost of PAU assessments decreased even 

further in 1978 when the original mainframe computer system was re

placed by a microcomputer-based system (Johnson & Williams, 1980). 

In describing the microcomputer-based system, Johnson and 

Williams (1978) note that in 1978 few mental health agencies had 

computer facilities. The cost comparison between the original PAU 

system and the microcomputer system quickly reveals the reason. The 

original PAU was implemented on "a CDC (Control Data Corporation) 3200 

system consisting of a processor with a 131,072-character memory, 

three disk storage units with on-line storage capacity of 24,600,000 

characters, three magnetic tape units, a communications multiplexor, 

unit record I/O [input/output], and 16 CRTs" (1978, p. 596). 

According to Johnson and Williams (1978, p. 596), this system cost 

more than $500,000 to purchase, "more than 10 man-years" to program, 

and about $35,000 per year to maintain. By contrast, the microcom

puter-based PAU using a PDP 11V03 cost $26,000 to purchase and less 

than $4,000 per year to maintain (Williams et al., 1978b). Johnson 

and Williams (1978) note that the programs are written in "modules of 

approximately 2,000 words which are chained and overlaid" (p. 577). 
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Patient data are stored on one floppy disk, and programs are stored on 

the other. 

The cost savings with the microcomputer-based PAU, of course, 

were bought at the expense of some system power and versatility, but 

Johnson and Williams (1978) consider the tradeoff worthwhile. 

Although these authors believe that the main advantage of the micro

computer-based PAU is cost, they cite other advantages as well— 

including the small size and portability of the equipment, the vendor-

supplied software that cuts down on expensive systems programming, and 

the fact that programs are written in BASIC, making them easy to 

update and modify. They also note that the disk storage system is 

"uncomplicated and easy to use" (p. 577). 

The disadvantages of the microcomputer-based system in comparison 

to the original system center on the relative slowness and limited 

storage capacity of the smaller system (Johnson & Williams, 1978). 

For example, Johnson and Williams note that a large applications 

program like the MMPI uses 15 "overlays" (parts of a computer program 

which must be "called up" by a main program from another program for 

use on a temporary basis—such as formulas and tables for deriving 

scaled scores). On a small system like the microcomputer-based PAU, 

test administration is delayed every time an overlay is called. 

However, Johnson and Williams report that users are barely aware of 

the delays and apparently not bothered by them as they respond to the 

auestionnaires. In addition, the limited disk storage capacity means 

that only a maximum of 450 patient records can be kept on-line, and 
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these records include only summary information in order to conserve 

disk space. 

Other technical difficulties associated with the microcomputer-

based PAU are similar to those found in many early small computer 

systems. According to Johnson and Williams (1978), "file mainte

nance," such as transfers, merges, and similar manipulations, is 

difficult. Also, while a maintenance program (essentially, a program 

that performs "housekeeping" routines, such as transfer of some 

patient records to another disk, etc.) is being run, other applica

tions (such as questionnaire administration) must be suspended. 

Furthermore, no more than five terminals can be connected to the 

system, and if all five terminals are in use simultaneously, response 

time is reduced. Finally, if two memory-resident programs call for 

the printer simultaneously, no "queuing" of the programs occurs. In 

other words, rather than automatically fulfilling requests for the 

printer in the order in which they occur, the computer simply displays 

a message that the printer is in use, and the operator has to wait 

until later and then give the computer the command to print a report. 

However, nearly all of the weaknesses reported by Johnson and Williams 

have been eliminated in more modern models of microcomputers like the 

one on which the PAU was implemented. 

Evaluations of the PAU, both in its original form and in the 

microcomputer-based version have been highly favorable. Several 

studies (Klingler, Johnson & Williams, 1976; Klingler, Miller, 

Johnson & Williams, 1977; and Johnson et al., 1980) have shown the 
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computerized PAU to be as good as or better than traditional methods 

of psychological assessment. When experienced clinicians rated the 

computer-generated reports from the PAU against traditional reports, 

for "readability, organization, and clinical utility," the computer-

generated reports were rated as superior on all criteria. 

The diagnoses in computer-generated reports were also shown to be 

as accurate as diagnoses arrived at in a traditional way. Johnson et 

al. (1980) describe an experiment in which 35 male applicants for care 

at the VA hospital were evaluated both by technicians aided by the 

computer and by experienced clinicians (who were "blind" to each 

other's evaluations). Results showed that agreement between reports 

by experienced clinicians and reports by technicians assisted by 

computer was similar to the level of agreement among independent 

clinicians. Johnson et al. note that previous studies have shown that 

computerized diagnoses "agree with clinicians' diagnoses at a level 

that is equal to that found between independent clinicians" (p. 448), 

but that these studies used input collected by clinicians, not by 

paraprofessional technicians. Johnson et al. also note that PAU 

computerized reports are rated as more thorough and accurate than 

traditional reports. 

Interrater reliability among computer-assisted technicians in 

the PAU was also shown to be similar to the interrater reliability 

usually found among clinicians. The CAPPS structured recording form 

"for evaluating current and past psychopathology and social func

tioning" was used as the data base for the assessment of interrater 
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reliability. Three technicians with bachelors degrees and one month 

of training with the CAPPS structured interview form were used in the 

study. The subjects were 30 male applicants for mental health care at 

the Salt Lake City VA hospital. Results from the CAPPS were put 

through the computer, resulting in 30 sets of DSM diagnoses. Inter

rater reliability among the computer-assisted CAPPS reports was 

similar to interrater reliability among experienced clinicians 

(Johnson et al., 1980). Such favorable empirical findings do not, 

however, ensure acceptability of computerized assessment among users. 

Acceptability of Computer Assessment 

Acceptability of computer assessment among patients and staff at 

the Salt Lake City Veterans' Administration Hospital was found to be 

fairly typical of acceptability of the technology in other settings. 

Computer assessment has been highly successful with patients and 

clients, but has met with mixed acceptance by professionals. 

Acceptability With Patients 

Erdman et al. (1981) cite several studies showing that computer 

interviews are "reliable, accurate, and highly acceptable to most 

patients" (p. 394). Likewise, Greist and Klein (1980) report that in 

work with hospitalized inpatients (who were being interviewed four 

times a month), the more the patients had contact with the computer, 

the more they preferred computer interviews over interviews with their 

doctors. This preference was particularly true of interviews dealing 

with sensitive subjects such as drug and alcohol abuse and sexual 
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dysfunction. Of a group of patients who had been interviewed by both 

methods, 69 percent preferred the computer interviews. Space (1981), 

in his review of computer-assisted psychometrics, reports that 

Haessler found no preference with regard to machine versus physician 

for medical history taking; and he says that Maultsby and Slack re

ported that 90 percent of patients found computerized interviews 

"enjoyable and interesting." Of that group, 50 percent preferred the 

computer as interviewer, and 30 percent preferred physicians as 

interviewers. 

Acceptability with Professionals 

Evidence shows, however, that computer technology in general and 

computer assessment in particular have not been nearly so readily 

accepted among professionals as they have been among patients and 

clients. Johnson et al. (1978, p. 187) note that "clinician accep

tance of computers in mental health care delivery systems is generally 

poor despite a large number of advances in the field and several 

positive evaluation studies." In their 1978 study, Johnson et al. 

tested clinician acceptance of the PAU—specifically "actual use and 

acceptance of PAU-generated materials." At the time, the PAU had been 

in use for three years and had been used on over 8,000 patients. For 

this study, Johnson et al. used a six-item instrument with a seven-

point Likert scale ranging from l="least favorable" to 7="most 

favorable." The total sample included 95 percent of the staff, with a 

mean age of 35.3 and a mean education level of 17 years. Included in 
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this group were psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, nurses, 

nursing aides, and rehabilitation technicians. The total staff 

response fell in the "neutral" to "slightly unfavorable" range. 

However, a one-way analysis of variance showed significant differences 

in acceptability from one treatment unit to the next. 

Similar results have been observed by others in a wide range of 

settings. For example, in a study of acceptability of Computer 

Assisted Instruction (CAI) among teachers in training, Stimmel et al. 

(1981) found "considerable negative affect" toward computers when a 

factor analysis of a semantic differential scale was used to analyze 

attitudes toward computers and CAI. They found what they called an 

"Oppressiveness" factor in students' attitudes toward computers— 

loaded heavily on the "dead, sad, and ugly" dimensions. Results were 

similar for both computers in general and for CAI. The only positive 

factors which were found to be associated with computers and CAI were 

"rigor" and "efficacy" factors. 

Sherman (1981) found similar reactions among staff members of the 

computerized Community Mental Health Care (CMHC) System. He notes 

that "the computer will be scapegoated as an expression of staff 

resistance" (p. 452). He theorizes that "the real object focus of the 

resistance is probably the centralization of power and the concomitant 

loss of autonomy that are natural by-products of accountability" (p. 

452). Other explanations for lack of acceptance of computers among 

professionals are cited by Erdman et al. (1981) in an extensive review 

of acceptability of computers among clinicians. These explanations 
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include Greist, Klein, and Van Cura's belief that mankind has 

difficulty "coming to grips with [the computer's] awesome promises and 

problems" and Howard Bleich's belief that the arrival of the computer 

represents "a blow to man's ego" (p. 393). 

Space (1981) aptly sums up the implications of findings about 

acceptability of computers among professionals when he says, "It is 

clear that professional acceptance of computerized mental health care 

is the weakest link in the chain" (p. 602). 

Undoubtedly, acceptance of computers in a variety of settings 

will increase as computers are found more and more frequently in 

homes, offices, and schools throughout the world. In fact, at least 

one recent survey (Brown, 1983) seems to indicate considerable 

improvement in the attitudes of at least some educators toward 

computers. This survey of personnel in two school districts which had 

recently begun using computers for administrative applications showed 

that 87 percent of those surveyed held positive attitudes toward the 

innovation. The survey group included secretaries, classroom 

teachers, counselors, computer resource personnel, school building 

administrators, district supervisory staff, and district administra

tive staff. However, the results are not very generalizable because 

only 23 persons were included in the survey. 

Meanwhile, researchers seem to believe that staff involvement in 

system development, along with careful attention to staff preparation, 

holds the key to increasing staff acceptance of computers. For 

example, Stimmel et al. (1981) suggest that persons introducing CAI 
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to teachers in training should stress the "facilitative aspects" of 

computer-aided instruction, "build on efficacy, potency, and rigor 

factors in pointing out the advantages of the medium," and emphasize 

that CAI is not difficult for teachers to become involved in (p. 130). 

Johnson et al. (1978) likewise emphasize careful preparation of 

staff members for introduction of computer technology. After an 

analysis of variance revealed significant differences in attitudes 

toward computer assessment from one treatment unit to the next, these 

authors undertook a post-hoc analysis of the differences. Using a 

random sample of subjects from across treatment units from the earlier 

study, a study of organizational preparedness for change was under

taken. Results showed that the least accepting unit was much less 

prepared for change than other units. Johnson et al. observe that 

although staff members in the unit saw the organization as "having the 

abilities and resources to implement the computer-assisted PAU," they 

felt no "obligation or need to undertake the installation of such a 

system" (p. 190). Johnson et al. also concluded that they should have 

devoted a "significant portion" of their time and resources to prepa

ration of the organization for "creative change"—stressing that they 

had painfully discovered that "technological innovation alone is not 

enough" (p. 190). 

Software Evaluation 

The preceding descriptions of computer applications in psycho

metrics show that such applications are increasing and are 
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increasingly varied. Each of the applications described represents a 

unique piece of software, the quality of which may or may not have 

been adequately evaluated. In some applications, like the PAU, 

testing appears to have been extensive. In others, the extent and 

rigor of the evaluation may be negligible. Still, as shown in Chapter 

I of this study, such evaluations are badly needed. 

Undoubtedly, one reason for the lack of evaluations studies is a 

lack of consensus about what such evaluations should entail and a lack 

of a clear-cut standardized procedure for evaluation of computer 

software. Ben Shneiderman (1980, p. 94), author of Software 

Psychology, observes. 

Software quality measurement is an infant discipline. 
As this specialty matures, the ability to measure will 
develop, but in its youthful phase there are con
flicting opinions as to what and how software char
acteristics should be measured. With time, reliable 
and useful standard measuring concepts will emerge. 

Meanwhile, purchasers of software should be aware of the sometimes 

haphazard state of the art. Shneiderman contrasts the development of 

computer software with the meticulous development by industrial de

signer Henry Dreyfuss of the standard telephone handset. Shneiderman 

(p. 249) notes that the designs of most interactive programs are 

"hastily proposed and evaluated informally." Among the consequences 

of this design process are that "alternative command structures, error 

handling procedures, or screen formats rarely get implemented for 

pilot testing." 
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Another reason for the lack of evaluation, as shown in Chapter I, 

is cost. Holznagel (1983) urges school district administrators to 

consider the cost of an evaluation in relation to its value. He 

observes that the expenditure of $100 of staff time in an evaluation 

of a $10 software package does not make sense unless enough copies 

will be bought to make the evaluation expense worthwhile or unless 

such evaluation is worthwhile in terms of some value other than cost. 

For psychometric software, which is used in making critical 

decisions about a student's future, careful evaluation is ethically, 

if not economically, imperative. Pyle (1983) points out in Micro

computers and the School Counselor that equipment or program problems 

may sometimes invalidate a client's results, and more importantly, 

that such errors may not be readily apparent. Such an undetected 

error in a program used for placement of a special education student 

could have serious legal and ethical ramifications. For this reason, 

educators need to know what factors should be considered in evaluating 

psychometric software. 

Acute awareness of and concern with ethical issues seem to have 

increased steadily as computer applications in psychometrics and coun

seling have grown. In fact, the entire April 1986 special issue of 

Measurement and Evaluation in Counseling and Development, devoted to 

computer applications in testing and assessment, was permeated with 

concern for ethical questions (Eberly & Cech, 1986; Fisher & Jenkins, 

1986; Loesch, 1986; Madsen, 1986; Mehrens, 1986; Meier & Geiger, 1986; 

Shertzer, 1986). For example, Eberly and Cech point out that 
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counselors must determine the quality of software that they make 

available to clients. They also note that whereas an incompetent 

counselor might harm hundreds of clients, a poor computer assessment 

can potentially harm thousands. They also point out that such minor 

malfunctions as a printer's using a misaligned, preprinted form might 

result in serious misinterpretation by an untrained user. Therefore, 

these authors emphasize the importance of a counselor's active partic

ipation in computer assessments. Therefore, Eberly and Cech recommend 

that counselors educate themselves about all aspects of computerized 

assessment. 

Even more serious concern for ethical issues is expressed by 

Meier and Geiger (1986), who point out that many computer-generated 

interpretive reports are "basically strings of sentences summarizing 

scores and descriptive items," and that the American Psychological 

Association has ruled that such reports "are unsuitable as independent 

reports" (p. 29). These authors note that counselors may freely 

purchase and use computerized scoring and interpretation programs for 

a variety of tests; however, "if these counselors are untrained in 

intellectual assessment, they are exceeding the limits of their pro

fessional preparation" (p. 31). Furthermore, Meier and Geiger note 

that "untrained users of automated assessment instruments are vulner

able targets for legal action by clients" (p. 30). Presumably, school 

districts would face similar legal liability for any automated proce

dures they adopted. Therefore, Meier and Geiger strongly urge that 

professional standards be changed to require a course in "computer 
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applications in human services" of all graduate students in the 

helping professions. 

Obviously, software evaluation, whether a professional chooses to 

conduct his or her own or whether it is conducted by others and 

reported in professional literature, is a key factor in responsible 

incorporation of computers into psychometric assessment. As shown in 

Chapter I of this study, empirical studies of software evaluation are 

virtually non-existent. However, there is considerable subjective 

agreement among experts about the characteristics of good software. 

Affective Dimensions of Computer Software 

One of the least obvious but most important aspects of computer 

software is its affective dimension. There is considerable agreement 

among experts that the affective dimension is extremely important in 

the evaluation of software. For example, Golas (1983) points out that 

the target audience for CAI is likely to be apprehensive about comput

ers and that this anxiety must be recognized and dealt with. She 

suggests that a user's manual be provided, even in the early stages of 

formative evaluation of software to help alleviate some of this 

anxiety. Sampson (1983, p. 296) says that one source of users' 

anxiety may be "their often mistaken perception that the system will 

require an inordinate amount of mathematical or computer skills to 

operate or that the system can be easily harmed if an error is made by 

the user." 
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In view of the pre-existing widespread anxiety about computers, 

if a program "crashes" (terminates abnormally), a novice user's worst 

fears may seem to be justified, and his or her computerphobia will be 

perpetuated or intensified. Furthermore, the user's performance with 

the system will suffer. Shneiderman (1980, pp. 225-226) says, "If 

users are insecure about their ability to use the system, worried 

about destroying files or the computer itself, overwhelmed by volumes 

of details or pressured to work quickly, their anxiety will lower 

performance." Golas (1983) likewise observes that "crashes" because 

of faulty CAI systems are one of the most frustrating aspects of 

evaluating CAI programs. 

System "crashes" lead users to feel that they are not in control 

of the system but that the system is in control of them. This feeling 

of loss of control is psychologically demotivating. Jerome Ginsburg 

of the Equitable Life Assurance Society vividly describes the impor

tance of a feeling of control: 

Nothing can contribute more to satisfactory system 
performance than the conviction on the part of the 
terminal operators that they are in control of the 
system and not the system in control of them. Equally, 
nothing can be more damaging to satisfactory system 
operations, regardless of how well all other aspects of 
the implementation have been handled, than the opera
tor's conviction that the terminal and thus the system 
are in control, "have a mind of their own," or are 
tugging against rather than observing the operator's 
wishes. (Shneiderman, 1980, p. 227) 

Johnson, Goodin, and Bloomquist (1981) echo Shneiderman's and 

Ginsburg's beliefs that a user must feel in control of a system. 

Wasserman (1973, p. M34) likewise draws attention to the detrimental 
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effects of system crashes, including not only loss of data and time, 

but "loss of confidence in the computer system instead of some sort of 

corrective measure which could have prevented more serious 

consequences." 

Shneiderman (1980, p. 216) says that by contrast, "a good system 

not only wins respect and makes you want to use it, but it generates 

satisfying feelings and confidence in your ability to use it effec

tively." Clearly, in affective terms, software designs that make 

programs "crash proof" are well worth the effort. For developers of 

software who hope to market it commercially, making software "crash 

proof" may pay off economically as well, in increased sales and repeat 

business. 

Human Factors in Software Design and Evaluation 

Making a program "crash proof" entails taking into account "human 

factors" in the design of interactive systems. Johnson, Goodin, and 

Bloomquist (1981) call attention to the importance of these factors in 

psychological assessment software. Talley (1983, p. 75) likewise 

states that the "key element" for any software package is how it 

handles "the foibles of its human operator." Similarly, in an article 

about computer-assisted testing and assessment, Sampson (1983, p. 296) 

lists "inadequate provision for human factors" as the number-one 

problem with such systems. He points out that even something as 

simple as failure to provide for error correction with a back-up key 

is sometimes neglected. 
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Wasserman (1973) uses the programmer's term "idiot proof" to 

describe the type of program design that prevents such crashes, and he 

notes that most applications programmers fail to take such factors 

into account in their programs. "Idiot proof," as Wasserman (p. M35) 

defines the term, means "designed to anticipate any possible action by 

[program] users and to respond in such a manner as to minimize the 

chances of program or system failure while shielding the user from the 

effects of such a failure." He is convinced that few applications 

programmers consider such possibilities in developing their programs, 

remarking that "applications programmers rarely consider anything out 

of the ordinary happening during the processing of their program." 

If applications programmers are likely to neglect procedures that 

make programs "idiot proof," educators who undertake programming for 

the first time are likely to be even more unaware of the need for such 

procedures. Wasserman (1973, p. M35) believes that programmers should 

heed his restatement of Murphy's Law: "Any error that can be made 

will be made"—which translates into another rule for programmers: 

"Be prepared for anything that the user or system might do." Some of 

the user errors he mentions include the following: meaningless input, 

no input, or hitting the "break" key, "escape" key or some other 

control key. 

The solution to the human factors problem, Wasserman (1973, p. 

M35) believes, is for programmers to "provide a program action for 

every possible type of user input." In practical terms, Wasserman 

explains, no program statement should cause a program to terminate 
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abnormally unless there is some provision for "trapping" errors and a 

provision for some "default option" if a user cannot or does not 

supply an acceptable input after a specified number of tries. 

Shneiderman (1980, p. 256) likewise believes that a system "should 

never 'dead-end' leaving the user confused and without recourse." He 

adds that "there should be no way that files are inadvertently 

destroyed, and as much as possible it should be possible to undo 

undesirable commands." 

Error messaggs are also important. Shneiderman (1980, p. 256) 

stresses that "users should have some way of finding out what they 

have done, what their current status is, and what options are open to 

them." Both Shneiderman (p. 241) and Johnson, Goodin, and Bloomquist 

(1981) urge that error messages serve a tutorial function, guiding 

users in entering correct input and helping them avoid similar errors 

in the future. Shneiderman (p. 241) further deplores "meaningless" 

messages like "ILLEGAL SYNTAX" that are of little help to most users. 

The emphasis given in the literature to human factors in software 

design is not capricious, but reflects the extent of the neglect of 

such factors in many current programs. 

A corollary of the idea that programs should be "crash proof" is 

the idea that systems should be simple. Wasserman (1973, p. M36) 

believes that any system should "minimize the need for the user to 

learn about the computer system." Ideally, he says, a user should 

have to know only how to log onto a system, log off a system, request 

the program or programs to be used, and respond with appropriate 
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input. However, he points out that many interactive programs require 

much more from users. He uses the example of programs which use files 

stored on peripherals like disks. He says that users may or may not 

be aware of the remote files, but regardless, they should not be able 

to "clobber" those files by either deliberately or inadvertently 

updating, deleting, or renaming them without the system's verifying 

that such procedures are permissible. 

Obviously, software evaluation must include careful consideration 

of the extent to which a piece of software seems to account for human 

factors. However, quality computer software design involves more than 

just the human factors. 

Software Evaluation Guidelines 

Several authorities have suggested helpful guidelines for soft

ware evaluation. Holznagel (1983, p. 37) stresses the need for 

evaluation of administrative software in education and believes that 

such an evaluation should focus on the following four characteristics: 

1) "input processes for large amounts of data," 2) "the quality and 

usefulness of printed reports," 3) "the efficiency of processing," and 

4) "the flexibility of a system in adapting to local needs or 

procedures." Talley (1983), also writing about the characteristics of 

good educational administrative software, includes many of the same 

criteria as Holznagel, but with a much finer breakdown of the compo

nents of various categories of criteria. In addition, she adds the 

maior criterion of availability and quality of documentation as an 
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indicator of quality. Also, among the criteria she emphasizes in the 

"output" category is use of both the video screen and the printer for 

output. She remarks that very often a program does not permit a user 

to produce on a printer what he or she can see on the screen or vice 

versa. Other important output characteristics that she identifies are 

that reports be readable and consistent, that screen displays be easy 

to read, and that output be appropriate. 

In the "input" category, Talley (1983) lists the following desir

able characteristics: 1) consistent data entry procedures, 2) 

adequate and understandable prompts, 3) adequate error trapping, 4) 

understandable error messages, 5) provision for restart and recovery, 

6) data fields of appropriate length and format, 7) acceptable speed, 

and 8) adaptability to a variety of settings. In the "overall" 

category, she includes easy and adequately documented installation 

procedures, accessibility of data to other programs, and safeguards 

for prevention of loss of data. 

One of the most comprehensive software evaluation schemes is that 

of Boehm, Brown, and Lipow, devised in 1976 and described by 

Shneiderman (1980, p. 97). They conceptualize their software-

evaluation criteria into three major categories: "as-is utility," 

"portability," and "maintainability." The largest of Boehm et al.'s 

categories is "as-is utility," which they break down further to 

include "reliability," "efficiency," and "human engineering." The 

next largest of the three principal categories is "maintainability," 

which they break down to include "testability," "understandability," 
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and "modiflability." The smallest of the three major classifications 

is "portability." 

Among the detailed software characteristics included by Boehm et 

al. (Shneiderman, 1980, pp. 96-97) in the subdivision "reliability," 

two of the most important are "accuracy" (a measure of the suitability 

of code output for its intended use), and "robustness" (the ability of 

the code to perform despite violations of its assumptions). The 

"accuracy" criterion is particularly relevant in the evaluation of 

psychometric and mental health software, since outputs of this type of 

software affect treatments and placements of clients. The concern of 

Boehm et al. with accuracy is echoed by Cynthia Johnson (1983) in 

Microcomputers and the School Counselor. She stresses that guidance 

programs must contain accurate information. This precaution should be 

magnified ten-fold for programs used by diagnosticians, who deal with 

a clientele who may have little or no influence over decisions made 

about their future. 

A concern for what Boehm et al. (1980) call "robustness" is also 

evident in the software evaluation scheme of Gilb (Shneiderman, 1980, 

pp. 98-99). He uses the term "tolerance" instead of "robustness." In 

addition, he includes a category that he calls "attack probability" 

within his reliability criteria. This term refers to the frequency 

with which "latent problems" such as problems with program logic, 

hardware failure, or invalid data occur. 

Within the "human engineering" subdivision of Boehm et al.'s "as-

is utility" category are two other important software characteristics: 
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1) "communicativeness," which refers to outputs whose form and content 

make them easy to understand, and 2) "consistency," which refers to 

the uniformity of terminology and operational techniques throughout a 

program. Gaines and Facey (1975) likewise emphasize the importance of 

consistency. For complex programs like test-scoring and report-

writing programs, such consistency from one test to the next would be 

extremely important. 

"Maintainability" is the second of the major evaluative catego

ries set forth by Boehm et al. (Shneiderman, 1980, pp. 96-97). This 

term, as defined by the authors, refers to the extent to which the 

code facilitates updating. However, Gilb (Shneiderman, 1980, p. 98) 

expands this classification to include "the probability that a failed 

system will be restored to operable condition within a specified 

length of time." He says that such program design features as diag

nostic aids, documentation, and recovery procedures contribute to this 

characteristic. Unfortunately, in the formative evaluation stage, 

programs are likely to lack these features, making fair evaluation 

difficult at that stage. 

The third of Boehm et al.'s three major evaluative categories is 

"portability" (Shneiderman, 1980, pp. 96-97). It essentially refers 

to the device-independence of software. However, Talley's (1983) 

concern that a piece of software be adaptable to a variety of settings 

is closely related to this device-independence. With the prolifera

tion of microcomputers, this characteristic is a growing concern of 

educators who may have to work with a variety of hardware. Also, a 
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program like Autorighter, which incorporates a specific battery of 

tests used in a particular school district, might not adequately meet 

this criterion. 

Other less readily categorized characteristics of software are 

also important. For instance, Shneiderman (1980, p. 274) cites and 

supports Sterling's belief that a good system "should give individuals 

choices on how to deal with it." A variety of characteristics might 

be subsumed under this category. For example, like Cheriton, whom he 

also cites, Shneiderman (p. 253) believes that a good system should 

provide for "input comfort"—("rereading of previous input or output 

after corrections have been made"), "interruption" (and subsequent 

resumption) of processing at any time, and "evidence" of the system 

state at any time (waiting for input or output, for instance). He 

points out with regard to evidence of system states, that users do not 

mind waiting several seconds for such processes as the loading of a 

file, but they expect instant response to editing commands and 

emergency requests. 

Several authorities emphasize the importance of feedback as a 

software characteristic—feedback for program designers and feedback 

for users. Johnson, Goodin, and Bloomquist (1981, p. 426), for 

example, believe that a good system incorporates "software monitoring 

probes that provide statistics about user performance and the amount 

[sic] of errors made in certain situations." They note that such data 

can later be used to modify a program. Along with Gaines and Facey 

(1975) they believe that good software incorporates feedback systems 
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that let the user know whether input was correctly received. Gaines 

and Facey (p. 904) believe that every user input should result in 

"immediate and unambiguous" response. Johnson et al. suggest that the 

speech-generating capabilities of modern computers be used for such 

responses. They also suggest that interpretive outputs of good soft

ware are enhanced by graphic and summary displays and good display 

format. Finally, Gaines and Facey (p. 900) emphasize the importance 

of good report format for program output. They remark, 

A high quality document based on the accurate, timely 
information acquired by the interactive system has a 
psychological impact of its own. It is businesslike, 
engendering trust and a desire to maintain its stan
dards, and yet it is not an overwhelming piece of 
technology for a simple task. 

The preceding review of the literature shows that computer tech

nology is being applied increasingly in psychometrics and that more 

and more of these applications are taking place in the schools. This 

review also shows, however, that much of this work with computers is 

in a developmental stage, thereby strengthening the case for thorough 

and systematic software evaluation. The criteria set forth in the 

literature for software evaluation are likewise in a developmental 

stage. Only further research like that described in this study will 

answer the many questions about both computer applications and soft

ware evaluation that will move the disciplines out of developmental 

stages and into maturity. Therefore, this study posed the following 

research questions. 
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Research Questions 

Through a detailed case study of the testing of Autorighter, the 

following research questions were examined. 

Questions about Software Usage 

1. What types of mistakes are experienced diagnosticians likely to 

make in the manual preparation of diagnostic reports? 

2. What types of mistakes are inexperienced diagnosticians likely to 

make in the manual preparation of diagnostic reports? 

3. What types of mistakes are inexperienced diagnosticians likely to 

make in the preparation of computer-assisted diagnostic reports? 

4. Are there differences between the types of mistakes made by 

experienced diagnosticians and the types of mistakes made by 

inexperienced diagnosticians in the manual preparation of diag

nostic reports? 

5. Are there differences between the types of mistakes made by 

inexperienced diagnosticians in manually prepared reports and 

computer-assisted reports? 

6. How does the accuracy of computer-assisted reports by inexperi

enced diagnosticians compare with the accuracy of manually 

prepared reports by the same persons? 

7. How does the accuracy of computer-assisted diagnostic reports 

prepared by inexperienced diagnosticians compare with the accu

racy of reports prepared manually by experienced diagnosticians? 
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8. Is the accuracy of either manually prepared or computer-assisted 

diagnostic reports by inexperienced diagnosticians affected by 

practice? 

9. Is the overall time required for the preparation of diagnostic 

reports by inexperienced diagnosticians affected by the use of 

the computer? 

10. How do users respond, both cognitively and affectively, to the 

use of computer technology in the performance of a "humanistic" 

task? 

11. What, if any, user errors will cause inadvertent interruption or 

termination of processing with psychometric software? 

Questions about Software Development 
and Testing 

1. V/hat is involved in thorough field-testing of psychometric 

software? 

2. What types of software design problems are uncovered through 

field-testing of psychometric software? 

3. What types of built-in safeguards are required to prevent a 

user's inadvertent interruption or termination of program 

operation? 



CHAPTER III 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

The design for this study was a comparative/descriptive case 

study of two intact groups: experienced diagnosticians and novice 

diagnosticians in training. The performance of both groups in the 

preparation of diagnostic reports was compared. Reports prepared 

manually by the experienced diagnosticians were compared with reports 

prepared by the novices both manually and with the assistance of 

Autorighter. In addition, reports prepared by the novices using 

Autorighter were compared with reports prepared manually by these same 

individuals. The computer-assisted report-writing process was also 

studied as a paradigm of formative evaluation of psychometric 

software. 

Novice diagnosticians in training were used as the primary group 

in this study for two reasons: First, the developers of Autorighter 

hoped that the program would enable even persons with little training 

in psychometrics (such as clerks or secretaries) to produce diagnostic 

reports based on raw test data. Second, formative testing of the 

software with practicing diagnosticians in the field was impractical 

because of the prohibitive expense of parallel processing (in terms of 

both time and money). 

A descriptive case study was undertaken for two reasons: 1) With 

seven repeated measures of each type of report writing from each 

member of the primary group of subjects and with opportunities for 
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detailed observations of the subjects' interaction with the computer, 

such a study could yield a richness of relevant behavioral information 

that could not be accessed through more strictly quantitative 

experimental methods. 2) The heavy time commitment required of 

subjects and the limitations in hardware and software resources made 

large-group designs unfeasible. Including minimal training time, each 

of the subjects had to invest between 20 and 30 hours in the project 

in order to complete 14 diagnostic reports. Assembling large groups 

and supervising their work for that much time would have been highly 

impractical. 

Furthermore, at the time the study was undertaken, only two TRS-

80 Model III microcomputers, two printers, and two working copies of 

Autorighter were available, thereby imposing very real practical 

limitations on the number of subjects who could be accommodated in a 

study. Even today, assembling large numbers of identical systems for 

a study like this one would pose a problem. Time and resource 

constraints similarly precluded the use of practicing diagnosticians 

in the field for formative evaluation of the Autorighter software. 

School districts generally cannot afford to allocate resources to 

parallel processing or to experimental studies which require use of 

their personnel. 

Furthermore, as E. W. Miller (1985) observes in his article 

"Application of Experimental and Quasi-experimental Research Designs 

to Educational Software Evaluation," 
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In most cases, it would seem impractical to conduct a 
series of experimental studies (which to perform 
correctly would require an extensive amount of planning 
and preparation) for the formative evaluation of a 
program. 

Subjects 

The primary group of subjects for this study was made up of three 

masters-level graduate students who were enrolled in a 6-week summer 

workshop on the writing of Individual Educational Plans (lEP's) at 

Texas Tech University. Each of these subjects served as her own 

control in comparisons of computer-assisted and manually-prepared 

diagnostic reports. Originally, the three participants in the study 

were to have been randomly selected from among all participants in the 

workshop. However, only three of the original five students remained 

enrolled in the workshop after the first two weeks of the term. 

Therefore, all students who remained enrolled in the workshop partici

pated in the study. 

The secondary group of subjects for the study was made up of 

three experienced diagnosticians on the staff of the Plainview (Texas) 

Independent School District. These subjects did not participate 

actively in the study. Instead, data from diagnostic reports they had 

already completed manually during the two preceding school years 

served as overall control data for comparison with both computer-

assisted and manually-prepared reports by the diagnosticians in 

training. 
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The Novice Group 

Each of the three diagnosticians in training held a bachelor's 

degree in Education. Each was certified to teach in Texas: the 

first, in Special Education and Psychology; the second, in Learning 

Disabled and Early Childhood Education; and the third, in Kindergarten 

and General Psychology. The first subject had earned her bachelor's 

degree 2 years previously; the second, 12 years previously; and the 

third, 4 years previously. The first subject had had 2 years of 

teaching experience; the second, 7 years; and the third, 4 years. The 

first subject was 36 years old; the second, 54; and the third, 28. 

Each of the novices was employed at the time of the study. The 

first was employed as a junior high school teacher. The second held a 

non-teaching position on the staff of Project Head Start, and the 

third was employed as an itinerant teacher for the deaf/blind and a 

consultant for the visually handicapped. Shortly after the completion 

of this study, the second subject was certified as a school diagnosti

cian. The third was nearing completion of course work for a master's 

degree in Special Education. The second was just beginning graduate 

work. 

In summary, the demographic data for the novice group show that 

although the subjects were novice diagnosticians, they were experi

enced educators. Each had been in the profession long enough to have 

acquired some settled attitudes toward and procedures for dealing with 

learning experiences. 
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The Experienced Group 

Each of the three experienced diagnosticians who made up the 

second reference group held a master's degree in Education, and one 

held an additional master's degree in counseling. Among the three, 

two had two years of experience as diagnosticians, and the other had 

three years of experience. In addition, two had 10 years each of 

experience as classroom teachers, and the third had 20 years of 

experience as a teacher. These three diagnosticians made up the 

entire staff of full-time diagnosticians in the Plainview Independent 

School district at the time of the study. 

Procedures 

Procedures in the study included both preliminary procedures and 

operating procedures. Preliminary procedures that had to be completed 

before data collection began included: 1) proofreading the 

Autorighter program listing and correcting errors in the program, 2) 

assembling packets of data to be used by the novice diagnosticians in 

testing the Autorighter software, and 3) orienting the novice subjects 

in the writing of diagnostic reports and in the use of the computer. 

Operating procedures included: 1) systematically issuing data packets 

to the subjects, and 2) collecting and scoring the data. 

Preliminary Procedures 

During the month before the study began, the investigator under

took what the authors hoped would be final proofreading of completed 

portions of Autorighter. The programs had been proofread previously 
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both by the designers of Autorighter and by student assistants. The 

final proofreading involved "cross-proofing," by the investigator and 

an assistant. In this procedure, one person reads to another—one 

from a "hard copy" listing of the program and the other from test 

manuals containing the original data. This procedure is particularly 

important for psychometric software like Autorighter because listings 

in the computer program replace the tables in test manuals. However, 

it is extremely tedious and time-consuming, requiring tens of hours of 

work by two persons. Still, this method of proofreading is considered 

to be much more reliable than proofreading by just one individual. 

A second preliminary task which had to be completed before the 

beginning of the study was the gathering and assembling of packets of 

raw data to be used by the novices in testing the software. Because 

of confidentiality concerns, such data are not readily available. 

However, through the cooperation of the Plainview (Texas) Independent 

School District, complete sets of raw assessment data and correspond

ing diagnostic reports were obtained for 21 students evaluated in that 

district during the preceding two academic years. The 21 sets in

cluded 7 sets of data and reports from each of Plainview's three full-

time diagnosticians. For the diagnostician who had been employed in 

Plainview for the shortest time, only seven complete sets of data were 

available, and all seven were used in the study. For the other two 

diagnosticians, seven sets of data were randomly selected from among 

all available reports. 
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The raw data from the Plainview Independent School District was 

assembled into 21 packets of data for use by the diagnosticians in 

training in their report-writing. Each packet included the following 

information: 1) an identification sheet containing a coded case 

number and instructions about whether the data were to be interpreted 

by hand or by computer, along with space for the student to fill in 

her name and an estimate of the time required for completion of the 

report; 2) demographic data on each child, with fictitious names, 

addresses, telephone numbers, and other identifying data to ensure the 

privacy of the children, parents, and school personnel involved in the 

original assessments; 3) raw scores from individual assessment instru

ments, entered on actual test protocols, and 4) supplementary data, 

such as actual student test work sheets. 

The 21 packets were then photocopied to ensure that computer-

assisted and manually-prepared reports would be based on identical 

data. Care was also taken to ensure that all of the packets contained 

an equal number of raw scores and equal amounts of supplementary data. 

The result was 21 identical pairs of packets. One packet from each 

pair was used for a computer-assisted report, and one was used for a 

manual report. 

The use of identical data for the computer-assisted and manually-

prepared reports is in keeping with Meehl's (1954, p. 84) admonition 

regarding the design of actuarial prediction studies: 

Any empirical study of actuarial vs. non-actuarial 
predictive techniques should involve the making of 
predictions from similar or identical sets of 
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information by the two methods, and a comparison of the 
success frequency arrived at in these two ways. 

According to Meehl (1954, pp. 90-91), comparable data of this sort 

should then be subjected to differential treatment: 

The ideal design is one in which the same basic set of 
facts is subjected on the one hand to the skilled 
analysis of a trained clinician, and on the other hand 
is subjected to mechanical operations (table entry, 
multiplication by weights, or the like). 

Meehl's guidelines were followed as closely as possible in the 

assembly and distribution of the raw data in the packets. 

Before the study began, the diagnosticians in training were given 

three types of orientation: 1) a general orientation to lEP's and 

their role in a special education program; 2) a general orientation to 

the various assessment instruments included in the Plainview data and 

in the Autorighter program, along with detailed training in the scor

ing and interpretation of these instruments; and 3) an orientation to 

Autorighter and to the computer and printer used in the preparation of 

the computer-assisted reports. 

Orientation to lEP's and to the various assessment instruments 

occupied the first 2-1/2 weeks of the term. At the first class meet

ing, the professor told the students that they would learn how to 

prepare lEP's both in the traditional way and with the assistance of 

the computer. He assured students that they would need no prior 

knowledge of computers in order to write reports with the aid of the 

computer. The investigator attended this meeting and all subsequent 

class meetings. Because the study required no work of students beyond 
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that which would otherwise have been included in the course, the 

students were not told that a study was being conducted. 

After the introductory class meeting, two meetings were devoted 

to a general orientation to lEP's. Then, one further class meeting 

was devoted to a review of basic normal-curve statistics. Orientation 

to the various assessment instruments was conducted seminar-style, 

with class members reporting on the design, purposes, validity, reli

ability, and scoring of the various instruments. Following each 

presentation, the professor "walked through" several examples of man

ual scoring for each of the tests. At the end of the first 2-1/2 

weeks of the term, the first two phases of preliminary orientation 

were complete, and students were ready to move on to an orientation to 

Autorighter and to the computer hardware to be used in the course. 

During the orientation and experiment phases of the course, two 

identical copies of Autorighter and two identical Radio Shack TRS-80 

Model III microcomputers, interfaced with identical Epson MX-80 dot-

matrix printers were placed in a laboratory room for student use 

during the workshop. The computers were standard "off-the-shelf" 

models equipped with 48 kilobytes of random access memory (RAM) and 

two single-sided, single-density disk drives. During the third week 

of the term, students were given an initial 1-1/2 hours of instruction 

in and demonstration of the use of Autorighter, the computer, and the 

printer. The actual instructional lecture required 15 to 20 minutes, 

and the remainder of the time was devoted to hands-on practice by the 

students. 
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Students were shown how to turn on the computer and printer, how 

to load diskettes into the computer, and how to run the program. They 

were also shown how to correct errors in entries they had made and how 

to load the additional diskettes that Autorighter required at various 

points in the program. Because Autorighter automatically activated 

the printer at appropriate times, and prompted the user about which 

diskette to insert and the correct time to insert it, the only further 

procedure that students had to learn was how to turn off the equip

ment. Copies of test manuals for manual test interpretation were also 

kept in the laboratory room, so that students had to complete almost 

all of their work under the eyes of the professor or the experimenter. 

Operating Procedures 

The class period following the computer orientation, all three 

students were given identical sets of sample data for use in a prac

tice run-through with Autorighter. Upon successful completion of a 

computer-assisted report based on this set of data, students were 

issued their first packets of data for interpretation either by hand 

or by computer. Each of the 21 sets of raw data was interpreted twice 

during the study—once by hand and once with the assistance of the 

computer—by different diagnosticians in training. No student inter

preted the same data twice, and no student used the same data for any 

of her computer-assisted reports as she had for any of her manual 

reports. 
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Students were randomly assigned to complete their first reports 

either by computer or by hand, with the order of presentation of cases 

counterbalanced among the participants so that Student A wrote a 

computer-assisted report first; Student B, a manually-prepared report; 

and Student C, a computer-assisted report. Each student alternated in 

preparing reports of each type (one computer report, one manual re

port, one computer report, and so on) until each had completed 14 

reports—7 with the assistance of the computer and 7 manually. A new 

set of data was issued only when the preceding report had been 

completed and submitted to the experimenter. Therefore, a student 

could not complete all or several of one type of report at one time. 

This procedure was followed in an attempt to minimize the possible ef

fects of excessive early practice with one type of report. 

To facilitate comparisons between the experienced diagnosticians 

and the novices, each of the novices worked with data from one Plain-

view diagnostician for her manual reports and with data from another 

Plainview diagnostician for her computer-assisted reports. Also, data 

sets from a particular experienced diagnostician were issued in in

verse order for computer-scoring and hand-scoring to minimize any 

opportunity for "sharing" of information between a student working on 

a computer-assisted report and one working on a manually-prepared 

report based on the same data. For example, as shown in Table 1, 

Student B began with a manually-prepared report based on data set No. 

1 from diagnostician No. 3, and Student C began with a computer-

assisted report based on data set No. 7 from diagnostician No. 3. 
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SEQUENCE OF REPORT COMPLETION 

Sequence 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Student A 

Case No.* 

Manual Computer 

2-1 

1-1 

2-2 

1-2 

2-3 

1-3 

2-4 

1-4 

2-5 

1-5 

2-6 

1-6 

2-7 

1-7 

Student B 

Case No.* 

Manual Computer 

3-1 

1-7 

3-2 

1-6 

3-3 

1-5 

3-4 

1-4 

3-5 

1-3 

3-6 

1-2 

3-7 

1-1 

Student C 

Case No.* 

Manual Computer 

3-7 

2-7 

3-6 

2-6 

3-5 

2-5 

3-4 

2-4 

3-3 

2-3 

3-2 

2-2 

3-1 

2-1 

* Cases based on data from Plainview diagnostician No. 1 are 
designated 1-1 through 1-7. Cases based on data from diagnostician 
No. 2 are designated 2-1 through 2-7. Cases based on data from 
diagnostician No. 3 are designated 3-1 through 3-7. 
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Table 1 shows the alternating sequence for completion of manual and 

computer-assisted reports by each of the novices. It also shows the 

reversal of the order in which packets were issued between one novice 

writing manual reports and another novice writing computer-assisted 

reports based on data from the same diagnostician. As shown in Table 

1, data sets from Diagnostician No. 1 are designated 1-1 through 1-7, 

data from Diagnostician No. 2 are designated 2-1 through 2-7, and so 

on. 

Students were given two weeks in which to complete 14 diagnostic 

reports. During this two-week period, either the instructor or the 

investigator was continually available during class hours for assist

ing students with reports. During this time, detailed behavioral 

observations were made by the investigator, with an emphasis on obser

vations of cognitive and affective responses to the two types of 

report-writing. Of particular interest to the investigator were the 

responses of subjects to program "crashes" and responses of subjects 

to any possible types of equipment malfunctions. [Fortunately, no 

equipment failures occurred.] 

Interpretation of Results 

The functioning of the software was evaluated through observation 

of the students as they worked with the Autorighter program and 

through analysis of printouts of completed Autorighter reports. 

Data regarding time required for completion of reports were based 

on self-reports by the subjects. Because Autorighter resulted in a 
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finished typewritten report, and because diagnostic reports from the 

comparison group of professional diagnosticians were typed, students 

were required to submit their manually-prepared reports in typewritten 

form. This procedure helped to ensure a fair comparison of time 

savings effected through the use of Autorighter. Students were asked 

to maintain records of the time required for completion of each report 

and to record these times on the instruction sheets of their data 

packets. The students were told that these time reports would serve 

as valuable indicators of their progress for themselves and for the 

professor, but that the time required for completion of reports would 

not affect their grades. 

Information gathered through self-reports obviously cannot be 

considered wholly reliable. For this and several other reasons, the 

timing data could be used only anecdotally. Non-typists had to have 

someone else type their manually-prepared reports, making a comparison 

of the total time for completion of the two types of reports very 

problematic. Also, a fair comparison of timing for computer-assisted 

versus manually-prepared reports would have had to take into account 

such variables as time consumed by trips to the typist to drop off and 

retrieve materials, and the like. Therefore, the time data— 

especially data for manually-prepared reports—were considered to be 

generally unreliable. Data from computer-assisted reports were much 

more reliable because Autorighter virtually forces a user to complete 

a report at one sitting—increasing the probability of accurate 

timing. 
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Accuracy data were based on simple counts of incorrect derived 

scores listed in completed reports. Correct scores were determined by 

the investigator through manual calculations and consultation of test 

manuals. Whenever discrepancies appeared among any of the three 

reported derived scores (one from the experienced diagnostician, one 

from a computer-assisted report by a novice diagnostician, and one 

from a manually-prepared report by a novice diagnostician), scores 

were double-checked. Two types of errors were present: computer 

errors and user errors. An error was considered to be a computer 

error if a correct raw score entered into the computer resulted in an 

incorrect derived score in the final report. These errors were veri

fied by the investigator by entering correct raw scores into the 

computer and observing the results. An error was considered to be a 

user error if entry of a correct value into the computer would have 

resulted in a correct derived score. Such errors were double-checked 

by the investigator's entering the correct value into the computer and 

comparing the results against the values indicated by test manuals. 

Sometimes, one user error in either a manually-prepared or a 

computer-assisted report could result in multiple incorrect scores. 

For example, an error in the manual calculation of any one scale of 

the WISC-R results in an error in the full-scale IQ. Similarly, one 

user error, such as failure to insert a diskette containing the table 

data into the computer, sometimes resulted in no scores being reported 

for a particular test or tests in the finished Autorighter report. 

For the purposes of this study, each incorrect or absent derived score 
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was counted as one error RpQnit-c r^^ +-t, 
error. Kesults of these analyses are reported in 

Chapter IV. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Conclusions about the potential efficacy and efficiency of 

psychometric software like Autorighter were based on detailed obser

vation of the behavior of a group of novice diagnosticians working 

with a prototype version of Autorighter and on a comparison of results 

obtained by these subjects as they wrote diagnostic reports manually 

and with the assistance of the computer. These same observations also 

form the basis of an evaluation of procedures involved in formative 

evaluation of psychometric software. Because the behavior of the 

subjects and the results of their computer-assisted versus manually-

prepared diagnostic reports shed considerable light on the process of 

formative evaluation of software, observations about the attitudes of 

the subjects are presented first, followed by a comparison of the 

results of the two different types of report-writing, followed by 

observations about the software-evaluation process. 

Many of the observations reported here are, of necessity, subjec

tive. However, such observations are the product of the experi

menter's close and constant proximity to the subjects during numerous 

repeated trials with both computer-assisted and manually-prepared 

diagnostic reports. These observations provide a type of data not 

readily accessed in any other way. That subtle factors are involved 

in determining acceptance of computer technology by professionals is 

strongly suggested in research literature (Johnson et al., 1978; 

119 
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Sherman, 1981; Stimmel et al., 1981). Therefore, close observation of 

the behavior of subjects as they work with the technology may offer 

some clues about what these factors are and how they might be con

trolled. 

Because the attitudes of the novice diagnosticians as they ap

proached the manual and computer-assisted preparation of diagnostic 

reports were likely to have influenced the results obtained in these 

reports, some preliminary observations about these attitudes should be 

helpful in the interpretation of these results. 

Behavioral Observations 

At the beginning of the study, the subjects knew little about 

either the writing of diagnostic reports or the use of computers. 

Preliminary Knowledge of Diagnostic Procedures 

The subjects seemed to lack both experience with and knowledge of 

the procedures involved in diagnostic report-writing. The review of 

normal-curve statistics included in the classroom portion of the 

workshop revealed that as a group, these students knew or remembered 

almost nothing about measures of central tendency and the concept of 

standard deviation. 

The subjects' familiarity with the tests included in Autorighter 

was also limited. Most of the subjects professed some familiarity 

with at least one of the tests—usually the PPVT—but no actual hands-

on experience in administering or scoring any of these tests. How

ever, at the time of the study, two of the subjects were concurrently 
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enrolled in a course designed to train them to administer and score 

the WISC-R. 

Preliminary Knowledge about Computers 

The subjects' knowledge of computers was even more limited than 

their knowledge of diagnostic procedures. Before participating in the 

study, none of the subjects had used a computer for any purpose. In 

fact, only one of the three had even seen a microcomputer at close 

range. Therefore, all three subjects were undertaking entirely new 

tasks in both manual and computer-assisted diagnostic report writing. 

Predictably, all seemed to be somewhat apprehensive about the tasks. 

Apprehensiveness about the Task 

The fact that the workshop was offered on a "pass-fail" basis 

should have mitigated some of the apprehensiveness of the subjects 

about use of the computer. Moreover, the subjects were assured by 

their professor that the only requirement for receiving credit for the 

workshop was completion of the 14 diagnostic reports. In retrospect, 

this strategy, while relieving the subjects' anxiety, may also have 

induced some carelessness into their approach to the report-writing. 

One indicator of a possible lack of concern with results among some of 

the subjects is that only one of them requested any feedback on the 

results of her report-writing, despite the professor's and the experi

menter's assurance that such feedback would be readily available 

immediately upon completion of the workshop. 
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Enthusiasm for the Task 

The use of computers in the workshop seemed to have had only a 

slight influence on the subjects' attitudes toward the course. Their 

level of enthusiasm about the opportunity for hands-on experience with 

a computer seemed, in general, to parallel each individual's level of 

enthusiasm toward the task of learning to write diagnostic reports. 

The overall level of enthusiasm among participants in the workshop 

seemed slight—a predictable phenomenon in view of the arduousness of 

the task of writing diagnostic reports. Only the subject enrolled in 

a masters-degree program seemed to be genuinely committed to the 

learning experience. 

After the initial classroom demonstration of Autorighter, all 

subjects expressed admiration for Autorighter's computer-assisted 

report-writing capabilities. Still, enthusiasm among the subjects 

about their personal use of the computer for the writing of diagnostic 

reports was, at best, guarded. Undoubtedly, much of this guardedness 

was due to apprehensiveness about the unknown. A verbalization of the 

overall attitude of the subjects might have been something like the 

following: "I see that computers are great for this task, but I'm not 

sure that they're right for me to use for this task." 

Viewed in retrospect, the behavior of the subjects showed that 

enthusiasm generated by a "demonstration" of applied computer technol

ogy may be a two-edged sword when actual hands-on experience begins. 

As noted in the literature (Golas, 1983; Johnson et al., 1981; 

Sampson, 1983; Shneiderman, 1980, pp. 225-227), unless software is 
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absolutely "idiot proof," novices are likely to encounter problems 

which confirm their beliefs that computer technology is a tool over 

which they are unable to exercise control. Some of this type of 

effect was seen among the novice diagnosticians in this experiment 

whenever the program "crashed." Nevertheless, despite lingering 

anxiety and periodic frustration, each of the subjects was able to 

complete all seven required computer-assisted reports and all seven 

manually-prepared reports. 

Quantitative Results 

Each of the novices completed seven reports manually and seven 

with the assistance of the computer. To provide baseline data about 

the level of skill of the novices, the accuracy of their manually-

prepared reports was compared with the accuracy of reports based on 

the same data, but prepared by the experienced diagnosticians on the 

staff of the Plainview Independent School District. The results of 

this comparison are shox̂ ^̂l in Table 2. 

Manual Report Accuracy: Novice vs. Experienced 

Table 2 shows a high level of difference between the accuracy of 

reports prepared manually by novice diagnosticians and those prepared 

manually by experienced diagnosticians. The total number of scores 

which had to be derived (and therefore, the number of possible errors) 

for each report varied between 81 and 89, depending on which tests or 

subtests were included in the battery. The mean number of errors per 

case for the most accurate of the novices (designated S3) was 7.00— 
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approximately 2.72 times as many errors as were made by the experi

enced diagnostician (designated Diagnostician C) whose reports were 

based on the same data. This same novice (S3) made 2.88 times as many 

errors as the most accurate of the experienced diagnosticians 

(Diagnostician B). 

Results from the least accurate novice (S2), as shown in Table 2, 

are even more striking, both with regard to differences between her 

scores and those of experienced diagnosticians and differences between 

her scores and those of the other two novices. Reports prepared by 

this novice, S2, contained a mean of 20.29 errors per case—approxi

mately 8.35 times as many errors as reports by the experienced 

diagnostician whose reports were based on the same raw data (Diagnos

tician B, the most accurate of the experienced diagnosticians). 

Furthermore, this novice's reports contained approximately 5.46 times 

as many errors as the reports of least accurate of the experienced 

diagnosticians (Diagnostician A). 

The data in Table 2 further show that only one report by an 

experienced diagnostician was completely error-free, and only two 

reports by a novice were error-free. Both the experienced diagnosti

cian (Diagnostician B) and the novice who prepared these error-free 

reports (S3) were the most accurate members of their respective 

groups. Overall, the data indicate considerable reason for concern 

over the skills of novice diagnosticians. Furthermore, any hope that 

these novices would be likely to improve their accuracy by further 

practice before beginning work as professional diagnosticians is 
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belied by the fact that the least accurate of the novice diagnosti

cians was certified and began working as a diagnostician immediately 

upon completion of the summer term in which the study took place. 

Also, as will be shown later in this chapter, the types of errors made 

by experienced diagnosticians tended to be relatively minor ones, 

whereas the types of errors made by the novices were often very 

serious. 

Novice Computer Accuracy vs. 
Novice Manual Accuracy 

Use of the computer considerably improved the accuracy of the 

novice diagnosticians; however, the relative accuracy of the individ

uals remained the same as for the manual reports. As shown in Table 

3, the mean number of errors per case in computer-assisted reports by 

the most accurate of the novices (S3) was 0—in contrast to a mean of 

7.00 errors per case in her manually-prepared reports. In other 

words, use of the computer resulted in a 700 percent improvement for 

this individual. The second-most accurate of the novices (SI) im

proved her accuracy by more than 100 percent through use of the 

computer, with a mean of 4.71 errors per case in her computer-assisted 

reports in contrast to a mean of 9.86 errors per case in her manually-

prepared reports. The least accurate of the novices improved her 

accuracy by slightly over 300 percent with the use of the computer, 

with a mean of 6.71 errors per case in her computer-assisted reports 

in contrast to a mean of 20.29 errors per case in her manually-

prepared reports. 
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The similarity in the accuracy of each individual's computer-

assisted results to her manual results seems to support the folk 

wisdom contained in the programmer's adage "Garbage in, garbage out." 

More conventionally, these findings seem to parallel findings of 

studies of CAI, which show that the computer cannot compensate for 

some conceptual misunderstandings. For example, in joint hearings of 

the Committee on Science and Technology and the Committee on Education 

and Labor of the U. S. House of Representatives, Arthur S. Melmed 

(1980), Assistant to the Director of the National Institute of 

Education, cites one study showing that test protocols of students who 

had received a CAI mathematics supplement revealed the same basic 

types of misunderstandings of mathematical concepts as did the proto

cols of children who did not receive the supplement, despite the 

greater accuracy of computations by the CAI group. 

Novice Computer Accuracy vs. Experienced 
Manual Accuracy 

Further evidence of the limitations of the computer in compen

sating for conceptual misunderstandings is shown in the comparison of 

the accuracy of computer-assisted reports by novice diagnosticians and 

manually-prepared reports by experienced diagnosticians. As shown in 

Table 4, the mean accuracy of computer-assisted reports by a novice 

was better than that for manually-prepared reports by an experienced 

diagnostician only in the instance of the novice whose computer-

assisted reports contained no errors (S3). Results from the other two 

novices show that their computer-assisted reports contained from 1.93 
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(for SI) to 2.61 (for S2) times as many errors as those of the experi

enced diagnosticians who made their calculations manually based on the 

same data. 

Effect of Practice 

Practice did seem to improve scores on both manually-prepared and 

computer-assisted reports by the novices; however, these improvements 

were fairly slight. The effect of practice was evaluated by a split-

halves method, with the middle case of the seven averaged with both 

the first half and the last half of the cases. 

Effect of Practice in Manually-Prepared Reports 

Practice had a much less dramatic effect on the accuracy of the 

novices' report-writing than did use of the computer. Table 5 shows 

the error scores of the first four reports completed manually by each 

of the novices and the error scores of the last four reports completed 

manually by each. The error scores for each of the three novices are 

better for the last four reports than for the first four. However, 

the differences between the two sets of scores are not of the same 

order of magnitude as differences in accuracy scores between novices 

and experienced diagnosticians or between manually-prepared and com

puter assisted reports by the same individuals. Furthermore, the 

degree of improvement for each individual novice parallels the results 

of other comparisons, with the most accurate of the novices (S3) 

showing the greatest improvement as the result of practice (63 percent 

fewer errors in the last four reports than in the first four). By 

.\. .:a 
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contrast, the least accurate of the novices (S2) showed the least 

improvement with practice (only 12.3 percent fewer errors in the last 

four reports than in the first four). 

Effect of Practice in Computer-Assisted Reports 

The effect of practice in computer-assisted reports seems to be 

similar to that of the effect of practice in manually-prepared re

ports. As shown in Table 6, the computer-assisted reports of the most 

accurate of the novices (S3) could show no practice effect, since none 

of her computer-assisted reports contained any errors. The last four 

computer-assisted reports of the second-most accurate of the novices 

(SI) contained 29 percent fewer errors than the first four, and the 

last four computer-assisted reports of the least accurate of the 

novices (S2) contained 15 percent fewer errors than the first four. 

The consistency of the results for the various measures of qual

ity in report-writing seem to indicate clearly that the quality of 

computer-assisted diagnostic report writing is a product of much the 

same factors as the quality of manual report writing. Brighter or 

more motivated individuals seem to outperform others consistently. 

Still, the computer does a great deal to compensate for a lack of 

basic skill and comprehension among novices, and the computer brings 

about considerable improvement in results for those whose skills are 

particularly weak. 
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Time Required for Manual vs. 
Computer-Assisted Reports 

The effect of attitude on performance is strongly indicated in the 

data regarding time required for manual versus computer-assisted 

reports. Only two of the novices, SI and S3—the two with the best 

overall accuracy and practice records, attempted to record the time 

required for completion of the reports, despite the instructor's and 

experimenter's explicit instructions that these data were required as 

part of the satisfactory completion of the 14 reports. The refusal or 

negligence of S2 in her failure to comply with this requirement 

parallels her performance in other tasks and hints strongly at an 

attitudinal problem. This subject not only had the worst performance 

record of the three, but also seemed the most resentful of systematic 

procedures—both those necessary for computer operation and those 

necessary for accurate manual calculation of derived scores. 

As noted previously, because self-reports were used for all 

timing data, these data were not highly reliable; and S2, for whatever 

reason, failed to record any times for either her manual or her 

computer-assisted reports. Furthermore, whether a subject included 

typing time for manual reports or computer "down time" for computer-

assisted ones was very unclear. Table 7 shows that the mean times for 

computer-assisted reports were better for the two subjects who 

reported them than were the mean times for manually-prepared reports 

(57.14 min. mean time per report for computer-assisted vs. 70.71 min. 

for manual reports for S3; and 45.14 min. mean time per report for 

••jBPd A -—rM 
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computer-assisted vs. 63.57 min. for manual reports for SI). In the 

time measurement, the novice with the highest performance on other 

measures (S3) fell below the second-best performer on other measures 

(SI), largely because SI had considerable typing skill, and S3 had 

virtually none. 

A possibly more accurate measure of the degree of improvement the 

computer can bring about in the time required for the preparation of 

diagnostic reports is a comparison of the fastest time required for a 

computer-assisted report versus the fastest time required for a 

manually-prepared report. The fastest time reported for completion of 

a computer-assisted report, as shown in Table 6, was 25 minutes for SI 

(the fast typist). Si's fastest time for a manually-prepared report 

was 43 minutes. Thus, in terms of fastest time, use of the computer 

resulted in a 42 percent reduction in report-preparation time for SI. 

Table 6 also shows a maximum time for completion of both manual and 

computer-assisted reports of 1 hour and 30 minutes. However, for the 

computer-assisted report, this figure includes time in which the 

program operation was inadvertently terminated, with the subject 

having to start over with the report completely. 

The fastest time for completion of a computer-assisted report for 

the non-typist, S3, was 35 minutes—in contrast to a fastest time of 

45 minutes for a manually-prepared report. The time saving effected 

by use of the computer for this subject was 22 percent. In this 

instance, the time data for the manually-prepared report included 

typing time by a professional typist; but such factors as time 
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required for travel to and from the typist were not included. Thus, 

the computer probably resulted in a greater net time saving than the 

figures in Table 7 indicate. The longest time required for a 

computer-assisted report by S3 was 1 hour and 15 minutes, in contrast 

to a maximum of 2 hours for a manually-prepared report—a net time 

difference of 37.5 percent in favor of the computer. These data show 

that use of the computer resulted in substantial time savings in the 

preparation of diagnostic reports—particularly if program operation 

proceeded smoothly. 

Qualitative Results: Types of Errors 

The preceding data show the usefulness of the computer in re

ducing both the number of errors in diagnostic reports and the time 

required for completion of them by novices. However, also of impor

tance to developers of software like Autorighter is whether use of the 

computer results in differences in the types of errors made in diag

nostic report-writing. Ideally, a program like Autorighter should 

compensate, at least to some extent, for a lack of knowledge or exper

ience on the part of its users. The effect of Autorighter on the 

types of errors made by novices may best be seen through a comparison 

of the types of errors in manually-prepared reports by experienced 

diagnosticians versus the types of errors in manually-prepared reports 

by novice diagnosticians, followed by a comparison of the types of 

errors in manually-prepared reports versus the types of errors in 

computer-assisted reports by these novices. 
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Types of Errors in Manual Reports by 
Experienced Diagnosticians 

In general, the types of errors in manually-prepared reports by 

experienced diagnosticians tended to be small in magnitude and overall 

impact. Such errors seemed to have been caused by a diagnostician's 

consulting a column or row adjacent to the correct one in a test 

manual. These errors usually resulted in differences of only one or 

two points in derived scores. Similar small errors resulted from 

errors in addition of raw scores for such tests as the WISC-R and 

Behavior Rating Profiles (BRP). A consistent error throughout the 

data from the experienced diagnosticians was a failure to rely on 

SOMPA test norms for auditory or visual acuity. However, rather than 

reflecting carelessness, such errors probably resulted from a deli

berate decision to rely on local clinicians' judgment. 

A clearer picture of the overall accuracy of experienced diagnos

ticians in manual preparation of diagnostic reports emerges from a 

look at the types of serious errors made by each of the three individ

uals. Results from Diagnostician B, overall the most accurate of the 

experienced diagnosticians with a mean 2.43 errors per case, seem to 

indicate that particular tests may cause problems for certain individ

ual diagnosticians. This diagnostician arrived at incorrect standard 

scores on the PPVT for six of the seven cases. However, only two of 

these errors were of great magnitude, i.e.. Mental Age scores off by 

one year in one case and off by nearly two years in another. The 

larger of these errors resulted from the use of a derived score rather 
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than a raw score for look-up of the tabled value for the age-

equivalent score. Diagnostician B likewise made errors in deriving 

scores for the WRAT, but the largest of these errors resulted only in 

a percentile score of 32 instead of 39 for one case. 

The reports of Diagnostician C, the second-most accurate of the 

experienced diagnosticians with a mean 2.57 errors per case, show 

types of errors similar to those of Diagnostician B. One error, a 

minor one of only one point on the Token Test for Children, was the 

result of a transcription error by a typist working from a hand

written worksheet. Diagnostician C made large errors in only two 

scores for two different children. In one, the diagnostician arrived 

at a PPVT Age Equivalent of 5-3 when it should have been 6-2. In the 

other, the diagnostician arrived at incorrect scores for three of the 

six Physical Dexterity Tasks, but two of these errors were of three 

points or less. On only one was the difference great—9 points on a 

scale with a range from 10 to 78 points. 

Diagnostician A, the least accurate of the experienced diagnosti

cians with a mean 3.71 errors per case, made only one serious error in 

only one of the seven cases. This error resulted in inaccuracies of 

one or two standard deviations in Grade Standard Scores on four of the 

five subtests of the Token Test for Children. However, the overall 

Grade Standard Score was off by only one point. 
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Types of Errors in Manual Reports 
by Novice Diagnosticians 

In general, the errors made by experienced diagnosticians in 

manually-prepared reports seem to reflect only momentary carelessness, 

rather than a lack of comprehension of scoring and report-writing 

principles. Errors made by inexperienced diagnosticians in manually-

prepared reports likewise reflect some momentary carelessness, but 

careless errors were more serious in the novice group. Furthermore, 

reports prepared manually by the inexperienced diagnosticians included 

a large number of errors resulting from basic misunderstanding of 

score interpretation and report-writing. Also, the magnitude of the 

errors seems to correspond to the number of errors made by the 

novices—with the most serious errors being made by the individuals 

whose reports contain the greatest number of errors. 

As was true of the experienced diagnosticians, the novices tended 

to have problems with specific tests in their manually-prepared re

ports. However, the problems the novices had reflected conceptual as 

well as careless errors. 

Table 8 lists the types of errors in manually-prepared reports by 

S3, the most accurate of the novices. These errors were generally 

similar to those of the experienced diagnosticians, except that S3 

made serious errors in three cases. Furthermore, she made errors in 

one to five individual test scores in five of her manually-prepared 

reports. The serious errors S3 made included errors in calculation of 

part scores for the WISC-R for one case, resulting in a Verbal IQ of 
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TABLE 8 

TYPES OF ERRORS IN MANUALLY PREPARED REPORTS 
BY INEXPERIENCED DIAGNOSTICIAN S3 

(MOST ACCURATE) 

Serious Errors 

1) WISC-R: Errors in Part Scores causing error in Sum of 
Verbal. Verbal IQ of 63 instead of 101. Performance IQ of 69 
instead of 105. But Full-Scale IQ of 99 instead of 102. 

2) WRAT: Spelling scores far off. Grade Equivalent of 8.3 
instead of 4.8. Normalized Standard Score of 142 instead of 
100. Percentile of 99.4 instead of 50. 

3) Bender-Gestalt: Koppitz Standard Score of 50 instead of 35. 
Percentile of 50 instead of 15. 

Minor Errors 

1) Physical Dexterity: 7 errors, but all of 3 points or less. 

2) BRP: Incorrect Parent and Teacher Standard Scores. 

3) WRAT: 7 errors (Age rounded up when it should not have been), 
but all errors small. 

4) TOKEN: 2 errors in Age Standard Scores but by 3 or fewer 
points. 

5) Physical Factors: 7 errors. Scaled Scores all incorrect but 
most by only 3 points. Biggest error = 6 points in Ambulation 
(48 instead of 42). 
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63 instead of 101 and a Performance IQ of 69 instead of 105. However, 

she arrived at a full-scale IQ of 99 instead of 102—an error of 

fairly small magnitude. It is noteworthy that these large errors 

occurred only in the first WISC-R calculations that this student made. 

The errors were probably the result of a misunderstanding of basic 

scoring procedures, but the misunderstanding was quickly overcome. 

Subsequent errors in S3's WISC-R calculations were relatively minor 

and seem to be attributable to her having consulted a column adjacent 

to the correct one in the manual. 

Likewise, on the WRAT, S3 calculated derived scores using the 

wrong level of the test for tabled values. This single error resulted 

in several sizable errors for various parts of the test: A Grade 

Equivalent of 8.3 instead of 4.8, a Normalized Standard Score of 142 

instead of 100, and a percentile ranking of 99.4 instead of 50. How

ever, S3's only other serious errors were a Koppitz Standard Score of 

50 on the Bender-Gestalt when it should have been 35 and a percentile 

of 50 when it should have been 15. Unlike the other two novices, S3 

never made serious errors in more than one test for any one case—thus 

making the likelihood of serious errors in placement of a child fairly 

improbable. 

Errors in manually-prepared reports by SI, the second-most accu

rate of the novice diagnosticians, included typographical errors, 

omission of required scores, and incorrect derivation of scores. As 

shown in Table 9, even her typographical errors were serious ones: 

Despite correct calculations on her work sheet, SI picked up 
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TABLE 9 

TYPES OF ERRORS IN MANUALLY PREPARED REPORTS 
BY INEXPERIENCED DIAGNOSTICIAN Si 

(SECOND-MOST ACCURATE) 

Omission of Required Scores 

1) BRP: 3 scores omitted. 

2) Physical Factors: 

a) 2 scores omitted. 

b) Average Scaled Score and Percentile omitted. 

Serious Errors 

1) Sociocultural Scales: 

a) SES of 34 instead of 50. Urban Acculturation of 10 instead 
of 45. 

b) Scaled Score for Own Ethnic Group of 34 instead of 49. 
c) In typing, student picked up School Culture scales for Home 

Culture scales = 6 errors. Correct on worksheet. 

2) TOKEN: Reversal of Age Standard Score and Grade Standard Score 
on two parts of test = 4 errors. 

3) PPVT: Mental Age of 6-2 instead of 4-10. 

4) Physical Dexterity: 

a) Scaled Score of 68.9 instead of 47 (math error in arriving 
at raw score). 

b) Involuntary Movement score of 13 instead of 33. 

5) WISC-R: Incorrect look-up of Performance IQ. 

6) WRAT: 6 errors (wrong level of test probably used). 
Normalized Standard Scores of 75 instead of 85 in Reading, 78 
instead of 88 in Spelling, and 80 instead of 90 in Arithmetic. 
Percentile Scores of 5 instead of 16 for Reading, 7 instead of 
21 for Spelling, and 9 instead of 25 in Arithmetic. 
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school culture scores instead of home culture scores in typing the 

final report—resulting in six errors. For two other cases, SI 

omitted a total of seven scores from the BRP and Physical Factors. 

These errors seem to have been the product of carelessness, rather 

than reflections of conceptual misunderstandings. However, the impact 

of such errors in "real life" would be equally serious regardless of 

the reasons for them. 

Errors of large magnitude by SI resulted from incorrect deriva

tion of scores for numerous cases. Some of these errors were 

attributable to carelessness, and some of them were attributable to 

misunderstanding. For example, SI seemed to have used the wrong level 

of the test for calculation of WRAT scores for one case. In two other 

cases, SI seemed to have used the tables for the wrong race in calcu

lating scores for the SOMPA Sociocultural Scales. Other major errors 

made by SI included reversal of Age Standard Scores and Grade Standard 

Scores for the Token on one case, a reported Mental Age of 6-2 instead 

of 4-10 on the PPVT on another case, and errors of 20 or more points 

in scaled scores for Physical Dexterity on two cases. 

Errors made in manually-prepared reports by S2, the least accu

rate of the novices, reflected serious and pervasive misunderstandings 

of basic scoring procedures. As mentioned previously, these errors 

are particularly disturbing in view of this subject's having received 

certification as a diagnostician at the end of the summer session in 

which she participated in the study. Table 10 lists the types of 

errors made by S2. This subject made consistent and sizable errors in 
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TABLE 10 

TYPES OF ERRORS IN MANUALLY PREPARED REPORTS 
BY INEXPERIENCED DIAGNOSTICIAN S2 

(LEAST ACCURATE) 

Serious Errors 

1) Token 

a) No Age Standard Score figured for any of 5 parts. No 
Overall Age Standard Score. 

b) No Grade Standard Score for any of 5 parts. No Overall 
Grade Standard Score. No Overall Age Standard Score. 

c) Student averaged scaled scores for Overall Age and Grade 
Standard Scores, rather than using tabled values. 

d) Overall Grade Standard Score of 476.8 instead of 489. 
Student averaged part scores. Error of 2+ S.D.'s. 

e) Student averaged part scores to arrive at Overall Age and 
Grade Standard Scores, rather than using tabled values. 

2) PPVT 

a) Percentile of 55 instead of 26. 
b) No mental age or percentile calculated. Standard Score 

Equivalent of 95 instead of 108. 
c) Standard Score Equivalent of 116 instead of 104. Percentile 

of 86 instead of 60. 
d) Percentile of 65 instead of 1. 
e) Standard Score Equivalent of -40 instead of 65. Mental Age 

of 4-10 instead of 5-7. 

3) BRP 

a) Student never understood scoring. Put Parent and Teacher 
Scales under Student Scales Home Ratings and Student Scales 
School Ratings, respectively. 

b) Student listed raw scores instead of scaled scores for all 
but one case. 

4) Bender-Gestalt: Koppitz VMA of 42 instead of 64. Percentile 
of 30 instead of 50+. 
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TABLE 10~CONTINUED 

5) WISC-R 

a) Verbal IQ of 71 instead of 108. 
Performance IQ of 76 instead of 121. 

b) Verbal IQ of 42 instead of 90. 
Performance IQ of 38 instead of 84. 
(Student used raw scores instead of tabled values.) 

c) Verbal IQ of 65 instead of 97. 
Performance IQ of 55 instead of 106. 
Full-Scale IQ of 114 instead of 101. 

d) Verbal IQ of 78 instead of 123. 
Performance IQ of 81 instead of 133. 
Full-Scale IQ of 144 instead of 132. 

e) Verbal IQ of 47 instead of 70. 
Performance IQ of 72 instead of 105. 
Full-Scale IQ of 92 instead of 85. 

f) Verbal IQ of 49 instead of 72. 
Performance IQ of 64 instead of 95. 

6) WRAT 

a) Student got wrong scores on WRAT for four out of seven 
cases. 

b) No Normalized Standard Score or Percentile for Reading, 
Spelling, or Arithmetic. 
Grade Equivalent of 1.3 instead of 3.0 for Arithmetic. 
Grade Equivalent of 1.5 instead of 2.5 for Spelling. 

c) Six errors, four of 1 or more standard deviations. 
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her calculation of scaled scores on the Token Test for Children, the 

PPVT, the BRP, the WISC-R, and the WRAT. As shown in Table 10, the 

subject arrived at incorrect Overall Age and Grade Standard Scores on 

the Token Test for Children for every one of the seven cases. She 

made these errors because of simply averaging the part scores from the 

test, rather than looking up tabled values for the overall scores. 

On the PPVT, S2's errors were similarly numerous, and even more 

serious than were her errors on the Token. She arrived at incorrect 

scores for six of the seven cases, with the magnitude of her errors 

ranging as high as 64 percentile points and 105 Standard Score Equiva

lent points. How the student arrived at scores so different from the 

correct ones could not be determined from her work sheets, but ob

viously her errors were not simply the result of consulting a column 

adjacent to the correct one, as were the errors of experienced diag

nosticians and of the other two novices. 

One of the most vivid examples of the impact of a conceptual 

misunderstanding by a novice was S2's handling of BRP scores. She 

entered only raw scores instead of derived scores for all scales of 

the BRP for all seven cases, and she sometimes entered the score for 

the "Parent" scale under "Student Scales—Home Rating," and the 

"Teacher" score under "Student Scales—School Rating." These errors 

reflect a serious conceptual problem—and one that is not very under

standable, given the simplicity of the BRP and its straightforward 

scoring. Obviously, S2 never learned the correct method of scoring 

the BRP. 
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Nor did SI ever learn the correct method of scoring the WISC-R. 

This problem is ominous in view of the widespread use of this test for 

placement of special education students. On the WISC-R, S2 arrived at 

incorrect Verbal IQ scores and Performance IQ scores for all seven 

cases, and incorrect Full-Scale IQ scores for three of those cases. 

In one instance, her work sheet showed that she had simply summed the 

part scores from verbal and performance subtests, rather than consul

ting the tables for derived scores. In other instances, the cause of 

the errors was not clear. However, nearly all of the errors were of 

such great magnitude that they might have resulted in serious mis

placement of the students tested. For example, as shown in Table 10, 

in one case, S2 arrived at a Verbal IQ of 78 instead of 123, a 

Performance IQ of 81 instead of 132, and a Full-Scale IQ of 144 

instead of 132. An experienced diagnostician would almost certainly 

have seen the discrepancy between the Verbal and Performance scores 

and the Full-Scale scores. However, an adequately trained or consci

entious novice also should have been able to detect these problems. 

Finally, S2 arrived at incorrect scores on the WRAT for four out 

of the seven cases. On one case, she made six errors in converting 

raw scores to scaled scores, and four of those errors were of more 

than one standard deviation. The preceding are examples of only the 

most serious of the errors made by S2. In addition, as shown in Table 

10, she made numerous other large individual errors and many more 

careless errors than did the other two novices. Perhaps most disturb

ing of all was S2's apparent lack of awareness that she was making 
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errors. Both the experimenter and the instructor for the course were 

readily available to offer help to any student who requested it, but 

S2 seemed just to forge ahead confidently with her error-ridden 

reports. 

It might have been interesting to have had some objective measure 

of the intelligence of the three novice diagnosticians to determine 

whether intelligence played a role in their performance. However, 

particularly the younger two subjects seemed to be about equal in 

basic intelligence, as evidenced by such behavior as vocabulary and 

wit. The differences between the performance of the two seemed to 

have more to do with care and seriousness than with native 

intelligence. 

Types of Errors in Computer-Assisted 
Reports by Novice Diagnosticians 

As shown previously, use of the computer did increase the accura

cy of reports written by novice diagnosticians. The novices' 

computer-assisted reports contained far fewer careless errors than did 

their manually-prepared reports, and the computer-assisted reports 

contained somewhat fewer conceptual errors. However, as in studies of 

CAI (Melmed, 1980), results of the present study show that the comput

er is incapable of compensating for many types of conceptual errors on 

the part of its users. Perhaps the most telling indicator of the 

limitations of the computer for tasks such as diagnostic report 

writing is the fact that two of the novices, even with the assistance 

of the computer, were unable to achieve accuracy scores equal to those 
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of experienced diagnosticians working manually. As the following 

discussion shows, a major reason for these disappointing results was 

the high percentage of multiple errors that resulted from a single 

careless or conceptual error. 

As previously noted, for the most accurate of the novice diagnos

ticians, S3, the computer seemed to have been of major help. This 

subject made no errors in any of the scores in her seven computer-

assisted reports. She did, however, consistently repeat one careless 

error which in "real life" would have required her to re-enter data 

for her reports before they could be considered presentable: She 

inserted the paper into the printer incorrectly on five of the seven 

reports. As a result, the perforations between the sheets occurred in 

the middle of lines and in the middle of "pages" of the reports. 

Minimally, the reports would have had to be cut apart and the pages 

taped together and copied, or the data would have had to be re

entered. 

One major defect in Autorighter that became apparent because of 

the paper insertion problem was that the program did not permit stor

age of data except temporarily as it was needed for each page of the 

report. Nor did the program permit a user to "enter" the program 

anjrwhere except at the beginning. The user could not, for instance, 

load the program and begin either editing or printing on page 3. 

Therefore, if the user realized at any point in the data entry process 

or at any later time that the report would be unusable (because of a 

paper insertion error or any other type of error), the only way to 
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correct the error would be to begin again at the beginning of the 

program. 

The paper insertion problem is representative of the type of very 

mundane unanticipated difficulty that can arise in computer software 

design, causing highly unsatisfactory and frustrating results for 

users. S3 was otherwise meticulous about the appearance of her work, 

but when the the paper-insertion problem occurred, she simply turned 

in her report fan-folded with all pages still attached. In a more 

"idiot-proof" program, this type of problem could be fairly easily 

eliminated through a message on the screen at the beginning of program 

operation instructing the user to check to be sure the paper was 

aligned properly in the printer at the time the printer was turned on. 

Reports by SI, the second-most accurate of the novices, likewise 

suffered from the paper-insertion problem. Four of this subject's 

reports would have been unusable as printed out, had this been a "real 

life" situation. In addition, however. Si's computer-assisted reports 

contained numerous other careless errors. For example, SI arrived at 

five incorrect Grade Standard Scores on the Token Test for Children in 

each of two different cases. She also arrived at six incorrect scores 

on the BRP in one case. These errors in scores for the Token and BRP 

were probably the result of "typo's" made as raw scores were entered. 

Another of Si's errors on the BRP was the result of a careless error 

in manual addition which caused her to enter an incorrect raw score 

into the computer. For another case, on the BRP, she simply neglected 
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to enter any scores for three student scales which had been 

administered. 

S3 made two other careless errors that resulted in multiple 

incorrect derived scores. As with the problem with paper insertion, 

both of these problems could probably have been circumvented by more 

"idiot-proof" software. For example, in one case, no derived scores 

were printed out for the Token—the first test listed in the report. 

The result was 12 individual errors. The problem was caused by the 

user's failure to insert the program diskette with the "tables" on it 

into the disk drive at the beginning of data entry. The way 

Autorighter was designed, the main operating program contained in

structions for the computer to "look for" derived score values in 

"Table I." The computer then searched for Table I in the secondary 

disk drive. Not finding the table there (because no diskette had been 

inserted), the computer then examined the diskette in the primary disk 

drive and in so doing "created" a file called "Table I" there. How

ever, that file, of course, contained no data. 

The problem with the computer's consulting an "empty" table could 

have been circumvented in several ways through better software design. 

The simplest, but by no means foolproof, method would have been for 

the screen to display a message instructing the user to check to be 

sure that the correct diskettes were inserted into both disk drives 

before the critical point in program operation was reached. A second 

simple solution would have been for the screen to display a message to 

the user alerting him or her that no diskette was in the secondary 
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drive. A third and more "fail-safe" device would have been a software 

provision that prevented the computer from "creating" empty tables 

when it did not find a diskette in the secondary drive. 

Another of Si's errors that could have been averted by better 

software design, and which, in fact, was remedied by corrections to 

the software before the end of the study, was an error in the WISC-R. 

The subjects were taught during the classroom phase of the workshop 

that when six scales of the WISC-R were administered, only five were 

used in calculating IQ scores. However, early in the study, SI en

tered raw scores for all six subscales of Performance IQ—resulting in 

an incorrect value for that portion of the test. Later in the study, 

the program was modified to discard scores for one scale automatically 

if six were entered by the user. This modification, in other words, 

compensated for a basic conceptual misunderstanding by a user, as good 

software should do. Still, the error for which the program compen

sated was one that no diagnostician ought to make. If secretarial 

personnel were to use this type of program, though, such a "fail-safe" 

provision would be very important. 

The capability of the computer to compensate for user careless

ness or misunderstanding is best demonstrated in an analysis of the 

types of errors in the computer-assisted reports of S2, the least 

accurate of the novice diagnosticians. The results are both heart

ening and distressing. They are heartening because, as reported 

earlier, the computer dramatically improved the overall accuracy of 

S2's reports by more than 200 percent. However, the results are 
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distressing because conceptual misunderstandings resulted in many of 

the same types of errors in computer-assisted reports as they did in 

manually-prepared reports. For example, S2 committed a basic concep

tual error in calculating scores on the BRP for six of the seven 

cases. The problem was the same one this subject had in her manually-

prepared reports: She failed to enter scores for "Parent" and 

"Teacher" scales because she did not realize that these scales were 

different from "Student Home Scale" and "Student School Scale." 

S2's reports likewise showed the computer's limitations in com

pensating for certain types of careless errors. For example, for 

three separate cases, S2 entered the wrong "race" for the Sociocul

tural Scales. As a result, the computer arrived at incorrect scores 

for all four subscales for both "Own Ethnic Group" and "School 

Culture"—a total of eight incorrect scores which resulted from one 

careless error. 

Other careless errors made by S2 included failure to enter a raw 

score for one administration of the Bender-Gestalt and entry of an 

incorrect raw score for another administration of this test. Also, 

for one case, S2 entered an incorrect test date for the Physical 

Factors test, resulting in seven incorrect derived scores. Finally, 

like the other two novices, S2 inserted the paper into the printer 

incorrectly for two of the seven cases. As noted previously, S2 was 

the subject with apparently the worst attitude toward report-writing 

in general and computer use in particular. One manifestation of this 

problem was evident in her hand-written comments on completed 
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computer-assisted diagnostic reports. She expressed a very high and 

understandable level of frustration at the program's calling for 

"Comments" about a particular test or series of tests before the user 

had any way of knowing derived scores that would provide the basis for 

such comments. 

Types of Errors in Computer-Assisted vs. 
Manually Prepared Reports by Novices 

The preceding discussion reveals that inexperienced diagnos

ticians made many of the same types of mistakes in both manually-

prepared and computer-assisted reports. In particular, these subjects 

were likely to make mistakes in both types of reports as a result of 

their misunderstanding of test scoring procedures. For example, the 

student who had problems with the Behavior Rating Profile made identi

cal types of errors in both her manually-prepared and her computer-

assisted reports. There was no way the computer could have compen

sated for her failure to realize, for example, that the "Parent" scale 

of the test was not the same as the "Home" scale. 

Similarly, subjects who tended to make careless mathematical or 

typographical errors in their manually-prepared reports tended to make 

a proportional number of careless errors in their computer-assisted 

reports, as shown by identical rankings among the subjects for the 

manually-prepared and computer-assisted accuracy scores. 

The novices' computer-assisted reports, however, were almost 

entirely free of the types of careless errors introduced into manual 

reports by a diagnostician's consulting the wrong column of a table. 
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Also, the computer could be programmed to compensate for certain types 

of conceptual misunderstandings, such as a lack of understanding of 

the way subscale scores are used in scoring the WISC-R. The net 

effect of the use of the computer seems to have been positive in its 

having resulted in a dramatic reduction in the number of errors made 

by novices. The computer seemed to be best at compensating for errors 

attributable to a lack of familiarity with test manuals and those 

attributable to carelessnesses such as use of the wrong level of the 

test for WRAT scoring. 

Users' Responses to Autorighter 

Previous research has shown that regardless of the feasibility 

and success of the use of computer technology for a task, other less 

tangible factors may affect its acceptability with users. The use of 

computer technology for a "humanistic" task may pose particular 

problems (Johnson et al., 1978; Sherman, 1981; Space, 1981; Stimmel et 

al., 1981). Therefore, both software developers and school adminis

trators need to be aware of users' cognitive and affective responses 

to the technology so that the chances of its acceptance can be 

increased. 

A thorough evaluation of users' reactions to computer technology 

should include reactions to both hardware and software. However, for 

novice users, this distinction is likely to be of little importance. 

Because novices usually have experience with only one type of 

hardware, and often only one piece of software, they seem to react 
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globally to "the computer." Only as users gain experience with dif

ferent types of hardware and software do they seem to begin to be 

aware of such factors as keyboard layout and "feel," display clarity, 

and processing speed. None of the novices in this study, for example, 

remarked on any of the preceding characteristics of the computers on 

which they were working. Therefore, in this study, the subjects' 

attitudes toward computer technology are based primarily upon their 

attitudes toward the program, Autorighter. 

Cognitive Responses 

Cognitively, all of the subjects in the study responded favorably 

to the computer. They unanimously expressed the belief that use of 

the computer would speed up a task which they quickly recognized as 

tedious and dull. Furthermore, at the beginning of the study, none of 

the subjects expressed any doubts about the probable accuracy of the 

results they would obtain from the computer—a perhaps common but 

naive attitude, in view of the complexity of Autorighter. However, 

this phenomenon was very much in keeping with references in the 

literature to what Eberly and Cech (1986, p. 21) refer to as 

"illusions of infallibility" and what Meier and Geiger (1986) observe 

as a tendency for computer-generated information to be overvalued. 

Each subject also expressed a belief that exposure to computer 

technology would be beneficial. However, those affirmations may have 

represented mere "lip service." For the past several years, any 

publicly professed doubts about computers have, in many circles, been 
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tantamount to a confession of a hopelessly reactionary attitude. It 

might have been revealing to see how many of the subjects would have 

chosen to work with the computer if the computer-assisted report 

writing part of the workshop had been optional. 

Once the subjects began working with the computers, their cogni

tive responses remained generally positive. Each seemed rationally to 

acknowledge that use of the computer could alleviate the tedium of 

looking up scores manually. However, a positive cognitive response 

did not necessarily translate into a positive affective response. 

Affective Responses 

The subjects' affective responses were much less positive than 

were their cognitive responses. Judging from the responses of the 

subjects in this study, designers and evaluators of software should be 

particularly concerned with program characteristics that evoke nega

tive responses. Experience with the subjects in this study showed 

that a negative response to a particular element of a piece of soft

ware was easily generalized into a negative response to the software 

package or to computers in general—especially among novices. 

The characteristic of Autorighter that seemed to evoke the most 

negative response among the novices was an easily-committed but seri

ous flaw in program design: The program did not cause derived scores 

to be displayed on the screen as they were calculated. Therefore, 

without knowing a student's derived scores for a test or battery of 

tests, users were called upon in the narrative portions of the report 
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to make "comments" which normally would reference the student's stan

dard scores. As shown in the discussion of S2's computer-assisted 

reports, the subjects became quite angry about this problem. This 

anger is particularly understandable since the narrative portions of 

the reports were the primary places in which a diagnostician would be 

exercising his or her professional expertise. 

Another interesting affective phenomenon exhibited by the 

subjects in this study should be of special interest to developers and 

evaluators of software: The subjects seemed to expect perfection in 

all aspects of the computer's functioning. Any malfunction, no matter 

how slight, seemed to cause inordinate confusion and dismay. This 

type of reaction could easily undermine a user's comprehension of the 

computer's potential usefulness in education. For instance, such 

seemingly minor flaws in the program as a page heading in which a 

child's date of birth did not print out correctly or an "H" which 

printed out instead of an "X" in a particular column, seemed to 

"prove" to the students that the computer might not be as useful as it 

was purported to be. 

Another problem that the subjects found particularly distressing 

was program "crashes." The causes and results of these disasters are 

discussed more fully in the next section of this chapter. For users, 

the relevant aspect of a "crash" was that they were, in general, 

unable to recover from such a disaster without the aid of the instruc

tor. For example, a problem such as the program's causing an "empty" 

table to be created on the primary program diskette could be remedied 
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only by someone with a knowledge of BASIC programming, since the 

"empty" table had to be deleted from the diskette. The net effect of 

this type of problem was to make the users feel helpless and not in 

command of the technology—a highly undesirable reaction among persons 

just learning about a new technology, as noted by several authors 

(Golas, 1983; Johnson et al., 1981; Sampson, 1983; Shneiderman, 1980, 

pp. 225-227). 

Part of the reason for the subjects' strong reactions to program 

"glitches" was probably due to their knowing so little about program

ming or computer functioning. Therefore, they were unable to tell how 

extensive or serious an effect a particular error would have on over

all program functioning. Another reason for the skepticism of these 

subjects about the usefulness of the computer was doubtlessly the 

product of the fear and uncertainty that accompany the learning of any 

new task. However, as the study progressed, comments in the "lab" and 

comments on the subjects' reports indicated that part of a negative 

affective reaction was a result of disillusionment with the computer. 

Some of this disillusionment undoubtedly was engendered by overly 

extravagant claims in the media about computer technology, and some 

was engendered by unnecessary flaws in Autorighter. 

Software Design Problems 

As the student diagnosticians were working with Autorighter, they 

essentially were field-testing the software. The difficulties that 

became apparent in the process are those that would also emerge during 
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field testing. Some of the problems in the program have already been 

discussed, insofar as they influenced the users' affective responses 

to the program. However, numerous other problems were uncovered, some 

of which the students were aware of and some of which they were not. 

Many of these problems were inherent in the complexity of the type of 

program represented by Autorighter. A brief description of the pro

gram provides insight into the formidable task represented by the 

development of such a program, along with a powerful caveat for educa

tors who might be tempted to try to develop such software on their 

own. Such a description also provides insight into the enormous 

difficulties in "debugging" and field testing such a complex piece of 

software. 

Autorighter was an extremely complex program which required the 

use of two diskettes at a time. Technically, this type of program is 

referred to as being "chained and overlaid." Basically, these terms 

simply mean that as the program is run, the computer alternates 

between the diskettes for operating instructions and data. In Auto

righter, the main operating program was contained on one diskette, and 

the "tables" from which derived scores were obtained were contained on 

two other diskettes which were inserted sequentially into the computer 

as the program ran. 

The main developer of Autorighter estimated that the primary 

operating program contained approximately 12,500 lines of code and 

that the tables contained approximately three times that number, or 

37,500 lines. However, these figures only begin to reflect the 
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complexity of the program and the data-entry task of its designers. 

Each line of code in the "Tables" portion of the program contained as 

many as 50 or more different numerical values which had to occur in 

precise sequence for the correct value to be selected for derived 

scores in the diagnostic reports (Johnson, D. L., personal 

communication, April, 1984). 

The possibilities for errors in such a huge and complex program 

are almost incalculable, and experience with the prototype version of 

Autorighter in this study and in the Plainview Independent School 

District showed that it is almost impossible for all errors to be 

detected in even the most meticulous proofreading. 

As noted in Chapter II of this study, the entire Autorighter 

program had been proofread at least three times before it was used 

with the novice diagnosticians: The program developers proofread each 

segment as they completed it. Then student assistants "cross proof

read" the program. Then the experimenter cross-proofread the program. 

As noted previously, "cross-proofreading" involves one person's read

ing from an original and a second person's reading from a copy 

simultaneously. It is considered the most reliable method of proof

reading. In the case of Autorighter, the "original" was the test 

manuals, and the "copy" was the program listing printout. In spite of 

the usual reliability of this method in revealing errors, and in spite 

of unusual care by the experimenter in proofreading, the version of 

the program that was field tested turned out to be very "dirty," even 

after corrections based on the proofreading had been made. The extent 
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of the errors remaining in the program is indicated by the fact that 

none of the computer-assisted reports was free of errors attributable 

to the program. The following sections describe program errors that 

were revealed during the testing of Autorighter. 

Program Crashes 

The most serious problems with Autorighter were those that caused 

the program to "crash" so that processing was interrupted. Two dif

ferent types of errors caused these "crashes." The first type has 

already been mentioned: the failure by a user to insert a diskette 

with the tables into the computer. Although the program would con

tinue to run, this error caused the computer to print out all zeros 

for the Token Test for Children. The user could insert the diskette 

when the error became apparent, and the program would print out scores 

for the other tests. However, if the user restarted the program to 

try to get scores printed out for the Token Test, the computer would 

again print zeroes. This problem was remedied during the course of 

the study, but it was very annoying and confusing to the subjects when 

it occurred early on. 

A second reason for program "crashes" was entry of a raw score 

outside the tabled values for a particular test. If a user entered 

such a value, processing ceased immediately, and the user had no clue 

about the reason. When this problem occurred during the study, the 

subjects would typically try again with the program and would again 

fail. All programs like Autorighter that are to be used by persons 
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unknowledgeable about computers should be absolutely protected against 

this type of "fatal error." Otherwise, like the subjects in this 

study, users will very likely be unable to continue using the program. 

This problem could have been somewhat mitigated if the computer had 

been programmed to warn the user that a value was outside the range 

for a test and perhaps to tell the user what the closest tabled value 

was and instruct him or her to enter that value. Ideally, however, 

the computer would simply make such an adjustment itself and then 

inform the user of the action. 

Serious but Non-Fatal Errors 

Autorighter also contained non-fatal but serious errors. As 

previously mentioned, the practical value of the program was all but 

negated by its failure to provide for display of derived scores before 

comments were called for in the narrative portions of the report. 

Also, as mentioned previously, early versions of the program did not 

automatically omit optional subscales of the WISC-R if a user mis

takenly entered raw scores for all of them. A somewhat less serious 

error was the computer's consistently coming up with incorrect scores 

for the "Peer Scale" of the Behavior Rating Profile, or its printing 

out a score for that scale, even when the scale had not been 

administered. 

An error similar to the preceding ones was the product of a 

simple oversight during programming: The computer profiled a student 

on the Sociocultural Scales when the number of "DK" (Don't Know) 
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responses was so high that, according to the guidelines for this 

instrument, no profile should have been drawn. Finally, a serious 

error, but one which was so glaringly apparent that almost any user 

would recognize it, was the computer's arriving at a simple total 

score for Physical Dexterity Tasks, rather than an Average Scaled 

Score. This error was due to a simple programming error in which a 

division step was omitted. It was corrected in later versions of the 

program. 

Minor Errors 

An argument can fairly be made that in a psychometric assessment 

which determines an individual's placement in treatment programs, no 

error is minor—that all aspects of such an assessment should be 

absolutely precise. However, none of the remaining errors in Auto

righter was likely either to cause mis-diagnosis of a child or to 

cause major inconvenience to diagnosticians. These errors included an 

ambiguous question, a fairly insignificant omission of a scoring 

option that was not likely to make a difference in a child's score, 

various typographical errors in the report "frame," and numerous 

incorrect values in the tables portion of the program. 

The ambiguous question was "Do you want to use grade or age to 

calculate remaining scores?" The user was unsure whether "remaining" 

meant all remaining scores throughout the report or if it referred 

only to the Woodcock Language Proficiency Battery. The question was 

meant to refer only to the Woodcock Language Battery, but the program 
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user had no way of knowing that. A related problem was that the 

report did not indicate whether grade or age had been used in calcu

lating the standard scores. A similar minor problem was that the 

program did not permit the user to enter different dates for adminis

tration of different scales of the Behavior Rating Profile. Such 

differences are not likely to make any difference in standard scores, 

but the lack of a provision for such an option is another of those 

minor annoyances that can cause users to form an unfavorable impres

sion of a piece of software. 

Typographical errors in Autorighter, likewise, were not serious, 

but were noticeable and annoying. These included an "H" that printed 

out instead of an "X" for one of the entries in the Health History 

Inventories, a heading on one page of the report in which the date of 

birth of the child was printed without the year date, a place in which 

"theis" was printed instead of "this," and a place in which "Not at 

Risif" was printed instead of "Not at Risk." The most bothersome 

aspect of these errors is that they had not been eliminated prior to 

the study, despite careful proofreading. 

Finally, incorrect values in the data statements in the "Tables" 

portion of the program resulted in incorrect numerical values in the 

final reports. Of the 21 computer-assisted reports, only 7 were 

completely free of this type of error, despite the meticulous proof

reading described earlier. The remaining 14 computer-assisted reports 

contained between 1 and 13 of these types of errors, with an average 

of 2.38 per case (out of a possible 81-89 scores per case). Including 
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errors such as the consistent problem with the total instead of the 

Average Scaled Score for Physical Dexterity Tasks, the average number 

of numerical errors per case was 3.38. The numerical errors were, in 

general, quite small—differences of one or two points. These small 

differences were similar to the small differences in the manual 

reports of experienced diagnosticians: They were the result of the 

computer's picking up a value adjacent to the correct one in the 

tables—probably because of a value's having been omitted or trans

posed in a data statement. 

The relatively small-sounding average number of errors per case 

is a bit deceptive in evaluating the number of errors that actually 

were present in the prototype version of Autorighter. The scores in 

the computer-assisted reports completed as part of this study repre

sent only a minute proportion of all values in the data tables in the 

Autorighter program. Extrapolating from the number of incorrect 

values revealed by the small sampling here, the actual number of 

errors remaining in the program was probably unacceptably large for 

"real life" applications in diagnostic report writing. 

Adequate Field Testing 

The software design problems uncovered in the course of this 

study are fairly representative of the types of problems that design

ers, publishers, and potential purchasers should be concerned with 

discovering. An important question for software developers, publish

ers, and purchasers is whether they are willing or able to commit 
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adequate resources to ensure that software is thoroughly debugged 

before it is put into use. This study involved only 21 cases, but 

represented a time commitment of at least 20 hours per student for the 

computer-assisted report writing alone. The experimenter, in cross

checking the correct values for the reports, invested at least three 

times that much time—not including additional time spent (approxi

mately an additional 20 hours) running the data through the computer 

to determine the precise type of error a student had made. The adequa

cy of this 110 hours of testing for identifying significant flaws in 

the software is shown by an examination of the way Autorighter meas

ured up to suggested standards for software evaluation. 

As described in Chapter II of this study, several sets of 

standards for evaluation of administrative software are available, 

including several described in Shneiderman's Software Psychology 

(1980) and those of Gaines and Facey (1975), Holznagel (1983), and 

Talley (1983). Because Boehm et al. (Shneiderman, 1980) have an 

easily-understandable scheme for classifying evaluative criteria, 

their system of criteria will form the framework of the following 

discussion. As noted in Chapter II of this study, Boehm et al. divide 

the software characteristics with which evaluators should be concerned 

into three major categories: "as-is utility," "maintainability," and 

"portability." 
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"As-Is" Utility 

The present study revealed several weaknesses in Autorighter in 

the category of software evaluation designated by Boehm et al. 

(Shneiderman, 1980) as "as-is utility." The weaknesses occurred in 

all three major subdivisions of this category: reliability, efficien

cy, and human engineering. 

In the area of reliability, the program too often lacked accura

cy, with incorrect derived scores being printed in reports. In 

addition, the program lacked "completeness" and "robustness," as 

defined by Boehm et al. Even in the prototype version tested, the 

program lacked completeness in that important provisions for functions 

such as on-screen display of derived scores, data storage and retriev

al capability, and entry into the program at locations other than the 

beginning were not incorporated. 

Autorighter also lacked robustness, or what Gilb (Shneiderman, 

1980, p. 99) calls "tolerance," and what Talley (1983, p. 75) divides 

into adequate "error trapping" and provision for "restart and recov

ery." In Autorighter, weaknesses in these major categories included 

the program's inability to compensate for a user's entry of a raw 

score outside the tabled test norms or for user errors such as failure 

to insert the diskette with the tables on it. Such errors inevitably 

caused the program to "crash." [As is obvious from the preceding 

discussion, some weaknesses, such as the lack of provision for values 

outside tabled norms can be classified in more than one way—i.e., 

"completeness" and "robustness."] 
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Another of Boehm et al.'s categories in which Autorighter exhib

ited weaknesses was in the area of "human engineering." This category 

is defined as the "extent to which code fulfills its purpose without 

wasting users' time and energy or degrading their morale" 

(Shneiderman, 1980, p. 97). The most obvious weakness in this catego

ry was the design weakness that forced users either to look up derived 

scores manually so that they could make intelligent comments in the 

narrative portions of the program or to make those comments "blind." 

The need for such a provision is stressed by Talley (1983), who points 

out the need for reproduction on the screen of printer output and vice 

versa. 

A second major weakness in the area of human engineering was the 

lack of any provision—other than restarting the program and re

entering all of the data—for simple user-implemented recovery from 

program "crashes. Talley (1983) and Gilb (Shneiderman, 1980), along 

with almost all of the other authorities cited by Shneiderman (1980), 

likewise stress the importance of such a provision. Gilb recommends 

that all programs incorporate adequate features such as diagnostic 

aids, documentation, and procedures to facilitate recovery. 

On the positive side, Autorighter did incorporate several fea

tures which demonstrate good human engineering, according to experts. 

One of these positive features was the program's "communicativeness"— 

which according to Boehm et al. has to do with inputs and outputs 

"whose form and content are easy to assimilate" (Shneiderman, 1980, p. 

96). Gaines and Facey (1975), Holznagel (1983), and Talley (1983) 
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likewise stress the importance of the quality of output from a pro

gram. Gaines and Facey (p. 900) believe that a report from a program 

ought to be "businesslike . . . engendering trust" and that it should 

not be an "overwhelming piece of technology for a simple task." Be

cause the printed output from Autorighter was virtually identical to 

the printed forms used by the Plainview Independent School District, 

the output was extremely easy for users to assimilate, and input 

included only raw scores or comments that diagnosticians would ordi

narily make. With little training, clerical staff might even have 

been able to make all required entries of raw scores. However, unfor

tunately, as previously noted, the need for comments in the report, 

coupled with the lack of any way for diagnosticians to obtain scores 

on which to base those comments other than printing out the entire 

report, largely negated the advantages of the simplicity of input in 

Autorighter. 

Other human-engineering advantages of Autorighter had to do with 

its screen displays. The designers of the program had made a special 

effort to make the program "user-friendly." For example, the program 

provided for what Gebhardt and Stellmacher (Shneiderman, 1980, p. 253) 

call "input comfort," an aspect of a program that permits rereading of 

input after corrections have been made. In both the narrative and 

quantitative portions of the program, the user was asked whether s/he 

wished to make any corrections, and after corrections were made was 

asked about any further corrections. The only problem was that (based 

on observation of some of the subjects in this study) instructions 
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about how to move the cursor to the appropriate locations to make 

corrections should probably have been included. 

Another good feature of Autorighter was that it provided for data 

fields of adequate length and format, as Talley (1983) suggests. The 

program never "crashed" because of an overly long comment, although 

theoretically, a user could have entered such a comment and caused the 

program to crash. Apparently, no comment was likely to exceed the 

amount of space left for it in the program. 

In a related human-engineering consideration, Gebhardt and 

Stellmacher's (Shneiderman, 1980, p. 253) guidelines suggest that a 

program should provide "evidence of system state"—that is whether a 

system is waiting for input, processing data, etc. At the points in 

Autorighter at which long waits were necessary, friendly prompts 

appeared on the screen in first person informing the user that data 

were being processed. Gebhardt and Stellmacher explain that users do 

not mind waiting if they know that such waiting is normal. Auto

righter also complied with Gaines and Facey's (1975, p. 900) sugges

tion that a program provide the user with "immediate and unambiguous" 

response to every input. Autorighter did immediately display raw 

scores or comments the reader had entered from the keyboard. However, 

the program did not meet this criterion as well as it might have, 

since ideally it would have displayed derived scores as well. 

"Maintainability" is the second largest category of evaluative 

criteria in Boehm et al.'s classification system. This category 

includes numerous highly technical criteria with which the present 
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study is not concerned. However, one major criterion of great rele

vance to this study is "testability." This term refers to the "extent 

to which code facilitates establishment of verification criteria and 

supports evaluation of its performance" (Shneiderman, 1980, p. 97). 

Perhaps the greatest difficulty with Autorighter was the virtual 

impossibility of verifying the values included in the data tables used 

for calculation. Short of having evaluators sit down with the program 

with test manuals in hand and having them enter every possible raw 

score for every possible test (a virtually impossible task unless the 

lack of screen display of derived scores and lack of provision for 

entry of the program at any specified point were overcome), the per

formance of the program could not be adequately verified. 

"Maintainability," according to Boehm et al. (Shneiderman, 1980, 

p. 97) also refers to the extent to which a program facilitates up

dating. These authors are referring to updating the program per se; 

however, the criterion could likewise refer to updating of information 

in program files or client reports (in the case of Autorighter). The 

program made no provision for simple updating of data from retesting, 

for example, because data were not stored on disk. The developers of 

the program were aware of the desirability of such a feature, but 

hardware, as well as software limitations prevented the incorporation 

of such a feature. 

Finally, Autorighter was weak in some ways and strong in others 

in the last of Boehm et al.'s major evaluative categories, "portabil

ity" (Shneiderman, 1980, p. 97). This category refers to the ease 
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with which a program can be used on a variety of hardware. Because of 

the "state of the art" at the time Autorighter was designed and 

tested, it could be run "as is" only on the Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 

III. However, the program was written in Microsoft BASIC and thus 

could, even for its day, have been easily converted for use on other 

hardware. The problem was more a function of the hardware on which 

the program was developed than a function of the program itself. 

If Autorighter were being developed today, it would doubtless be 

designed to be run "as is" on a variety of hardware under one of the 

more universal operating systems. Even Radio Shack (Tandy) has real

ized the need for hardware that is compatible with a variety of other 

manufacturers' hardware and software. If Autorighter had been compat

ible with other machines, users would have had little trouble adapting 

to other hardware, since data entry was not at all device-specific. 

A "portability" problem unrelated to hardware is one alluded to 

by Talley (1983) and Holznagel (1983). They stress the importance of 

a program's being adaptable to local needs or to a variety of formats. 

Autorighter was not such a program. It was designed according to the 

paradigm of the Plainview Independent School District—a district that 

uses an exceptionally extensive battery of tests in its diagnostic 

procedures. For Autorighter to be widely marketable or useful to 

other school districts, the program would have required extensive 

revision to permit deletion or inclusion of other diagnostic instruments 

In summary, according to recommended evaluative criteria, under 

field-testing conditions Autorighter proved to be a program with many 
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attractive features and great potential usefulness to educators. 

However, it proved to have one almost insurmountable drawback because 

of the sheer enormity of the data incorporated in the program and the 

practical problems of identifying errors in the data tables in the 

program. 

Adequate field-testing of software like Autorighter almost cer

tainly would have to include vastly more cases (in the hundreds rather 

than in the twenties) than were included in this study. Whether most 

software developers or publishers will be willing or able to invest 

the resources to conduct such testing is highly problematic. Mean

while, programs like Autorighter that visionary educators see a need 

for and a theoretical possibility for developing are likely to be 

abandoned as unworkable because of debugging problems. 

Meanwhile, educators have a great deal to learn about software 

evaluation from existing sources. Authors of articles about software 

evaluation in education periodicals seemed ignorant of the work of the 

authorities cited by Shneiderman (1980). To avoid "reinventing the 

wheel," educators must be sure that they are making full use of the 

work of experts in other disciplines and develop checklists for both 

developers and evaluators of software. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

As so often happens in studies involving new technologies, what 

was learned from this study of the evaluation of psychometric soft

ware includes as much about what remains to be learned as it does 

specific observations about the individuals and phenomena studied. No 

one doubts anymore that computers are here to stay. However, few can 

doubt that the incursion of computers into almost every area of human 

endeavor has opened up a virtual Pandora's box of problems for soci

ety. From "hackers" mysteriously interrupting cable T.V. service in 

thousands of homes or breaking into top secret systems at National 

Laboratories, to executives stealing millions through illegal elec

tronic funds transfers, the potential for abuse of computer technology 

is becoming routine fare on the nightly news. 

Perhaps even more insidious, however, are the potential inadver

tent abuses of computer technology that arise from too-rapid adoption 

of new programs. Educators, in their quest for helpful innovation, 

are particularly vulnerable to this sort of inadvertent abuse. 

Studies like the current one can pave the way for more sophisticated 

ones that may alert educators to the potential for abuse of computer 

technology in their rush to embrace the benefits it seems to offer. 

176 
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Major Findings 

The most positive of the major findings of this study show that 

the computer is of great potential value to school support personnel 

like diagnosticians. Use of the computer in this study brought about 

dramatic improvements in several aspects of the work of novice 

diagnosticians. 

First, the accuracy of diagnostic reports written by novices 

using the computer was between 100 and 700 percent better than the 

accuracy of reports written manually by these same individuals. 

Second, practice did improve the accuracy of diagnostic reports 

written by novices, both manually and by computer. Improvements in 

manually-prepared reports ranged from 12.3 to 63 percent for different 

novices. For computer-assisted reports, the improvements were less 

dramatic, ranging from 15 to 29 percent greater accuracy in reports 

completed in the second half of the study in contrast to those 

completed in the first half. Improvements in computer accuracy are 

less dramatic because early computer reports were much more accurate 

to begin with than were early manual ones, since the computer 

compensated for many of the types of errors that novices were likely 

to make in manually-prepared reports. 

Third, findings show that use of the computer cut down on the 

time required for preparation of diagnostic reports. The novice 

subjects were able to complete their computer-assisted reports in 0.71 

to 0.77 the time, on the average, required for completion of manual 

reports. Moreover, a comparison of each subject's fastest time for a 
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computer-assisted report and the fastest time for a manually-prepared 

report showed that use of the computer resulted in 22 to 42 percent 

faster completion times. 

More equivocal results were obtained with regard to the effect of 

computer use on the types of errors in diagnostic reports. The com

puter almost entirely eliminated the most common type of careless 

error found in diagnostic reports—the kind resulting from a diagnos

tician's consulting a column or row adjacent to the correct one in a 

manual. The computer also eliminated inaccuracies due to errors in 

addition of raw scores on tests like the WISC-R. 

Furthermore, the computer compensated for certain types of con

ceptual errors. For example, it eliminated errors due to selection of 

the wrong level of the test in the WRAT. The computer likewise 

prevented errors in scoring of the WISC-R due to use of six subscales 

instead of five for arriving at Verbal or Performance IQ. However, 

the computer did not compensate for such errors as a user's not real

izing that the BRP Scales for "Parent" and "Teacher" were not the same 

as "Student Home Scale" and "Student School Scale." Nor did the 

computer compensate for certain types of careless errors, such as a 

subject's designation of the wrong race for tests in which race is 

considered in scoring. Nor did it compensate, through some device 

such as a prompt on the screen, for a diagnostician's failure to 

provide a raw score for a test in the battery. Still, the net effect 

of use of the computer was highly positive. 
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Despite the obvious (even to the subjects) benefits of the com

puter, observation of the subjects' behavior showed that cognitive 

appreciation was not necessarily a precursor of affective apprecia-

tion. Although the subjects were unaware of the difference the 

computer was making in the accuracy of their reports, they were aware 

of the time and effort saved through use of the computer. None

theless, in a finding that parallels those of other studies (Johnson 

et al., 1978; Sherman, 1981; Space, 1981; Stimmel et al., 1981), the 

subjects' affective responses to the computer were guarded to nega

tive. The negative responses seemed to stem primarily from fear 

caused by helplessness in the face of program "crashes" and similar 

problems and disappointment caused by flaws in a technology that the 

subjects had apparently expected to be flawless. 

The second set of major findings in this study focuses on the 

Autorighter software and its testing by the subjects in this study. 

One major finding with regard to software design is that with a com

plex psychometric program like Autorighter, field testing can reveal 

two major types of problems: those which are immediately apparent to 

users and those which are not immediately apparent to users. 

The problems that were apparent to users generally fell into the 

"human engineering" category. The most glaring example of this type 

of error was the lack of screen displays of derived scores on which 

diagnosticians could base their comments. Two similar problems were 

the lack of a provision for the user to enter the program at any point 

at which he or she desired and the lack of any provision for storing 
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data from a report. The lack of a storage feature was at least partly 

attributable to hardware limitations, with only two disk drives, both 

of which were fully occupied with program data. 

Other human engineering difficulties included such understandable 

problems as the designers' failure to provide for anomalies such as 

raw scores which fell outside the tabled norms. Entry of such figures 

simply caused the program to "crash." This problem reflects the 

designers' lack of adherence to Wasserman's (1973, p. M35) admonition 

that programmers "provide a program action for every possible type of 

user input." Yet another type of human engineering difficulty with 

less catastrophic but highly undesirable results was a simple lack of 

a reminder to users to be certain that paper was properly aligned in 

the printer before the printing function of the program began. 

Another type of human engineering problem included those due to 

the designers' failure to make the program sufficiently "idiot proof," 

or as Wasserman (1973, p. M35) says, "to anticipate any possible 

action by users and to respond in such a manner as to minimize the 

chances of program failure." Such errors with Autorighter included 

users' failure to insert program disks when called for, resulting in 

the creation of "empty tables," and program crashes, as discussed in 

Chapter IV of this study. 

The second major category of error uncovered by the field testing 

of Autorighter included errors of which the users were unaware. These 

included incorrect data in program tables, resulting in incorrect 

derived scores in the reports. As pointed out in Chapter IV, only 7 
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of the 21 computer-assisted reports were free of such errors. Users 

would have been aware of such difficulties only if they had been 

required to check their computer results by hand. Such a measure 

would be the only way to eliminate all errors in data-statements in a 

program such as Autorighter. The distinction between problems of 

which users are aware and those of which they are unaware is an 

important one in software evaluation, as will become apparent later in 

this chapter in the discussion of implications of the findings. If 

users are unaware of problems, then such problems might well go unde

tected in software tests. 

The preceding findings regarding design problems in Autorighter 

point the way toward a partial answer to the question of what adequate 

field-testing of psychometric software should entail. Obviously, 

adequate field-testing should uncover all of the types of problems the 

novice diagnosticians encountered in the course of this study, 

including both problems with human engineering and problems with 

inaccuracies in program data. 

Likewise, as shown by differences among results from the three 

novices in this study, adequate field testing should entail testing of 

the software by a variety of users with differing levels of skill, not 

only with regard to experience with computers, but also with regard to 

typing ability, age, and basic intelligence. For example, had the 

program been tested only with skilled typists, the results for time 

savings with the computer might have been very different from those 

obtained had the program been tested with non-typists. Educators 
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should bear such differences in mind, not only as they test software 

themselves, but as they look at claims based on software field testing 

by others. 

Finally, one additional and major weakness in this field-test was 

the lack of any documentation for Autorighter. The subjects seemed 

either not to have been aware of this lack or not to have perceived it 

as a problem. Being unfamiliar with computers, they may simply have 

not realized that programs customarily are accompanied by written 

documentation. Because the developer was also the instructor for the 

workshop, the lack of documentation was not a major problem for the 

subjects in this study. However, no field-testing could be considered 

adequate unless it were conducted with documentation, rather than the 

program developer to rely upon. Of course, some pilot testing such as 

the work done in this study might provide a useful guide in the 

development of documentation. However, it is difficult to know how 

much better or more poorly the users might have fared with Autorighter 

with just program documentation to rely upon for guidance. 

Methodological Considerations 

Results from this study must be understood in the context of a 

case-study method of research. Obviously, this method has some severe 

limitations in terms of generalizability, especially when such small 

numbers of subjects are involved. Ideally, this type of study should 

be run using experimental and control groups of 10 of more subjects 

each. However, the practical difficulties in assembling, reproducing. 
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and disseminating adequate raw data for that many individuals to work 

with pose enormous logistical problems, as does providing adequate 

numbers of test manuals and adequate supervision under controlled 

conditions. 

Furthermore, at the time this study was undertaken, with limited 

numbers of copies of Autorighter, which could be run only on TRS-80 

Model III computers, finding sufficient hardware and software also 

imposed limits on the nature of the study. Even today, in the College 

of Education computer laboratory, the equipment is a hodge-podge of 

different brands and vintages. In the University's Advanced Tech

nology Learning Center, students have access to several identical 

computers, but the press for access to the equipment is enormous, and 

tying up large numbers of the computers for an extended period of time 

for a study like this one, even today, would be almost out of the 

question. 

Therefore, for the type of research undertaken in this study, the 

case study method offers some significant advantages. For example, 

for an experimental study, students would almost certainly have to be 

matched in the experimental and control groups on variables such as 

typing ability, previous experience with computers, and other charac

teristics that might affect results. Locating a suitable group of 

subjects and performing such matching, again, would offer enormous 

logistical problems. In this study, with the large number of repeated 

measures and the alternating sequence for computer and manually scored 

reports, each subject was able to act as her own control, with the 
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repeated measures offering some degree of assurance about the relia

bility of the results. 

In addition, the close involvement of the experimenter with the 

subjects offers some clear advantages for this type of study. 

Information about affective responses could be based on objective 

observation of the subjects rather than on subjective self-reports 

that might incorporate the current societal bias in favor of computers 

or that might incorporate a momentary frustration with computers in 

general based on frustrations caused by program crashes. 

Still, the study would have been strengthened if the group of 

subjects had been large enough to permit a valid semantic differential 

or similar measure of attitudes towards computers to be administered 

at the beginning and at the end of the study. Then, it would have 

been possible to show what changes, if any, had taken place in the 

subjects' attitudes toward computers as a result of their participa

tion in the workshop. 

Another factor that might have made a difference in the results 

was the unfinished, developmental nature of the version of Autorighter 

with which the subjects were working. Working with a better-refined 

version of the program might have made a difference in the subjects' 

attitudes toward Autorighter and toward computers in general. On the 

other hand, data would have been lost about the reaction of the sub

jects to various types of program defects. 

Likewise, as mentioned previously, the study would have been 

strengthened if students had had documentation available while they 
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were working with the program. A program is generally only as good as 

its documentation, and documentation might either have made the sub

jects feel more secure because of having a source of self-help with 

program difficulties, or it might have made them even more frustrated 

because of inadequacies or omissions in documentation. At any rate, a 

test of software without documentation cannot really be considered a 

fair test. 

Implications of Findings 

The implications of the findings of this study are much more 

important than might first appear. Numerous caveats emerge from these 

results, both for those who might be considering designing similar 

psychometric software and for those who might be considering buying 

similar commercial "packages" or having them custom designed. 

The implications of the results of this study for persons who 

might consider developing software like Autorighter are that the 

practical problems with both developing and testing such a program may 

be all but insurmountable for most individuals and even a few corpora

tions. Unless a simple method (such as reliable optical scanning of 

the printed page) were available for entering data from test manuals 

into program statements, the task of data entry alone is almost Hercu

lean. However, a more modest undertaking such as the development of a 

computerized scoring system for one specific test is certainly well 

within the grasp of many knowledgeable educators. Still, since tests 

usually are administered in some rather standard battery within most 
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school districts, the appeal of a program like Autorighter is undeni

able. The most important message for would-be program developers is 

that the task must not be underestimated. The two primary designers 

of Autorighter spent well over a year of virtually half-time work and 

still had come nowhere near completing a debugged version of the 

program at the time of the study. 

A second major implication of the findings in this study for 

would-be software developers, particularly in light of research liter

ature regarding software evaluation, is that existing literature can 

jhelp software developers avoid "reinventing the wheel." As shown in 

Chapter IV, despite their adherence to numerous principles of software 

design (such as providing users with messages about system state at 

any given time), the developers of Autorighter were perhaps unaware of 

such guidelines as those which suggest providing users with identical 

video and print results. 

A third major implication of the findings of this study for 

software designers is that even after much careful proofreading, in a 

program the size of Autorighter, numerous errors are likely to remain. 

Developers cannot assume that simply providing redundant proofreading 

is an adequate guarantee of the accuracy of program data. 

The implications of the results of this study for would-be pur

chasers of psychometric software are that this type of software may be 

particularly likely to contain errors because of the sheer size of 

some of these programs. A corollary implication for would-be purchas

ers of such software is that they should request and very carefully 
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inspect information about the extent of field-testing a program has 

jundergone. Potentially, at least, every value in every data statement 

in Autorighter might be wrong. Considering the number of data state

ments and the number of numbers in each statement, the marvel is that 

seven reports turned out error-free. 

For adequate checking of psychometric programs like Autorighter, 

business experts like Martha Eischen (1983) recommend "parallel 

processing" in which the computer system is run simultaneously with a 

manual system until users are certain that the computer system is free 

of errors. Of course, as Eischen points out, such a testing method

ology entails "double work." In the case of Autorighter, with 

thousands of potential test scores, such a data verification system 

could take years. Few organizations have the resources to continue 

parallel processing for a period adequate to ensure that all program 

values are correct in a program like Autorighter. Therefore, 

ipurchasers should know enough about software to examine such program 

Ifeatures as the number of values in data statements. If that number 

is particularly large, purchasers should probably assume (in the 

absence of evidence to the contrary) that the program contains 

I errors. 

Furthermore, purchasers would be wise to conduct their own field 

tests with software or to rely upon evaluations by independent review

ers. The developers of Autorighter were conscientious and honest, 

et they believed that the care they had exercised during program 

development, along with the careful proofreading they had arranged 
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for, had largely eliminated errors in the program. They thought that 

the program was much more ready for public use than it actually was, 

as shown by problems revealed during the course of this study. The 

developers were, in some cases, blind to glaring program faults until 

those faults (such as the lack of screen display of derived scores) 

were revealed during the study. In short, developers and publishers 

of software are perhaps not the most reliable judges of the adequacy 

of software testing. 

Some of the most important implications of the findings of this 

study relate to implementation of computerized procedures (like 

computer-assisted diagnostic report writing) with staff members. The 

results of this study show that use of the computer can markedly 

improve the accuracy of scoring of diagnostic tests among novice 

diagnosticians, and presumably the computer might result in similar 

improvement among experienced diagnosticians. This study also shows 

that the computer can even compensate, in a limited way, for some 

conceptual problems among novice diagnosticians. In other words, the 

computer is of potentially great value in relieving the tedium asso

ciated with one of the most important support functions in school 

districts. 

Along with these very positive findings about ways in which 

computer technology can benefit school staff members are some 

extremely negative ones. The results of this study show that, as 

speculated in the research literature (Eberly & Cech, 1986; Meier & 

Geiger, 1986), the potential for misuse of the computer is very great. 
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particularly among inexperienced staff members. The problem is 

similar to those that math teachers encounter among students who use 

electronic calculators. Unless a student has "number sense" in 

addition to calculator skills, he or she may not recognize a result as 

being highly improbable or unreasonable. Similarly, among business 

professionals, the use (or misuse) of electronic spreadsheet programs 

by naive or novice users has led to some disastrous miscalculations 

("How Personal Computers," 1984). Businessweek ("How Personal 

Computers," 1984, p. 94) notes that "too often computer printouts are 

taken as gospel, and their numbers go unquestioned." The magazine 

observes that "the new breed of nontechnical users of personal 

computers" is particularly unlikely to check computer data such as 

spreadsheet results. A similar problem is extremely possible among 

naive users of educational software like Autorighter, as shown by the 

results of this study. 

The subjects in this study never once questioned the results 

yielded by the computer, even when those results were wildly illogi

cal. For example, a novice diagnostician might have obtained results 

on one test that showed a child to be severely retarded, whereas 

results on all of the other tests might have shown the child to have 

superior intelligence. Nonetheless, these disparities seemed to have 

gone entirely unnoticed. 

In the presence of computer output, the logical faculties of the 

novice diagnosticians seemed to click off and stay off. The implica

tions of this phenomenon are some of the most disturbing of this 
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entire study. Misuse of a spreadsheet program might lead to the waste 

of thousands or even millions of dollars, but erroneous placement of a 

child in special education might well lead to the waste of a life. 

The dangers of this situation are so serious that educators must 

either devise "fail-safe" procedures for cross-checking computer data 

used in special education evaluations and placements, or educators 

must consider limiting access to computer programs to experienced 

persons who are likely to recognize anomalous results. 

A second reason for particular caution in introducing computer 

technology to novices was also revealed through this study. When new 

software like Autorighter is introduced to staff members, it should be 

as free from "bugs" as it possibly can be. Otherwise, novices' 

negative affective responses to computers may be magnified, or their 

suspicions that computer technology is "not all it's cracked up to be" 

or that they cannot "make it work" may be confirmed. 

Implementers of computerized systems should also be aware that 

although novices' cognitive responses to computers may be positive, 

their affective responses may be negative or extremely guarded, and 

every effort must be made to overcome any negative responses when a 

new system is introduced. Otherwise, novice users may generalize 

their feelings about one new system to computer systems as a whole. 

Overall, the implications of the findings of this study are that, 

as with many other technologies, the benefits of the technology are 

many, but the drawbacks must cause users to seriously question whether 

the tradeoffs necessary for implementation of the technology are 
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worthwhile. Certainly, with the type of software used in this study, 

a sufficient system of checks and balances would have to be estab

lished, through parallel processing or some other procedure of double 

checks, as the computer system was implemented. Then, when the 

program was well-established, some type of checks would have to remain 

in place. These checks are even more important with computerized 

systems than they are with manual systems because of the previously 

mentioned tendency of many persons to take computer output as 

"gospel." 

Summary 

In summary, the findings of this study show that psychometric 

software like Autorighter dramatically improved the accuracy of diag

nostic reports written by novice diagnosticians. It likewise consid

erably decreased the time required for completion of those reports, 

particularly for experienced typists who were therefore familiar with 

the computer keyboard. 

Use of the computer was also very effective in decreasing or 

eliminating certain types of careless mistakes likely to be made in 

the process of diagnosticians' looking up derived scores in test 

manuals. It was also effective in compensating for some types of 

conceptual errors, such as a diagnosticians' not knowing that one of 

the subscale scores of the WISC-R must be dropped in both the Perform

ance and Verbal IQ categories if all six scales were administered. 

However, the computer could not altogether ensure against careless 
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errors such as omission of scores or failure to insert diskettes at 

appropriate times or failure to align paper properly in the printer. 

The results further show that although cognitive responses to 

computer technology may be positive, affective responses may not be 

nearly so positive. Any problem with hardware or software, which 

experienced users might take lightly, may magnify reservations or 

negative feelings novices have about the technology. Users may feel 

particularly intimidated by any errors that result in program 

"crashes." Therefore, insofar as possible, software must be entirely 

"crash proof" before it is introduced to novice users. Otherwise, 

novices, unable to remedy the problems themselves, may feel doubly 

helpless in the face of the "crash." Moreover, novices, because of 

their inexperience, are particularly likely to commit the types of 

errors that cause programs to crash. 

Finally, results of this study show that fairly superficial field 

testing of psychometric software like Autorighter will reveal most of 

the "human engineering" problems in the software, but even extensive 

^ 1 field testing may not uncover "hidden" software problems such as 

inaccurate values in tables. Only manual checks like those performed 

by the experimenter to determine correct scores for the data used in 

the study will reveal such hidden defects in software. Some type of 

parallel processing, therefore, is extremely important in the imple

mentation stage of software like Autorighter. 

Additionally, results of this study show that programs like 

Autorighter that are intended for possible use by novices (or by 
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others) should be tested by users with all different levels of skill 

so that safeguards may be built into the program to protect the soft

ware from any possible user error, as software evaluation experts 

recommend. Otherwise, problems such as entry of scores outside tabled 

norms (which create no problem at all in manual processing) or failure 

to align paper in a printer (which any experienced user would know to 

check) may cause inordinate wastes of time and engender inordinate 

frustration among users. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

In addition to the possible areas for further investigation 

mentioned earlier, numerous other fruitful areas for research suggest 

themselves; and as hardware and software become more widely available, 

such research becomes more feasible. One obvious area for research is 

repetition of this study with experienced diagnosticians working with 

the computers. Although it might be extremely difficult to persuade a 

school district to expend the resources needed for the parallel pro

cessing of data that would make such a study possible, studies like 

this one might go a long way toward convincing administrators of the 

need to commit those resources as a means toward full and secure 

implementation of computer technology. Only by testing a program with 

experienced personnel can the real impact of the use of computer 

technology be known. Experienced personnel, presumably, should be 

able to detect anomalous results. If they do not, then even more 

caution is due in implementation of computer technology. 
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A second obvious area for research involves further investigation 

of affective responses to computer technology. Through such objective 

measures as Galvanic Skin Response testing as subjects work with the 

computer or through measures such as attitude scales administered at 

various stages of subjects' working with computers, investigators 

could gain much valuable information about the precise aspects of the 

introduction of computers that cause the greatest stress among new 

users. Then, strategies could be developed for minimizing those 

stressful events. The impact of various types of program problems 

represents a particularly fruitful area of research for educators 

seeking to design "user-friendly" software. 

Likewise, more study should be done on ways that might be under

taken to encourage users to double check computer-generated results. 

Educators need to know as much as possible about the tendency of users 

to regard computer-generated results as sacred and unquestionable. 

Otherwise, implementation of programs like Autorighter may be unwise. 

Finally, repetition of this study in a true experimental design 

would be of unquestionable value if the practical difficulties of 

obtaining subjects, hardware, and software could be overcome. Al

though the repeated measures in this study and the use of each subject 

as her own control offer a large measure of assurance that the data 

are reliable, only a true experimental design could verify such 

results. 

Clearly, software developers, educators, and publishers are deal

ing with a technology in its infancy, and the technology must be 
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implemented with great caution, especially in areas such as psycho

metrics, in which mistakes are not only costly but potentially 

catastrophic in terms of human lives. For appropriate precautions to 

1 
be taken, the resources must be found for many more studies and for 

i 
much more sophisticated studies that build on the types of findings 

revealed in preliminary ones like the present one. 
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